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Calling a Truce Between
Faith and Science
George Fox professors promote dialogue rather than conflict.
L e t ' s M e e t t h e C o n t e n d e r s ;
In this corner — the defending champion — The
Church: Backed by million.s of adherents, hattie-testcd
over centuries, and coached by the greatest corner man of
all t ime — God.
In the opposite corner — the challenger — Science:
Picking up momentum ever since the Enlightenment, lean
and mean from constant self-revision, and a dominant
force in the modern world.
T^he re\al\onship between church and the scienlificcommunity has sometimes looked like boxers battling for the minds and souls of humanity. One of the
earliest scuflles occurred in 1633 when the Roman Catho
lic church took a lelescope-loting Italian named Galileo to
court for publicly disagreeing with church doctrine that
said Earth was the center of the universe. The church won
the battle by imprisoning him. but Galileo won the war —
it seems he was right.
Fast forward three centuries, and scientists and the
church still can be found eyeing each other with every
thing from misunderstanding to contempt. Although reli-
cion encouraged the development of experimental meth
ods centuries ago as a way to uncover God's divine plan,
the two sides have since distanced themselves from each
other. As science developed, some of its theories under
mined long-held church beliefs.
To keep the peace, the two have claimed distinct do
mains. Science aims to answer empirical questions like
•how" and "what." while the church limits itself to the
spiritual realm, filling in the blanks on "who" and "why."
But separate corners haven't been enough to keep
members of each side from taking jabs at the other. Some
scientists feel they don't need God to explain how the
world began and operates. Astronomer and atheist Carl
Sagan patronized the church by saying every thinking per
son would have to admit "the absence of God" because
there was •'nothing for a Creator to do."
Some members of the church lash back, deriding scien
tists as incompetent or as atheists with anti-God agendas.
This Campus IS Big Enough
for the Two of Them
Can the two combatants get along — on the same cam
pus? They do at George Fox. where science professorsstrive to match their scicniitic lindings with their undci'-
standing of the Bible.
Dwighi Kimbcrly. associate professor of biology, says
the two shouldn't be in conllict.
"If there's friction, something's wrong with my science
or something's wrong with my theology, he says.
George Fox President David Brandt earned his Ph.D.in physics and believes faith and .science can coexi.st.
"If God wrote two books — the 'book of nature and
the book of Scripture — how can they be contradictory?'
he asks. "Because they have the same authorship. 1 as
sume they are compatible, even when that appears not to
b e s o . " . ,
In the 13th century. St. Thomas Aquinas did his best to
prove Christian faith was compatible with the scientihc
theories of Aristotle, the greatest scientist of the ancient
world. He called his hook "Summa Theologiae."
" I f G o d c r e a t e d t h e
w o r l d , I t s e e m s l o g i c a l t o
a s s u m e t h a t w e c a n a l s o
l e a r n a b o u t G o d t h r o u g h
t h e s t u d y o f h i s c r e
a t i o n . " s a y s P a u l C h a m
b e r l a i n , p r o f e s s o r o f
c h e m i s t r y ( t o p , w i t h Ta r a
B a k e r , a s s i s t a n t p r o f e s
s o r o f b i o l o g y, a n d
C a r l i s l e C h a m b e r s ,
a s s i s t a n t p r o f e s s o r o f
c h e m i s t r y ) . " Yo u c a n g a i n
i n s i g h t s i n t o t h e c h a r a c
t e r o f G o d b y s t u d y i n g
H i s c r e a t i o n . " G e o r g e
F o x p r o f e s s o r s s e e k t o
fi n d a h a r m o n y b e t w e e n
f a i t h a n d s c i e n c e a s t h e y
e x p l o r e a n d t e a c h h o w
G o d w o r k s i n t h e w o r l d .
Allhough the Bible hasn't changed since then, science
certainly has. The church — like in the ca.sc ol Galileo —
has not always opened its arms to new theories.
"The church is not as sclf-corrccling as science has
been," says Kimbcrly. "Science by its own method criti
cizes other scientists, whereas in the church when some
one with insight makes a statement, everyone believes it
for a thousand years. Sometimes we come to find out they
were not right."
Nobody is likely to write a modern "Summa
Theologiae" today. It would be like shooting at a moving
target, becau.se today's complex scientific theories are still
being refined. But scientists who arc Christians, like thosein George Fox's science department, still look for God's
hand in our current understanding of the world.
Theology and Science:
Both the Study of God
At George Fox, students study God's word (the Bible)
and God's world (nature).
"If God created the world, it seems logical to assume
that we can also learn about God through the study ol his
creation," says Paul Chamberlain, professor of chemistry.
"Just as you can gain insights into the personality and na
ture of a composer or an artist by studying their works,
you can gain insights into the character ol God by study
ing I lis creation. The atoms we study, the laws of nature
(hat we disc(wer are God's creation and God's law."
continued on page.?
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George Fox Moves Up
in U.S. News Ranking
University enters second decade
on "Best Colleges" list.
George Fox University has climbedhigher in its overall ranking in the
most popular annual review of the nation's
colleges and universities.
For the 11th year, George Fox is in
cluded in U.S. News & World Report
magazine's listing of
"America's Best Colleges"
— particularly for its aca
demic reputation.
The University is lied
for fourth place in overall
quality, compared to fifth
place last year and third
place the year before. It
is also in a four-way tie
for third place in aca
demic standing among regional liberal arts
colleges in the West — a change from the
second-place ranking the University has
had the previous four years. George Fox is
also eighth on the list for the region's best
values, compared to ninth last year.
The rankings combine statistical data
with the results of an exclusive U.S. News
survey of some 1.400 four-year colleges
and universities. The regional liberal arts
colleges category consists of more than
400 institutions that award 60 percent of
baccalaureate degrees in occupational,
technical and professional fields and tend
to be less selective than national liberal
arts colleges.
"To be recognized by U.S. News and
World Report for 11 years is a gratifying
affirmation of the high-quality programs
offered by George Fox University." said
P r e s i d e n t D a v i d B r a n d t . " O u r c o n s t a n t
challenge is to continue to build on and
improve the already excellent programs
a v a i l a b l e t o o u r s t u d e n t s . "
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Cadavers Part of Learningfor Students Studying Human A y
Someone entering the University'sanatomy lab for the first lime might
barely notice the two long stainless steel
cases standing against the lab's north wall.
The cases, affixed on hospital gurneys
chained to the floor, appear little more
than other pieces of biological equipment,
other places for storing microscopes and
pctri dishes.
Human Anatomy and Physiology stu
dents know d i f fer
ently, though: the
steel cases hold their
year's work, an en
terprise many stu
dents initially both
anticipate and dread.
However, these stu
dents recognize that
to truly understand
what they have read
i n t e x t b o o k s a b o u t
muscles, organs and
bones, the cases'
steel clasps must be
unhinged, and the
cadavers lying
w i t h i n d i s s e c t e d a n d
analyzed.
For many stu
d e n t s i n t h e H u m a n
Anatomy and Physi
ology course, dis
secting cadavers
c o m e s w i t h t h e t e r r i
tory. Their chosen
careers require such
h a n d s - o n w o r k .
Most take the year
long course as part
of a pre-nursing, human performance, or
physical therapy major, although some
biology and pre-medicine students exam
ine the cadavers through independent stud
ies with George Fox faculty.
In addition, the cadavers are used for a
home schooling course in anatomy taught
by Associate Professor of Biology Dwighl
Kimberly.
Studying a cadaver can certainly be a
little unnerving. Few students have even
seen a dead body, let alone dissected one.
This is especially true now, says Kimberly,
since funeral traditions have changed and
memorial services have replaced opcn-
c a s k e t c e r e m o n i e s .
Seeing a dead body for the first time
thus becomes part of the learning process,
as senior Ryan LcBrcton admits. For him,
"the whole cadaver experience was great. I
learned a lot about the human body, and 1
grew a little bit in my own way, just know
ing you are looking at a real dead body, as
opposed to one on TV,"
Of course, students don't begin with
cadaver dissection on the opening day of
classes. Kimberly spends time preparing
students for the experience, in part because
errors when working with cadavers can be
expensive: the bodies cost $1,100 each.
Therefore, the course starts with other
forms of animal dissection. Students are
given lists of muscles and must learn their
origin, points of insertion and action, as
well as the function of organ and skeletal
s y s t e m s . 1 " " "
anatomy well, tiicy aic
t o h u m a n s u b j e c t s . K i m -Despite extettsive PfP-*"' ' •..ed,.y"be,■ly says the whctie class s,^ems^d„y
on the lirst day olSome report an ^ ■ ^ -lass. Stu-
Othcrs laugh nervously duringto" anxiously await.hewhich the course has been budding.
a structure the person has left behind."
Contemplating such things is useful, he
believes, as it gives him reverence for the
body Nvith which he is working.Kimberly makes clear that the cadavers
are a gift to his students, and to other scj.
enlists throughout the stale, all who rely
on Oregon Health Sciences University fo^
donor bodies. OHSU, in turn, must depend
on those who indicate their willingness to
The whole class seems "edgy" on the first day of cadaver dissection, says professor Dwight
Kimberly, second from left. He and the students talk about the stewardship of the bodies, their
appreciation for the donors' gifts, and the need to treat the bodies with respect.
Still, when Kimberly first opens the
cases, what he calls a "crypt," only several
"brave ones" will peer in. The courageous
few are soon followed by their more tenta
t i ve c l assma tes who , l i ke LeBre ton , a re no t
bo thered " too much . . . a f te r the in i t i a l
opening of the cadaver case."
Before beginning with the actual dis
section, though. Kimberly and his students
have a brief time of refleciion and prayer.
They talk about the stewardship of the
bodies, their appreciation for the donors'
gifts to science, and the need to treat the
bodies with respect.
Students are asked not to make fun of
the bodies, nor to do anything to the bod
ies beyond prescribed classroom exercises.
And. according to Kimberly, students have
responded well to this opening meditation;he reports he has had "zero problems"
with students, all of whom have handled
the experience with propriety.
For Kimberly. refiecting on the spiritual
aspects of cadaver dissection extends be
yond this moment with students. Before
students can work with the cadavers. Kim
berly spends about 60 hours prosecting the
bodies, removing skin and fat to expose
the musc les .
During the lengthy pro.section process
Kimberly says, he often thinks about the '
person's past, what kind of life that personhas led, whether that person lived healthilyand well. He recognizes, though, that "the
person i.s no longer there. (The cadaver) is
join the whole body donation program
through their Oregon drivers licenses. Be
cause only 85 to 100 bodies are donated
each year, there is sometimes not enough
cadavers to meet the demands of medical
and dentistry .schools, as well as thestate'f
universities and colleges.
George Fox must return the cadavers
after one year's use. so that families may
receive their loved one's ashes. Each year,
then. Kimberly chooses two different ca
davers. a male and a female who are. he
says, "not too heavy, too old, or too thin."
After making his decision. Kimberly
brings the cadavers to Newberg in his
truck, saving the University the transporta
tion costs charged by local mortuaries.
Kimberly places the cadavers in the
crypts he designed with chemistry profes
sor Steve Hannum. The crypts, conslnicied
with a special ventilation system necessary
to preserve the cadavers, remain chained
to the anatomy lab's north side when not
in use .
Other students no doubt know of the
crypts existence: admissions counselors
often take prospective student tours past
the anatomy lab (but not in); rumors about
the cadavers sometimes surface.
Yet it seems only the Human Anatomy
and Physiology students can fully appmd-
ale the educational import of these stain
less steel cases — and the gift to science
which lies within.
— Melanie
Engineering Program Builds Reputation Step by Step
It makes sense that JuliMonse, the engineer
ing student, would find a
summer research project
that helped improve the
way fool braces are se
lected for disabled kids.
She understands feet
because she's also Juli
Morse, the runner.
Morse — who ran the
Chicago Marathon in
mid-October — is part of
a group of George Fox
dual-degree engineering
students who are finding
success once they leave
the Newberg campus. After spending three
years in George Fox's liberal arts program,
they transfer for two more years at an en
gineering school. Bachelor's degrees arc
earned at both schools.
Morse will finish her second degree
Juli Morse hopes to apply
her engineering degree de
signing medical equipment
Ml mechanical engineer
ing this spring at oneol the lop academic
schools in the country
Washington Universityni St. Louis, Mo. George
Fox students have devel
oped a solid reputation
there. Ot the seven stu
dents who have finisheddiLir undergraduate engi-
'lecring degrees at Wash
';;gton University since
„ ^ jr;:,k
braces
sor Bob Harder workedHospilal in Porito'^ake
guesswork out of the nro "f theprocess of assigning
braces to children with cerebral palsy.
They observed how the childrenWalked while wearing the ankle-foot
braces, then took the braces to a laboramOwhere they analyzed hinged and fuH-ln-'e'
styles and the thermoplastic materials-
We were trying to find which brace
would be best to straighten their gait oa'
and give energy back to the person weaf-
iiig it. It Wasn't clear cut. because the
braces are prescribed to different paticn
for didereni problems. But we did conic
up with some recommendations for eac
istyle. It was neat to be in the hospital
und see how the kids were affected by
the braces and then see which one
worked better."
A.fter possibly earning a master's df
glee. Morse hopes to use her enginccR'
in the medical field, where she would 1"^
to help design medical equipment, pi"*^ ^
thetics or artificial organs.
3The President's Perspective
Calling a Truce Between
Faith and Science
C ominucd from page /
When scientific theories and current Christian beliefs
don t appear to agree. Chamberlain says one side or both
eventually will adjust."II science and Christianity are both the study of God,"ne say^  nhey should both tel us the same thing about
God. There should ultimately be no contradiction between
God s word and God's creation."
Science Encouraging Faith?
George Fox professors reject atheistic evolution, find
ing too many signs of a creator. As Christians, they caneven identity who they think did the creating: God.
Chemistry professor Carlisle Chambers sees a creatorin his field. "1 find it hard to argue against a designer," he
says. 'There are examples in chemical sy.stems that indi
cate design to me... the properties of compounds and the
way they work together. I express that kind of wonder
ment to my students. You can believe what you want
about how we came to be. but for me I see a sense of
design."
After a period where science seemed to be eliminating
the need for God. many non-Christian scientists now are
having doubts about the possibility of the univer.se com
ing into existence through a random process. Chamberlain
cites a recent book by a Lehigh University biochemist,
"Darwin's Black Box." which argues that molecular and
cellular systems could not have evolved by chance.
"More and more scientists are seeing design in the
world and are suggesting the existence of an intelligent
designer." Chamberlain says. "This seems to me to give
Christians an incredible opportunity for mini.stry."
The Importance of Dialogue
Keeping science and the church in separate corners
isn't helping either side.
"Science without religion is lame. Religion without
science is b l ind." said Alber t Einste in.
Some church leaders have asked, if the church doesn't
respect the work of the scientific community, why should
the scientific community respect the church's opinion on
ethical issues such as population control, genetic engi
neering or cloning? Since Hiroshima, the world has be
come more aware that science can be a two-edged sword
— able to help as well as hurt.
George Fox University is playing a part in helping sci-
entists and theologians Find common ground. Last fail, a
group of about 40 science and religion scholars from pub
lic and private colleges across the state came to Newberg
to participate in a workshop held by the Oregon Faith,
Science and Technology Interest Network.
Letting Our Science and
Theology Speak for Itself
George Fox professors are teachers first and research
ers second, but their work outside of the classroom is a
witness to their students and the scientific community that
Christians can be good scientists.
Don Powers, professor of biology, is one 10 to 20 sci
entists in the United States who have made the study of
hummingbirds their life's work.
"Powers is a master — a good scientist," says Kim-
berly. "He builds our reputation with the community —
then superimposes on that our theological base. You've
got to have good science and good scholarship. You need
to let your science speak for itself. Then you can let your
theology speak for itself."
Helping Students Find Their Calling
Producing scientists who are Christian is important as
well. George Fox and some of its donors made a major
inve.stirient in the science department when it built the
$5.3 million Edward.s-Holman Science Center in 1995.
But Kimbcrly — a 1967 George Fox graduate who re
members when the science majors used to run from chapel
to be the first to use the school's one good microscope —
knows that teachers are just as important as tlic facilities.
"I think God calls us all to be ministers," says Kim-
berly T'm in an equipping ministry. I'm trying to get stu
dents connected. I've written 100 letters of recommenda
tion this year. When students tell me what their dreams
are. I take it seriously. I'm here to help them fulfill their
dreams It is the core of what I'ln about. God has a call to
each o'fus and we're to walk worthy of that calling. It's
my caling to help them get to that vocation or caling."
Ail Truth Is God's Truth
It has taken more than 350 years but Gahlec and the
Catholic Church have been reconciled, n 1992. PopeJohn Paul apologized for hi,s iheologieal predecessors whohad failed to distinguish between behef ,n Ser|pture and
interpretation. Galieo had contended that the Bible couldnot err, but was misunderstood on the topic of Earth s lo-
c a t i o n i n t h e u n i v e r s e . , i - i u uGeorse Fox scientists also seek to find a harmony be
tween faith and science as they explore and teach how
G o d w o r k s i n o u r w o r l d . ."We can use science to help us understand God, but we
,.„nnot out our faith in science," says Chamberlain. "I am
rnnvinced that science, used properly, will ultimatelybring us to God. because al tnith is God's trud,;^^^
George Fox President David Brandt's background as a physicist provides him with a good
perspective to talk about the relationship between Christian faith and science education.
Qls there a conflict betweenscience and fa i th?
A There doesn't have to be. IfGod wr te two books — the
"book" of nature and the "book" of
Scripture — how can they be con
tradictory? Because they have the
same authorship. I assume they are
compatible, even when that ap
pears not to be so.
QWhy arc science and faithperceived as rivals?
A Christians believe that ourfaith is the final authority. It is
difficult to always clearly sort out
those issues that are necessary
(normative) and those that are not.
Before the time of Copernicus,
it was clear that the Earth was at
t h e c e n t e r o f t h e u n i v e r s e . T h i s
view was also accepted as norma
tive for Christians. When Coper
nicus suggested that the earth ro
tated around the sun, it was seen as
heresy. Today we have adjusted
our theology to account for his sci
e n t i fi c c o n t r i b u t i o n .
Another reason for the rivalry is
the position science has assumed
during the 20th century. Science is
seen as the solver of problems and
improver of the human condition.
Throughout history, religion was
the source of ultimate answers.
During the current century, science
is often seen as the ultimate (most
productive) source of answers.
a What can we learn frompas  conflicts between faith
a n d s c i e n c e ?
A Past conflicts between sciencend Christianity should leach
us lo welcome science as an impor
tant source of information. Scien
tists are not out to "gel" Christians.
Non-Christ ians who are scientists
are curious and seek to find out how
the universe is made and how it
functions. Christians who are scien
tists do the same, but see the uni
verse as God's creation.
Scientific theory is always ten
tative. History tells us that Chris
tianity held to an inadequate cos
mology prior to the time of
Copernicus. Maybe we could learn
to be less dogmatic about those
parts of our theology that are not
normative. I bel ieve that science
and Christianity should be in an
on-going conversation to fully
know the Creator God.
QDoes science hurt ourf a i t h ?
A Science has never, to thispoint, made me want to chuck
my Christian commitment. I know
some scientists who have reached
such a conclusion. I've gotten
more assurance than threat from
science for my faith. Science has
made me want to think deeply, but
I've never reached a blind alley.
When I was challenged to inte
grate my faith with my learning, I
realized it doesn't go only one
way. It goes both ways. Physics
informs my faith, and faith informs
my physics. A physicist brings
something lo the faith discussion
that other disciplines cannot. Simi
larly, other disciplines bring their
own perspectives. Our understand
ing of faith is enriched when many
perspectives are brought together
a n d s h a r e d .
QWIiy is it important thatscience and faith get along?
A I hurl when church and science fight each other. I don't
think it's necessary. Scientists
think the most interesting areas
are the problem areas. Rather than
writing off those with whom we
disagree, we need lo seek solu
tions and not let it drive us apart.
It is important for the sake of our
unity in Christ, as well as for
evangelistic effectiveness, that
science and faith are partners
rather than antagonists.
An important reason for scien
tists to be educated at George Fox
University is our emphasis on in
tegration of faith and learning.
Many Christians in our society
compartmentalize their lives to
separate the world of faith from
the world of work. Bringing sci
e n c e a n d f a i t h i n t o a c o h e r e n t
whole is d i fficul t work thai we
Christ ians — scient ists and non-
scientists — have not yet given
o u r b e s t e f f o r t .
I would l ike Christ ians who are
scientists lo seek understanding of
theology, and Christians who are
non-scientists to seek understand
ing of science. We need a new
respect for each other and a com
mitment to interact especially on
those areas where there seems to
be disagreement. We also need a
stronger commitment across the
ology/science boundaries to not
"wr i te each other off " when di f
ferences appear. 1 believe such
conversat ion and comin i tment is
preci.sely what the church is all
a b o u t .
QWhat Ls the danger of science ignoring God?
A Science is in the business ofanswering "how" questions.
Chri.slianily an.swers "why" ques
tions. It's easy to confuse these.
Science is closely related to tech
nology, which makes things and
affects society. When science and
technology function outside a
moral structure that seeks answers
to ultimate questions, they be
come dangerous.
Was it OK to drop the bomb
since we were able lo construct it
and understand it? Should we
manufacture everything just be
cause we can? Our Christian faith
should provide a context within
which to do science that will be
all that God intended it to be.
QHow has the field of sciencechanged in recent years,
and how has th is a fTcc tedthc
teaching of science from a Chris
tian point of view?
A Science is a rapidly changing,rapidly growing field, Quan
tum mechanic.s, relativity, chaos
theory, and the availability of high
speed, high-capacity computers
have all affected how science is
taught by Christians and non-
Christ ians al ike. Recent theoret ical
challenges lo randomness in design
of the universe arc encouraging to
those wi th Chr is t ian commitments.
1 think there has never been a bet
ter time for Christians to be scien
tists and science teachers.
QWhat is the strength ofteaching science in a univer
sity with a Christian worldview?
A God is the author of the twobooks (nature and Scripture).
At George Fox, we give students
the opportunity to study nature
within a Christ ian context. Indeed,
God wrote both "books." They
complement each other, but they
don't use the same words. They
need some translating for each
o t h e r .
There are .so many ways
today's science contributes to the
well-being of humans — through
communications, health and by
revealing the wonder of the uni
verse. To see how it works, that's
glory to God. It's a magnificent
u n i v e r s e .
Science can provide a clean,
exciting set of "glasses" through
which to see God's universe. It has
been argued, for example, that
J o h n M i l t o n c o u l d n o t h a v e w r i t t e n
" P a r a d i s e L o s t " h a d h e n o t l o o k e d
through Galileo's telescope.
Students at George Fox study
science and through it see the
greatness of God. It is a tremen
dous advantage — in a world
where scientisni is assumed — to
see Christians can be spectacular
scientists. Students can say, "1
don't have to chuck the Christian
stuff lo be a successful scientist."
QWhat else should the readers o f L IFE know ahou t ou r
science department?
A The scientists who teach anddo sci ce at George Fox arc
deeply committed believers who
hold the books (Scripture and na
ture) — one in each hand — and
seek to know how they fit together.
There is no doubt in my mind that
we have a faculty of deeply com
mitted Christians in the science
area. These individuals both leach
and do science. They are curious
people who are interested in solv
ing problems. They are committed
to fostering spiritual and intellec
tual growth.
We do science well. Our new
building, equipment, and .scholar
ship support are all geared to doing
excellent science. The quality of
instruction is as good as you can
fi n d .
Our scientists are interested in
communication. If our readers are
interested in these issues, they can
contact us and talk with us about
their questions.
—Interview by Rob Felton
George Fox Professor Assists in Relief Efforts in Kosovo
Seeing irauinatized, desperate peopl  is not an
upbeat way to spend a
summer break, but it
doesn't keep George Fox
faculty member Bill Essig
from helping reach the
world's needy in Christ's
n a m e .
Essig, now in his fourth
year as assistant professor
of business and econom
ics, spent a month and a
half last summer in the
embattled region of
Kosovo, the southern
province of Serbia. He
made the trip on a
short-term assign
m e n t f o r W o r l d
Vision, a Chris
tian relief agency.
Essig spent his
lime assessing the
human i t a r i an
needs of refugees
fleeing into north
e r n A l b a n i a a n d
Montenegro from
K o s o v o . H e t h e n
developed recom
mendat ions to
Wor ld Vis ion on
h o w i t c o u l d b e s t
respond and develop an organizational
presence in Tirana, the Albanian capital.
World Vision is joining the effort to
bring aid to those displaced within
Kosovo. Portland-based Mercy Corps In
ternational. another relief organization,
established operations in Kosovo four
years after Slobodan Milosevic stripped
the province of its autonomy in 1989. e.s-
tablishing martial law and beginning a
campaign of repression against Kosovo's
90 percent ethnic Albanian majority.
Serb police and the Serb-dominated
Yugoslav army are trying to crush a rebel
lion by militant ethnic Albanians who arc
E s s i g
fighting to wrest Kosovo away
from Serbia, the dominant
Yugoslav republic.
Essig has extensive expertise in
international emergency relief and
development programs and is a
former vice president of Mercy
Corps. He also previously worked
for the Seattle-based World Con
cern relief agency. He has seen a lot of
need throughout the world, but found the
situation in Kosovo especially distressing.
The bad situat ion in Kosovo worsened
greatly during the time Essig was there.
The number of displaced people multiplied
14 limes, from about 25.000 to 330.000.
Scores of villages have been destroyed. "I
was there when the lighting intcnsillcd."
said Essig.
With winter. Western offici t i ls fear the
worst if urgent help isn't provided for the
tens of thousands of refugees living in the
h i l l s a n d f o r e . s t s .
A U.S. assistant secretary of state for
human rights warned in
September that Kosovo
was headed lor a hu
manitarian catastrophe.
Western officials have
threatened military in
tervention for months it
Milosevic doesn't halt
the oflens ive .
Milosevic's government
has outlined a plan tor a
sepanile parliament in
Kosovo, taking the first
steps to comply with a
deal to avert air strikes
by the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization.
Essig said there are
valid reasons for fearing
that the whole s i tuat ion
could ignite further if
diplomacy fails.
"People believe that
Kosovo is the spark that
could light the powder
keg for another world war." he said.
Essig spent much of his time in
Kosovo's capital. Pristina. There he spoke
with a 33-year-Qld man who had been two
months away from graduation when
Serbian police shut down his university
eight years ago. The man asked a haunting
question about the ongoing strife in his
homeland: "How many years will this go
on. and how many lives will be lost?"
On another occasion, Essig drove with
a convoy to help deliver food and medi
cines to the city of Malisevo, which had no
electricity and almost no water. The city's
population of 55.000 had grown suddenly
to 100.000 with the inllux of people Hee-
ing fighting in the towns of Orohovac and
D e c a n .
Essig visited several homes, including
that of a family of live who had taken in
60 displaced people.
"1 was surrounded by middle-aged men
asking me why this was happening, why
the international community was not slop
ping it- There were 27 children in the coin-
pound. and women were weeping. They
were traumatized.
The trauma continued the next day, as
Yugoslav aimy forces overran the town,
and the population, made up of many who
had already fled fighting, was forced to
flee again. Many thousands were missing.
This was Essig's second involvement in
summertime relief work since joining the
George Fox staff. He worked in Azerbaijan
for seven weeks in the summer of 1997.
Regarding Kosovo. Essig recommends
World Vision work in partnership with the
United Nations High Commission on
Refugees; meet with European Commu
nity representatives to discuss securing
firewood, blankets and shelter repair sup
plies to help the refugees get through the
winter: and work to provide seeds and
farming tools to refugees this spring — if
the situation even allows agricultural ac
tivity. Currently, crops are rotting in the
fields becau.se tho.se who would normally
do the harvest are afraid of sniper fire.
.said Essig.
Essig also recommends that World Vi
sion work in partnership with Bread of
Life, a ministry of Serbian Christians
based in Belgrade. Yugoslavia. "They rec
ognize the evil in their own land," he said.
Even though crises in Kosovo and other
international hot spots loom large, even a
limited role by Christian relief agencies is
significant, Essig says.
"1 think their mere presence is a miti
gating factor," says Essig. "The presence
of outsiders is not going to stop the vio
lence. but it tempers it to some degree."
Noting that he teaches a senior seminar
on international .studies — and that he also
instructs on leadership and management of
non-profit organizations — Essig believes
his relief work contributes greatly to his
effectiveness as a faculty member at
George Fox.
"I think my experiences inform my
teaching." he says.
— J o h n F o n m e v e r
Newberg Couple Honored as Volunteers of the Year
Charles and Jean Hanson aren't the type of people tospend their retirement years unproductively.
"These folks are not retired just to enjoy pleasures."
says a friend. Jerry Kingery of Newberg. "Their lives are
dedicated to serving the Lord however they can."
The Hansons' service to George Fox and the local
community resulted in their being named the University's
1998 Volunteers of the Year.
"It's just something we grew up with — learning to
help others." said Charles after he and wife received the
a w a r d .
Since coming to Newberg in 1991. the Hansons have
developed a strong reputation for lives of service. They
assist in many ways at the University, in their church, and
with local and regional programs and ministries.
At George Fox. the Hansons help with mailings, blood
drives, and with Volunteers on Wheels, which does minis
try through building and construction throughout the
Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends.
Those walking across the George Fox campus can see
the VOW signature imprinted on some of the sidewalks
Charles helped pour. He docs much of the preparatory and
set-up for VOW's concrete work. Jean has assisted VOW
by making drapes for George Fox campus facilities such
as Wheeler Sports Center, Villa Apartments and the Inter
national House.
Both Hansons have long assisted with the University's
many mailings. About 10 times annually they come in
early and work through lunch. Danya Ochsner, who coor
dinates the mailings, says the Hansons "work quickly and
accurately, have interesting conversation, and always have
a smile to share."
At the blood drives, held in cooperation with the
American Red Cross. Jean greets and registers those who
come to donate, serves refreshments, and helps "mother"
the .students who have just given blood, .says campus
nurse Carolyn .Staples.
Another son. George Fox associate professor of biol
ogy Dwight Kimberly, explains the Hansons' rctidiness to
help; "They see the University as an extension of the
church that trains students for .service."
In the larger Newberg community, the local FISH
(Friends in Service to Humanity) food bank. Bible Foun
dation. and Newberg Friends Church benefit from the
Hansons' energies.
For FISH. (Charles helps with food boxes every Tues
day cind assists with carpentry. For Bible Foundation, he
helps ship liter
ally thousands
o f B ib l es wo r l d
wide. Jean often
joins him in his
work wi th these
agencies.
"They are
always doing
things for some
group or organi
zation." says
Kingery. who
heads Bible
F o u n d a t i o n .
A t chu rch ,
the Hansons
help prepare and
dis t r ibu te bu l le
tins and worship
fo lders . Char les
is an usher and
greetcr on Sun
day mornings
and is on the
stewardship
commi t tee and
has served on
the Friends Cemetery board. He also helps recruit volun
teers for church projects.
"They arc very friendly, very willing and very helpful."
says church secretary Debbie Hawblitzel. Just how
friendly? Jean's sister. Leila Ralphs of Newberg. recalls
that when the Hansons moved to Newberg, they didn't
wait lor the local Welcome Wagon to come calling. Jean
baked pies and went around to neighbors intix)ducing hei-
. s e l f a s t h e n e w c o m e r . ^
Beyond Newberg. the Flansons are volunteers with
Twin Rocks Friends Camp and Conference Center at
Rockaway Beach on the Oregon Coast. Charles has servedon the board for years, but the past two years, he and
other family members constructed a prayer chapel at the
camp in memory of Jean's sister. Peggy Catld.
Beyond their volunteering, the Hansons also have other
noteworthy involvement with the University through their
family. Neither Charles nor Jean attended George Fox. butall six of their children graduated from George Fox be-
George Fox University is just one of
volunteered thei r t ime and ta lents.
the many places Jean and Charles Hanson have
iween 1967 and 1982. Two of their daughters-in-law and
one son-in-law also graduated from George Fox. Four of
giandchildren have attended the University (twool them have graduated), and more are coming.
Jean s first husband died in 1948. and she was left with
die,r two young boys. Two years later, she married
T h C a m a s . W a s h .
•hJ I ^ grew with the arrival of four more
m owned and operated oas stations in Ca-
mirnWash., for more thtm 40 years. He
r-im ■ 1" ^ ^1 and they sold their small farm inC-< ias tomake the mov  to Newberg.
tion'-i!wn^^"''r^'^ deep interest in educa-
their'sTKi o' '^ln-irch. the Hansons' children and
H- ns m o t'^^dtblished the Charles and Jean
That fund n"' Scholarship at George Fox.
Friends sum"^ ' ^  annually to a junior or seniorncnds student who sees ministryas a vacatin.
— John Forri i ieyei '
5University Honors Four as Staff/Administrators of the Year
Mark Pothoff
V^hcn the University announced itsadministrative staff member of the
year award, the recipient was hiking deepin Oregon-s Cascade range. This was no
holiday excursion for Mark Pothoff, butrather part of his Job: a week-long wilder
ness training program with the Uni
versity's Student Life staff.
Eileen Hulme. vice president for
student life, presented Pothoff with the
award at the trailhcad before the trek in
land began.
Pothoff manages student life activity in
Pennington Hall, as well as the Willcuts,
Carey, and Beebe residence halls and Win
ters Apartments. This means Pothoff must
consider the well-being of 252 students
with the help of 11 resident assistants.
In addition. Pothoff works to foster
spiritual and emotional growth in the
University's living areas; helps coordinate
residence hail activities; maintains housing
facilities; aids in disciplining wayward
students; and, most importantly, builds
relationships with students — something
students believe he does well.
According to senior Kristina Barnes,
"Mark is the most encouraging person I
have ever worked with, not just encourag
ing me to perform the duties of the job (as
resident assistant], but encouraging me to
not be afraid of who 1 am. He is a selfless,
self-sacrificing man who desires to see the
best in each person."
Pothoff has an ability to attend to admin
istrative demands efficiently, so that he may
turn again to students and their needs. He
spends time with each resident assistant.
meets individually with other students, at
tends chapel and other Religious Life ac
tivities, goes to as many campus events as
possible, and devotes several hours each
week to other Student Life meetings.
On top of all this, Pothoff attends
graduate school at Azusa Pacific Univer
sity in California, studying for a master's
in college student affairs. Although he will
complete the degree this spring, he feels
called to remain at George Fox for as long
as God will have him stay. He is "open to
the Lord's leading," he says, but believes
"this is where I have felt the most peace.
Until I find that has changed, 1 will be
content and joyful.
"1 love working here," he adds. "I guess
1 wouldn't want to do anything else."
Danya Ochsner
Left to right; Linda Sartwell, manager of the Student Union Building post office; Mark Pothoff. residence hall director;
Dianna Mcintyre, former administrative secretary for the Sociology/Social Work Department; and Danya Ochsner,
d i rec to r o f spec ia l even ts and p ro jec ts .
Anyone atending a George Fox eventwill undoubtedly notic  Danya
Ochsner's imprint.
The University's special events coordi
nator has turned Hcacock Commons into
New York City for a President's Council
Dinner, using cardboard boxes to create
skyscrapers and a Brooklyn Bridge. The
Commons has also become a jungle, a cir
cus, and a Mardi Gras celebration.
At Christmas, Ochsner transforms the
Newbeig campus into a Christmas di
orama, complete with decorated ever
greens, candle lighting and carols, and
horse-drawn carriages.
Every year, she is involved in staging
events connected with graduation, the
Sports Hall of Fame, Family Weekend,
Homecoming, volunteer luncheons, and
other occasions as needed. In addition, she
has been a member of the aesthetics com
mittee and is helping to restore the
University's new presidential residence.
Ochsner was recognized as administra
tive member of the year at the same time
she was honored for her 10 years of ser
vice. George Fox hired her in 1988 as an
administrat ive assistant and office man
ager for the University Relations Office.
Because of her expressed interest in plan
ning special events, doing so became part
of her duties. Still, until last year. Ochsner
played dual roles, organizing the school's
special events and continuing her work
managing the office. Now she works
solely on events and remains busy as ever.
All of Ochsner's duties require her cre
ative touch, her ability to make something
from nothing — a Brooklyn Bridge, for
example, from cardboard. She believes
creativity is one gift she brings to her job,
in addition to working with detail and
"balancing a lot of different things at
once." Yet her sophomore student assistant
Sharon McKce says Ochsner's gifts extend
far beyond that.
"She's great. She's so inspirational. She
makes me feel comfortable. She shares her
heart and always asks me how I'm doing."
When Ochsner received her award, she
z admitted she was "shocked, excited, and
zi scared" — scared because she would rather
g avoid public recognition and instead work
S behind the scenes, serving the George Fox
community through a job she loves.
"I've always liked to serve," Ochsner
says, "and this is a way I can give up my
talents to serve the University."
Dianna Mcintyre
When Dianna Mcintyre received wordthat she was being recognized as the
University's support staff member of the
year, she initially wondered whether Carl
Lloyd, professor of sociology, had
mounted a successful ballot-stuffing cam
paign on her behall.Members of Lloyd's Sociology/Social
Work Department knew otherwise. As the
department's administrative secretary forsix years. Mcintyre successfully kept the
office organized and provided an acces
sible liaison between busy faculty mem
bers and harried students. In addition, she
helped the department move .smoothlythrough its accreditation process, compiling aiid mailing accreditation material.
Between all this, Mcintyre has proc-
tored classes for ill professors, helped a
f^aculty member's child find a nde homefrom .school, and fulfilled secretarial re
sponsibilities for the CenterLearning and for art professor Mark Terry.
According to Terry, Mcintyre was even
-a key player in the early success we ve
experienced as we've begun budding the
Despite her maniffiki responsibilitiesMclntyre's primary motivation remains the
L i n d a S a r t w e l l
same. She says she wants to "serve stu
dents and faculty, to help them do a better
job at what they are good at" by taking
care of the smaller things, from photo
copying to department budgets. Her ability
to organize well, to attend to details, and
to "get the big picture of wbat needs to be
done" are all gifts she uses daily.
Although she feels unable to help ev
eryone who demands her time, she remains
persistent in her desire to consider others
first. Above all, Mcintyre says, she wishes
to "serve a higher calling" in her work.
Shortly after receiving her award,
Mcintyre moved to Enrollment Services in
late October, where she serves as the ex
ecutive secretary for vice president Andrea
Cook. She is mis.sed at the Center Street
House, home of the Sociology/Social
Work Department, where she seemed tire
less in completing tasks assigned to her,
rarely saying "no" to any request, always
solving the difficult problems po.sed to her
by faculty and students.
Clearly, if there were to be a ballot-
stuffing campaign, as Mcintyre first imag
ined, Lloyd would not be the only one
with his hand in the ballot box.
F
^ rom her desk in the recesses of the
Student Union Building post office.
Linda Sartwell handles the processing and
distribution of all student mail and pack
ages. Each day, she helps her student assis
tants sort mail, forwards mail to graduates,
attends to bulk mailings, makes address
changes in the University's databa.se, sells
stamps, and tries to decipher to whom oddly
addres.sed letters belong (an envelope sent
to "Andy's Friend Jennie," for example,
requires Sartwell's sleuthing talents).
Although Sartwell knew little about
post offices when she began working at
George Fox, after seven years of employ
ment, she is now an important campus re
source about the details of postal proce
dures, rules and regulations.
For Sartwell, seeking employment at
George Fox seemed at first more a matter
of pragmatics than spiritual prompting.
She moved to Newberg with her husband
in 1988 from Ohio, where she had worked
as a fifth grade teacher. Unable to find a
permanent teaching po.sition in Newberg,she applied for a job at George Fox be
cause she needed ful l- t ime work. Now,
seven years into her career as the
University's student post office director,
she feels God has clearly culled her here.
Though Sartwell is committed to her
postal work, her greater commitment is to
the students whose mail she delivers.
Sartwell says she "loves giving mail to stu
dents, giving packages to them," and likes
being at the post office because "it is al
ways a happy place on campus." Working
at the post office and relating with students
is part of her ministry, something she does
"because of my relationship with Christ."
Sartwell does not plan to abandon
teaching and wants to substitute teach once
she retires. She is taking courses at George
Fox to keep her teaching license current.
In a way, however, Sartwell never stops
teaching, something her student assistant
Janell Hampton, a freshman, recognizes:
"I am never afraid to ask Linda questions
about how to do things. She's accessible as
a boss because she knows what she's talk
ing about and is not intimidating."
— M e l a n i c M o c k
T h e E d w a r d s H o u s e — t h e
s e c o n d o l d e s t h o u s e i n
Newberg and built by one of
t h e f o u n d i n g f a t h e r s o f b o t h
the city and George Fox —
r e c e n t l y w a s g i v e n t o t h e
University and is being reno
v a t e d t o s e r v e a s t h e
h o m e o f i t s p r e s i d e n t .
Historic Edwards House to Become President's Home
A historic gift to George Fox Universitywill make one of N wberg's old st
h o m e s t h e o f fi c i a l r e s i d e n c e o f t h e
University's newest leader.
Margaret Edwards, Portland, has given
George Fox just over $300,000 to pur
chase. renovate and maintain the 115-year-
old Jesse Edwards House, a 2.550-square-
foot residence at 402 S. College St. that is
part of the University's and city's heritage.
By the end of 1999. the house will
serve as the home for new university Presi
dent David Brandt and his wife, Mclva.
The house is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. Records indi
cate it apparently is the second-oldest
house in the city, exceeded in age only by
the 117-year-old Minthorn House, pre
served today as a national and local land
mark because it served as a boyhood home
for U.S. President Herbert Hoover. The
Minthorn House also is on the National
Register of Historic Places.
The two houses are interconnected.
When Jesse Edwards built the two-story
house on College Street in 1883. he sold the
earlier home to Dr. Henry Minthorn. who
came to Newberg to become the first super
intendent of Friends Pacific University, the
forerunner of George Fox University.
Jesse Edwards was one of the founding
fathers of both Newberg and the Univer
sity — and the grandfather of Margaret
Edwards' late hu.sband, Dr. Lowell
Edwards. The house is prominent in the
city's history. Us spacious music room was
once used as a meeting place for the Quak
ers. Carefully preserved, the house is rich
in architectural appointments, with turned
porch column.s, bracketed cornices, shut
tered "one-over-one" windows, and a dis
tinctive gable roof.
"Our family has retained strong lies to
the University." Margaret Edwards wrote
in the letter confirming her donation, "and
when the opportunity arose to acquire the
house, we immediately thought of the Uni
versity as a most appropriate institution to
own, hold and care for it."
While its use as a presidential home
was not mandated by Edwards, she did
include that among suggested uses by the
University. "We would be very pleased if
from time to time the house or portions of
the house were to be open for viewing by
the public." she added.
Presented with a tour of the house
shortly after his .selection last summer as
George Fox's 11th president. Brandt and
his wife were delighted with the idea of its
use as the president's official home and as
a site for community-oriented events.
"Melva and I are excited about using
this house as the George Fox University
presidential home." Brandt wrote in a
thank-you letter to Edwards. "We feel that
it is an elegant house that will serve us and
the University with dignity and class...We
think this is a wonderful opportunity for us
to share this historic home with the Uni
versity. the Friends church and the
Newberg community. We have enjoyed
living in older homes in both Massachu
setts and Pennsylvania, and are eager to
also do it in Oregon."
Greeted by a grand foyer with intricate
woodwork, hardwood floors and a winding
stai rcase, the house features French doors
leading into the living room, a brick fire
place, built-in bookshelvc.s and a bay win
dow, a formal dining room with hardwood
floors, a bright sun porch, four bedrooms,
and two ful l bathrooms and a clawfoot tub.
Wrapping around the entire front and side
of the house is a covered veranda, com
plete with porch swing.
The house also i.s framed by English-
style cottage gardens and brick path
ways. Among the features outside are a
fish pond; trailing vine arbors; pine and
maple trees; crabapple, Italian plum, fig,
cherry and pear trees; and an old-
fashioned herb garden.
University personnel now are working
with renovation, decor and furnishing spe
cialists to enhance the house and proper
ty's original character. Restoration work
may lake until fall 1999; in the meantime,
the Brandts are living in another Univer
sity-owned hoine.
L o w e l l E d w a r d s , w h o d i e d i n 1 9 8 2 .
attended Pacific College, now known as
George Fox University, from 1919 to
1921. He was a member of George Fox's
Board of Trustees for 11 years until be
coming an honorary member in 1976. and
was honored previously by the University
w i t h b o t h A l u m n u s o f t h e Ye a r a n d h o n o r
ary doctoral degree recognition. An engi
neer. he invented the Starr-Edwards heart
valve, the first and most widely used heart
valve in the world. The Edwards" son. Dr.
Miles Edwards of Portland, is a member of
the Board of Trustees.
Lowell Edwards" father. Clarence, es
tablished the first electric company in
Newberg and was one of three members ofthe first graduating class in 1893 for Pa
cific College, which is now George Fox.
— John Fo r lmeve r
Enrollment Reaches Another High
F'or the 1 Ith consecutive year. GeorgeFox University has set fall and spring
enro l lment records .
The official count for fal l semester was
2.343 students, up from last September's
2.254. a growth of 4 percent. Spring en
rollment reached 2.312 .students. 125 more
than this time a year ago — a 5.7 percent
i n c r e a s e .
A dramatic increase in freshman reten
tion. which fall semester reached 81 per
cent, was a big contributor to the record
enrol lment. In the fal l , t radit ional under-
gradtiale enrollment was at 1.388 students,
while in the spring, those students totalled
1.335.
A 17 percent Jump— from 322 to 376
— in George Fox's non-seminary graduate
programs was tallied in the fall, while in
the spring, there were 371 students in
those programs.
Western Evangelical Seminary, a gradu
ate school of George Fox University, saw
an incrca.se from 250 to 282 students in the
fall, a 13 percent jump. Spring enrollment
was 263 students — five more than last
spring's count.
Enrollment in the degree-completion
program for working adults was at 299 in
the fall and 343 students in the spring.
La.sl fall's all-lime high enrollment re
flected a more than quadrupling of the
number of students since the mid-1980s.
In 1986. only 549 students attended what
was then George Fox College.
Meet the President
A Continuing Series of Regional Meetings with David Brandt,
President of George Fox University
Los Angeles Area
Friday, March 26Richard M. Nixon Library, Yorba Linda, California
6.30 p.m. reception, 7:00 p.m. dinner
Chuck Mylanderand C.W. Perry hosts
Music by the Concert Choi'r
$ I 5 per person
Eugene Area
Saturday, May 22
Va'„R.eMnn.E„j„,, Oregon'0.00 a.m. brunchMusic by DaySpring
Medford Area
I 00 p.m. luncheonJ°hn and Manlyn Duke, hosts
Music by DaySpnng
(S03} 554-2115.
7-ALUMNI NOT^
Herschel Thornburg (G46) was honored as
Alumnus of the Year by Barclay Colege in
Haviland. Kan.
Earl Craven (G49) was honored at Taylor
University. Upland, Ind.. for his notable success at coaching a winning football team in
the 1950s.
Gene Hockett (G51), Betty (Street) Hockett
(G52), Paul Stanfield (n58), Naomi (Mar
tin) Wilson (G58), Lyie Wilson (G60), and
Ron Staples (G69) spent time in Tenwek,
Kenya, with a team working with World
Gospel Missions.
Myrna (Rourke) Tuning (n61) and her hus
band. Frank, own and operate Tuning Studio
& Gallery in Bums, Ore. She is co-founder
of the Chamber Music Society of Harney
County, where she sings and plays the violin.
Keith Drahn (G66) is teaching a first-year
seminar on the subject of human diversity at
Messiah College. Grantham. Pa. The course
includes themes of cultural/ethnic issues,
religious diversity, disabilities, and sexual
and gender issues.
Fred Gregory (G66) spent time in the Do
minican Republic assisting in relief efforts
after Hurricane Georges.
Delia (Fitzgerald) D'Haem (G71) received
a master's degree in library and information
science in June from the University of Wash
ington.
Bob Davenport (G80) is an independent
network engineer in Boulder, Colo. He spe
cializes in complex network infrastructure
design, installation and troubleshooting.
Doug Llnscott (G80) and his wife. Wendy,
are serving in South Africa with the touring
drama group Covenant Players.
Jerry Entenman (G81) and Kerry (Grant)
Bergler (n90) were featured soJoi.st.s in the
1998 Singing Christina.s Tree production at
the Pord ' i ind Civ ic Audi tor ium. Th i .s was the
.36th year of the production — an ecumenical
gift of Christmas music to the Portland area.
Sherie (Winslow) (G8\) Smith, and her hus
band, Tom, live in Mombasa, Kenya, where
they are missionaries to a Muslim people-
g r o u p .
Scott Celley (G82) is executive assistant to
the governor of Arizona, Jane Dee Hull.
Lynn Ford (G82) is senior pastor at Wood
land (Wa.sh.) Church of the Nazarene.
Carl Sorensen (G82) is vice president of
Idaho Historical Railroads. Inc., Cascade,
I d a h o .
Susan (Macy) Wyant (G82) and her hus
band, Doug, live in Aberdeen, Wash., where
they are pastoring Alder Grove Church of
God. She is worship leader, children's Bible
teacher and sermon consultant.
Lorna (Martin) Northcutt (G83) and her
hu.sband. Price, are living in Svensen, Ore.,
where they are pastoring Crossroads Com
munity Church, a part of the Nonhwest
Yearly Meeting of Friends.
Joset (Williams) Grenon (n85) is marketing
and publicity director at California State
University, Northridge. She also coordinatesa pre-relea.sed film screening series for inde-
pendeni filmmakers in the Los Angeles area,
and works for the Sundance Film Festival,
Park City, Utah.
Rebecca Doyle (WES87) is career mission
ary to Asia with the Free Methodist Church.
She received a Ph.D. is biblical studies m
May 1997. She is currently in Taiwan study
ing Chinese in preparation for teaching mseminary and Theological Education by Ex
tension centers throughout Asia.
Colleen (Gallagher) (G87) Holdahl hasbeen promoted to a part-time management
position with United Parcel Service,
Tualatin, Ore.
David I.ehnian (G87) is a farmer in Amity,
Ore., and owns Strumpet
Yamhill County. His wife, ,,,,Lehman (091), owns Sp.ral Med.a a graphtcdesign and advertising business m Am.ty.
Marianne Fnnderhide (088) is the vars.ty?^r.s basketbal eoaeh at Newberg H.ghiLol. She also is a graduate of Newberg
High School.
O r e .
Wes Thomas (G89) is the key accounts
manager for McMinnville (Ore.) Water and
Light Co.
Peter Coulson (MHR90) is data manager for
Child Welfare Partnership, Portland Slate
University, Salem (Ore.) campus.
Michelle (vSackman) Emra (G90) has been
listed in Who's Who in Outstanding Teach
ing for 1998. She is in her eighth year of
teaching fifth grade at Gervais (Ore.) Ele
mentary School.
Vance Godfrey (G92) is office manager for
McMinnville (Ore.) Water and Light Co.
John Donathan (G93) has been named pas
tor of Hillsboro (Ore.) Friends Church.
Casey Demmert (G94) is teaching physical
education at Blatchley Middle School, Sitka,
A l a s k a .
Stuart Reay (094) is a teacher at Children's
Garden Christian School, Medford, Ore.
Gerry Labunskl (MHR95) is department
manager of the Diagnostic Imaging Depart
ment for the Sisters of Providence at Provi
dence Por t land Med ica l Cen te r.
Bev Cook Rupp (WES 95 & 96) has been
named minister of pastoral care for Prince of
Peace Mennonite Church. Corvallis, Ore.,
where she serves as its chaplain and mar
riage and family therapist.
Janie Hansen (MHR96) has been named
aviation marketing manager for passenger
service for Portland International Airport.
She is re.spon.sible for monitoring and mar
keting passenger airline services for both
business and leisure travel. She is currently
pre.sident of the Oregon Business Travel
As . soc i a t i on .
Elisabeth Hunt (G96) is volunteer coordina
tor and fioor manager for the A.C. Gilbert
Discovery Village, Salem, Ore.
Linda Puilcn (PsyD96) is clinical director
for Chehalem Youth & Family Services,
Newberg.
Lore Christopher (MHR97) has been
named to the Keizer (Ore.) City Council, Her
name was drawn from a bucket by Keizer
Pol ice Chief Marc Adams when she and an
other final ist were deadlocked in a 3-3 vole.
Tony Guyette (097) is assistant trainer for
the Forest Dragons, the Arena League indoor
foo tba l l t eam fo r Por t land .
Laura Johnson (G97, MAT98) is teaching
high school and junior high cla.sses at the
Inter-American School in Queizallenango,
G u a t e m a l a .
Sarah Foster (G98) is teaching second
grade at C.S. Lewis School. Newberg.
Denise Jackson (G98) is employed by the
Sunnyside (Wash.) School District, where
she is a Volunteer In Service to America
(VISTA). Her responsibilities include volun
teer recruitment and donation solicitation
from busines.ses to help implement reading
programs within the di.strict.
Marl Martin (G98) is the youth outreach
coordinator for Our Savior's Lutheran
Church, Lake Oswego, Ore.
Amy Pullen (WES98) operates St. Johns
Counseling, a private practice specializing in
marriage and family therapy in Portland.
Barbara Smith (G98) is working as a busi
ness partner for Providence St. Peter's Hos
pital, Olympia, Wash.
Michelle Clinc (n99) travelled throughout
Latin America in the fall wiih Celebrant
Singers, a music ministry presenting con
certs throughout the world.
M A R R I A G E S
Pri-scilla Roberts (G81) and Dan
Hochhaller (.student), July 25, 1998,
in Portland.
Candee Paulsen (n92) and Andrew Bellamy,
May 23, 1998, in Lacey, Wash.
Regina Withnell (092) and Brian Ochsner,
Nov. 30, 1997, in Salem, Ore.
Jennifer Hosier (G94) and David Searls,
June 19, 1998. Wilmorc, Ky.
Eric McGuire (MAT94) and Stephanie
Kramer. Aug. 1, 1998, in Portland.
Dealt Simonsen (n94) and Jeffery Clements,
June 27, 1998, in Woodbum, Ore.
Wendy Upjohn (G94) and Eric Barber, Oct.
3, 1998, in Vancouver, Wash.
Darby Maydole (MEd96) and Joseph
Graziano, July 3. 1998, in Portland.
Richard Newberg (G96) and Paula Prather,
June 27, 1998, in Vancouver, Wash.
KristI Sabin (n96) and Brian O'Gorman,
Aug. 7, 1998, in Hillsboro. Ore.
Jonathan Ulmer (G96) and Rachel LewLs
(G96), June 20, 1998, in Newberg.
Nikki French (G97) and .Ia.son Krenier
(n99), Sept. 19, 1998, in Bend, Ore.
Jennifer Low (G97) and John Edwards,
June 27. 1998, in Gresham, Ore.
Elizabeth Phares (097) and Bryce Dicker
(n99),May 16, 1998, in Portland.
Jennifer Baird (G98) and Steve Shilhanek,
Aug. 15, 1998, in McMinnville, Ore.
Ryan Gwaltney (G98) and Erica Gressett
(student), Sept. 12, 1998, in Medford, Ore.
Heidi Hughes (G98) and Justin Monuteaux,
June 13, 1998, in Yakima. Wash.
Elizabeth McKec (G98) and Brad Wood
(n98). May 16, 1998, in Tigard, Ore.
Karl Schneider (G98) and Jason Koller,
Aug. 15, 1998, in Portland.
JciT Simons (098) and Faith Chapin (stu-
denl), July 18, 1998, in Newberg.
Heidi Haley (G98) and Luke Ankcny (n98),
July 11, 1998, in Rogue River, Ore.
B I R T H S
Mark (G79) and Carol (Helm) (G79)
McDonald, a girl, Linda Darlene, Oct. 15,
1998, in Arkan.sas, Kan.
Gaylc (G81) and Pant (Hagen) (G87)
Becbe, a boy, Richard Gaylc, Oct. 25,1998,
in Placcntia, Calif,
Lori (Klopfenstcin) (G81) and Mark (n82)
Muscutl, a girl, Claire Mliss, July 22, 1998,
i n V i e t n a m .
Sherie (Winslow) (G8I) andTom Smith, a
girl, Cayla Lynn. Sept. 6, 1997, in St.
Helens, Ore.
Dani (Gilbertson) (G84) and Dean
Aldinger, a girl. Rylee Hannah, Jan. 1, 1999,
in Hillsboro, Ore.
Dixie (Schoonover) (G85) and Scott
Downey, a boy, Roman August, May 20,
1998, in Aurora, Ore.
Nolan (G85) and Lori Hosteller, a girl.
Justine Nicole, March 28, 1998, in
Vancouver, Wash.
Mark (086) and Jodi (Sires) (087) Madi
son, a boy, Joshua Davis, Oct. 9. 1998, in
Bothell, Wash,
Peggy (Spiruta) (n86) and Darrell Miller, a
girl, Amarie Kathcrine, June 2, 1998, in Al
bany. Ore.
Laura (Howell) (G86) and Ekkehard (n88)
Rohwedder, a boy, Daniel Brian, Feb. 19.
1998, in Newark. Calif.
Mark (086) and Daria (Accatlno) (n88)
Dining, a girl, Madeline Nicole, Dec. 31,
1997, in Davenport, Iowa.
Bonnie (Grotjohn) (086) and David Work
man, a girl, Samantha Holly, Feb. 11, 1998,
in Napcrville, 111.
Melanic (Rienstra) (G87) and Patrick
Grandclli, a girl, Kathcrine Ruth, May 3.
1998, in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Shelley (Eynian) (G88) and Mark (G90)
Douglas, a boy, Nicholas Aaron, July 22,
1998, in Oregon City, Ore,
Cherrynn (Kast) (089) and Brian (G90)
Bizik, a girl, Annalise Jeanclte, Aug. 8,
1998, ill Salem.
April (Thome) (n89) and Mark Simpson, a
boy, Parker Daniel, March 7, 1998, in
Newberg.
Teresa (Coolidge) (G89) and Clirislopher
Smith, a boy, Joshua Edward, Jan. 2. 1998,
in Coos Bay. Ore.
Susan (Barnett) (G90) and 'I'odd (G9I)
Bo.s, a hoy, Micah James, Sept. 7, 1998, in
P o r t l a n d .
Geri (McGahan) (G90) and Michael Liizen,
a girl, Penelope Kay, Oct. 19, 1998, in
Kenai, Alaska.
Datvn (Morris) (G90) and Stuart Reed, a
boy. Shane Charles, born April 9, 1998, in
Seoul, Korea, adopted Aug. 14, 1998, in
Dundee, Ore.
Michelle (Sackman) (G90) and Jeff Emra, a
girl. Jessica Ann, Dec. 11, 1998, in Tualatin,
O r e .
Pamela (Steiner) (G9I) and Wayne Davis, a
girl. Rachel Tarra, Dec. 7, 1997, in Nampa,
I d a h o .
James (G9I) and Deana (Stahliiecker)
(G91) Lyda, a boy. Deviii Jared, Dec. 21,
1998, in Lafayette, Ore.
Moira (Larson) (G92) and Scott DuCoeur, a
girl, Macy O'Neill, May 14, 1998, in Coeur
d'Alcnc, Idaho.
Christie (Wilson) (G92) and Greg Olson, a
girl. Gwendolyn Annee Ahlberg, Dec. 15.
1997, in Fullerton, Calif.
Darcic (Nolta) (G92) and Kirk (G93)
VandenHoek, a boy, Jenner Dan, Oct. 8,
1998, in Newberg.
Vuzuru (G92) and Junko Yamaji. a girl,
Anna, Oct. 26, 1998, in Chung-li, Taiwan.
John (G93) and Rebecca (Finch) (G93)
Donathan. a boy. Caleb John, Aug. 25.
1998, in Hillsboro. Ore.
Cathy (Stevens) (G93) and Joel Kassebaum,
a boy, Luke Edward, Oct. 8, 1998, in
Newberg.
Aaron (G93) and Laura (Richard.s) (G93)
Rauch. a boy, Caleb Aaron. May 17. 1998,
in McMinnville, Ore.
David (093) and Debby (Harney) (G94)
Thomas, a girl, Gwen Emily-Rose, Oct. I,
1998, in Rwanda, Africa.
Bill (PsyD94) and Donna Buhrow, a boy,
William Carl III, July 23, 1998, in Charles
ton. S.C.
Laurie (Kenyon) (G94) and Jason Joy, a
boy, Jarrcit Kenyon, Sept. 25, 1998, in
McMinnville, Ore.
Stuart (094) and Amy Reay. twin girls,
Arianna Hope and Brianna Faith, Sept. 19,
1997, in Medford, Ore.
Anna Coe (G95) and Jeffrey Brown, a boy.
Chandler, June 18, 1998, in Sutherlin. Ore.
Jeanette (Prenevost) (G95) and Duane
Jacobson, a girl, Katelyn Corale, Oct. 10,
1998, in Springfield, Ore.
Tim (G96) and Christi Budelman, a girl,
Caitlynn Antoinette, June 3. 1998, in Port
land .
Stephanie (Gaddis-Denton) (G96) and
Mark Mehl, a girl. Lies! Kate, Dec. 4, 1998,
in Por t land.
Joy (Butler) (n97) and Tobias Riddall, a
boy, Caleb James. April I, 1998. in Olympia,
Wa s h .
Tamra (Doran) (098) and Mark Burleson, a
girl, Leah Anna, June 3, 1998, in Salem, Ore.
Chad (n98) and Karen (Hafford) (n98)
Colvin, a boy, Peter Eugene, Oct. 21, 1998.
in Spokane, Wash.
Heather (Edwards) (G98) and Don Geary, a
boy. Sean Charles, May 12. 1998, in
Newberg.
D E A T H S
Ruche! (Peniberton) Gcttmaiin (G37), Sept.
8, 1998, in Newberg.
Helnrlch Seidel (G49), June 9. 1998, in
Newberg.
Ernest Beaver (n5l), June 25. 1998. in Sa
lem, Ore.
Joe Hampton (n6l), Oct. 24, 1998, in
Yamhill, Ore.
Michael Davi.s (MHR88), Oct. 2, 1998, In
Salem, Ore.
King of Hearts
Alumnus Researching Role of Genetics in Heart Development
Also Playing Role in George Fox Science Prog^ ^
Free Class One of
A l u m n i B e n e fi t s
ability of George Fox gradu-
X ates to take one class per year
tuition free — at either the Univer
sity or its seminary — is just one of
the benefits outlined in a new bro
chure published by the Alumni
A s s o c i a t i o n .
The opportunity to audit a class
became available to alumni this past
fall. Either undergraduate or gradu
ate courses may be taken, with the
only cost a $35 Registrar's Office
handling fee.
"This was an idea of the Alumni
Board," alumni director Sheri
Philips said. "We started talking
about it with the President's Cabinet
last spring, and it was approved ef
fective in the fall.
"This offers our alumni an oppor
tunity to explore different classes —
maybe theological classes — to go
down a different study path than
maybe they had in their major. The
purpose is to support lifelong learn
ing for alumni. For them, it's life
long learning: for us. it's keeping
them connected to the University
a n d t o e a c h o t h e r . "
The ability to stay connected is
also the focus of two projects that
Philips has been working on for
1999. An alumni directory is sched
uled to be published in June, while
an online community for George
Fox alumni will be available on the
World Wide Web in July.
Other alumni benefits include the
following:
■ An alumni library card which
gives the recipient borrowing
privileges at the Murdoch Learn
ing Resource Center and the Port
land Center library.
■ Access to the University's Human
Physiology Labs, at a minimal
cost, for hydrostatic testing and an
exercise prescription.
■ Use of the resources provided by
the Career Services Office, in
cluding job listings, career guid
ance. graduate school and job
fairs, and a discounted fee for a
Graduate Record Exam (GRE)
p r e p c o u r s e .
■ T-shirts and a $500 tuit ion credit
cer t ificate for newborns of
a l u m n i .
■ Special events such as Homecom
ing in February and regional
alumni gatherings.
■ A subscription to LIFE, a publica
tion containing news about
George Fox University and its
people.
To learn more about any of these
benefits, or to get involved with the
Alumni Association, contact Sheri
Philips by phone, (503) 554-21!4, or
e-mail, <sphiHps@georgefox.edu>.
I n a d d i t i o n t o s e r v i n g a s c h a i r o f t h e G e o r g e F o x B o a r d o f T r u s t e e s ' A c a d e m i c A f f a i r s C o m
mittee, Dr. Kent Thornburg {B.A., biology, '67), is founding director of Oregon Health Sci
ences Univers i ty 's Congeni ta l Hear t Research Center. Thornburg says " the growth that has
taken place [ in George Fox's science faci l i t ies and faculty] , especial ly over the last five
y e a r s , i s r e a l l y i m p r e s s i v e . "
Recognized as one of the Northwest'sleading medical researchers. Dr. Kent
Thornburg is among those who at a young
age showed interest in his future career
fi e l d .
Surrounded today at Oregon Health
Sciences University by such sophisticated
equipment as "ultracenlrifuges" — com
puterized imaging equipment for tissue
analysis — and half-million-dollar elec
tron microscopes. Thornburg has obvi
ously advanced far beyond his childhood
fun with chemistry sets. Busily engaged in
challenging, cutting-edge research in such
areas as heart development and the role
that genes play. Thornburg has much to be
exci ted about .
But he is also excited about the growth
that has taken place in science instruction
at George Fox University since his days as
a student three decades ago.
Thornburg, who chairs the George Fox
Board of Trustees' Academic Affairs Com
mittee and serves as an informal advisor to
the University's science program, is found
ing director of OHSU's Congenital Heart
Research Center. Opened in 1994. the cen
ter involves some 60 scientists and has a
wide range of national and international
c o n n e c t i o n s .
When Thornburg graduated in 1967.
George Fox had five full-time science fac
ulty in cramped quarters in the former
Caldcr Center (now Lemmons Center).
Today there are eight full-time instructorsin biology, chemi.stry, physics and earth
science. Thornburg five years ago wit
nessed with delight the opening of the
large and modern Edwards-Holman Sci
ence Center, designed to accommodate
expanded science instruction for decades
t o c o m e .
"The growth that has taken place, espe
cially over the last five years, is really im
pressive." he says. "Along with the new
building are new equipment, a new interest
in research, and new faculty such as Tara
Baker (assistant professor of biology). She
is as good an example as you can find of a
modern molecular biologist."
Even though the offerings were more
humble when Thornburg was a student, it
proved a .solid foundation for his distin
guished career.
Thornburg initially did not intend to
attend George Fox. He planned instead to
enroll at the University of Oregon, but
found he didn't have enough money to
register. As a Newbcrg native, he opted
Instead for the local school, but planned on
only a short stay."But I liked it." he says. Two biology
professors — Dale Orkney, who is now in
his 30th year of teaching at George Fox,
and the late Elver Voth — were big rea-
.sons for his staying all four years.
"They were inspirational professors."
he says. "I got such personal attention."
After Thornburg graduated from
George Fox, he began graduate work at
Oregon State University, where in 1970 hereceived a Master of Science degree in
zoology, and then in 1972. a doctorate in
developmental physiology. He remembers
wondering if his undergraduate work at asmal private colege would measure up in
the state university.
"But I found that I was right up with
everybody else," he
says. "I was very
pleased that 1 had at
tended George Fox. It
provided a very good
stepping-stone for my
c a r e e r . "
In fact, because
Voth was highly re
garded by the faculty
at OSU. it opened the
door for Thornburg to
receive a national fel
lowship for expanded
schooling at the uni
versity. "I had the
luxury of medical
training, in addition to
Ph.D. training," he
s a y s .
Thornburg's cur
rent research has an
in ternat iona l bent and
focuses on the l inks
between heart disease
and low birth weights.
He is following the
lead of a British re
searcher who pio
neered work that
looks at various popu
lation groups, the
rates of heart disease,
and how babies who
arrive at term but are
smaller than the gen
eral population may
be at risk of high
blood pressure and
cardiovascular prob
lems later in life.
"It's a very power
ful study." .says
Thornburg. "The na
t u r e o f t h i s r e l a t i o n
ship is completely
unknown, bu t i t ' s
been repeated with
studies around the
w o r l d . "
Thornburg is also
studying the heart in
its early embryonic
stages, identifying
genes related to heart
development. "It's
time consuming and
d i f fi c u l t w o r k . S o m e
times it takes six
months to a year to
understand what a (particular) gene is."
Thornburg. who has been at OHSU for
25 years, describes himself as a "basic sci
entist" and notes that his department does
not do clinical care. However, he is a
member of OHSU's Division of Cardiol
ogy and Obstetrics and collaborates with
physicians on research.
Thornburg has been a George Fox
trustee since 1983 and played a key role in
the search process that led to the selection
ot David Brandt as George Fox's new
president. He is excited about the
University's new leader.
"I was concerned when we started the
search that we would not find someone
with a deep appreciation for academics,
as well as someone who can deal with the
difficult world of business. But David
Brandt is God's gift to Geortie Fox for
this day."
As a scientist. Thornburg finds Brandt's
background as a physicist intriguing. He
pointed out that Brandt, in his three years
as president of Tabor College in Kansas,
strongly boosted the science programthere. "I look forward to working with him
here." he says.
Thornburg says there are great opportunities for graduates from academically
strong Christian schools such as George
ox to succeed in science-related fields.
What I think is most important is that
scientists can bring spiritual values of in
tegrity and a clear-cut sense of direction int eir lives and apply it to their science." he
says. That is highly respected within the
scientific community."
— John Fortmeysf
George Fox Graduate Earns Medical and
Academic Doctorates Simultaneously
David Elkins has long enjoyed a goodchallenge.
Back in 1987. when Elkins graduated
from George Fox. he wasn't content to
take with him a degree in only biology. He
also received a degree in psychology, and
he completed his studies sunima cum
laude — with highest honors.
But the accomplishments of students in
even the most rigorous undergraduate pro
grams likely pale in comparison to the task
Elkins happily completed in 1997. That
spring, family of the Oregon native
watched proudly as he stood among the
graduates at Loma Linda (Calif.) Univer-
.sity to receive both M.D. and Ph.D. de
grees simultaneously. He graduated in the
top 2 percent of his class.
"1 see a trend." quipped his wife, Gina.
The graduate work required for both
degrees required 10 years and resulted in
the Ph.D. in microbiology and molecular
biology as well as the medical degree. "It
was a bigger time expenditure than I an
ticipated." he said, still sounding a little
overwhelmed at the thought of it all.
It 's unusual to receive the double de
gree. says Elkins. Of the 160 students an
nually who go through the Loma Linda
Medical School, only from three to six
accomplish both.
But it's also an idea that is catching on
in medical schools — at least for those
students with the patience to see it
through, he says. "There's this idea that
M.D./Ph.D.s are wel l sui ted to take basic
science research and apply it to the clinical
arena. Most major medical schools are
looking for a way to get people trained
that way."
After knocking himself out for a decade
to secure his double doctorates, one might
think Elkins de.serve.s a little R&R. But
in.stead. his .schedule ha.s only intensified
/'win hectic to what .some might consider a
bit of lunacy. After graduating from Loma
Linda, he started a challenging six-year
medical residency in urology at the world-
famous Mayo Clinic in Rochester. Minn.
A typical day sees him rising at 4 a.m.
at the ho.spital at 5. if it's a "short call"
day. he will leave at 6 p.m. But if it's "long
call" duty, he will continue working all
evening and throughout the night, except
perhaps for a half-hour nap from 10:30 to
11 p.m. and then another nap around noon
the next day.
On the evening he was interviewed by
phone for this article. Elkins had been atthe ho.spital all the previous night, not get
ting off until noon that day. And he was to
start work again at 5 the next morning.
"But this is one of the more rigorous
schedules, becau.se I'm on emergency
room surgery services." he explained.
Even though he won't be fully done
with training and able to set up his own
practice until he is in his late 30s. Elkins is
excited to be at Mayo, which was his No.
1 choice among the residency programs to
which he applied.
"For all the ups and downs of anyplace
you train at. I'm happy to be here, he
says. "It's an incredible place to learn
certainly with urology and certainly with
general surgery — because they operate so
much here. There are patients from all
over the world. It's quite a varied experi
ence . "
If anyone understands what Elkins is
experiencing, it is his wile. Gina is also a
physician but is not now in practice because .she's rearing their three childien.
ages 4, 2. and four months. A Michigannative and graduate of Michigan State
University's Medical School, she met
David at a 1991 Christian conference m
San Diego on medical evangelism, w i
she was herself doing residency at the u
versity of California campus there^Well warned of the academic challeng
yet ahead for Dave. Gina married himwhile fuly aware of the many yeai s o
study and training that he would face anthe impact it would have on their i
geiher.
"I admired him for pursuing that goal
(of the double doctorate)," she says. "I
thought, 'Wow. thai is really a very noble
goal. He must be very intelligent to do
both. And Dave has done very well, 1
think he really is committed to being ex
cellent in what he does. His basis for ex
cellence is that he wants to glorify Christ
and wants to share his faith with people.
That's the reason he works so hard."
But he has also taken pains to balance
his work success with his home life, de-
.spite the grueling schediilc, she says.
"Dave is very committed to our family
and spending lime with us. His commit
ment to excellence is also in our marriage.
He is committed to going on dates with me
and doing things with the kids. Even when
he's very tired and hasn't had a day off in
five weeks, he's very committed to us."
She believes that her husband's self-
discipline began to grow when he became
a Christian at age 14 though the outreach
of a Baptist church in his hometown of
Salem. "A student from Western Baptist
College there committed to discipling
Dave, and then he enrolled at George Fox.
Dave really felt like George Fox was a
spiritual incubator for him."
"I really enjoyed my time at George
Fox," he says. "I made friendships that 1
still have to this day that affected my life
goals and core values and the way 1 look at
my faith."
In light of the rigors of what he is now
experiencing, he looks back on his time at
George Fox with a new perspective.
"At medical school, the first couple of
years especially, I needed to be more disci
plined than I had to be in college. 1 just
look back today and realize how much free
time 1 had in college compared to when 1
was in medical school, and then how much
free time I had in medical school com
pared to now."
Jim Foster, interim academic vice presi
dent at George Fox, and Jo Sivlcy, psy
chology department secretary, remember
Elkins as an exceptionally tlisciplined stu
dent with a solid Christian witness.
"He was just the most outstanding
young man all the way around," says
Sivley. "He was mature beyond his years."
Medicine's gain is the psychology
field's loss, says Foster.
"It was a terrific disappointment when
Dave went into pre-med rather than going
straight into psychology. He would have
been a great clinical psychologist."
Foster adds that Elkins' achievements
to dale are indeed impressive. "To go
through both a Ph.D. and M.D. program
while marrying and starting a family, that's
quite an amazing accomplishment." he
s a y s .
After his training is completed. Elkins
hopes in some way to mix both treatment
of patients and researching the treatment
and cure of disease. He and his wife hope
to live either in her home .state of Michi
gan, his home state of Oregon, or back in
Sou thern Ca l i f o rn ia .
"There are a lot of opportunities as a
practicing physician to get involved in re
search," he says.
— J o h n F o r r m e v e r
I S o n eDavid Ellsins. who majored in biology and psychology at George Fox,nf the few people who manage to complete M.D. and Ph.D. degrees simultaneously. Now in a medical residency at the Mayo Clinic, he plans to com
bine a medical practice with research.
George Fox University
1999 Alumni Directory
Coming in June
During the past few months. 9,035
George Fox and Western Evangelical
Seminary alumni were contacted to
verify their directory information for
the soon-to-be-published Alumni
Directory, Thank you for participating
by filling out the questionnaire and
responding to telephone calls
confirming your listing. For those of
you who ordered an Alumni
Directory, the 1999 edition will
be distributed in June.
Alumni Web Site
Live in July
No matter how long ago you
graduated or how far from campus
you live, you still remain an important
part of George Fox University. In
1999 we will launch an Online
Community — a place in cyberspace
where you can meet old friends,
network for jobs, and get the
news and information about
your alma mater.
Late this spring, watch for a postcard
mailing with your registration
number, which will enable you
to access the Online Community
created exclusively for
George Fox alumni.
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Hatfield C lasses
Examine "Christ ians
in Politics" and "The
Vietnam Experience"
As he did when he resumedcoilcgc teaching two years
ago at George Fox University,
former U.S. Sen. Mark Hatfield is
teaching during spring semester
about one of the most politically
challenging conflicts in American
history: the Vietnam War.
"The Vietnam Experience" is
the title of the three-credit history
class that Hatfield, the Herbert
Hoover distinguished professor at
George Fox, is team-teaching for
a second lime with Ralph Beebe,
professor emeritus of history.
This is Hatfie ld 's fi f th semes
ter leaching at the University
since he joined the faculty in
early 1997 after retiring from the
S e n a t e .
Last fall, Hatfield taught for
the first lime on a topic for which
h e h i m s e l f h a s b e c o m e f a m o u s .
"Chr is t ians in Pol i t ics," a
three-credit history and political
science class, was team-taught by
Hatfield and Ron Mock, assistant
professor of peace studies and
political science.
Hatfield lectured and led dis
cussions in about half of the class
sessions. The class approached
the subject from a historical per
spective, going all the way back
to Old Testament t imes.
"We also looked at the lives of
Christ ian statesmen and dealt
wi th modern issues f rom di fferent
Christian points of view," said
Mock. He said the full range of
Christian political expression,
from the liberal to the conserva
t ive, was examined.
Hatfield, who is also a former
Oregon .secretary of state and
governor, has been nationally
known for decades as an outspo
ken Christian working in the po
litical spectrum. His best-selling
book. "Conflict and Conscience,"
outlined his faith and how it per
tained to his controversial stand
decades ago against U.S. involve
ment ill the Vietnam War.
Mock said Hatfield's personal
accounts enriched the class.
"Obviously he brought a lot of
experience in the political realm,
dealing with other believers and
his own background as a Chris
tian in politics," Mock said. "But
he's also a scholar on the lives of
other Christian politicians."
Hatfield's previous courses at
George Fox have focused on
President Herbert Hoover and
American history since World
War 11.
—John Fortuwyer
George Fox Athletic Program
Among Nation's Top 10
All five fall teams earn t()p-25 national rankings.
R a n k s
George Fox University'  finalyear in the National Associationof Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA) has started out as its finest.
All five fall athletic teams made ap
pearances in the NAIA top-25 national
polls, and the athletic program ranked
lOth out of 375 NAIA institutions in a
national all-sport competition that mea
sures overall success. George Fox
earned its top-lO ranking in the Sears
Directors' Cup NAIA fall standings by
reaching regional or national playoffs
in all five of its fall sports.
George Fox is scheduled to join the
National Collegiate Athletic Associa
tion (NCAA) Div. Ill in 1999-2000.
Highlights from George Fox's most
successful overal l fal l season;
H u d d l e U p : T h e u n i fi e d B r u i n v o l l e y b a l l t e a m
r o d e i t s e x p e r i e n c e a n d t a l e n t t o t h e b e s t s e a s o n
i n G e o r g e F o x h i s t o r y , h i g h l i g h t e d b y c o a c h S t e v e
G r a n t ' s 4 0 0 t h c a r e e r w i n a n d a n a p p e a r a n c e i n
t h e N A I A n a t i o n a l t o u r n a m e n t .
Volleyball (31-8)
■ Ranked No. 10 in f ina l NAIA na
tional poll
■ Advanced to i t s f i r s t -ever NAIA na
tional tournament, finishing fourth
in pool
■ Wo n f i r s t - e v e r N o r t h w e s t C o n f e r
ence regular-season and tournament
t i t l e s
■ Head coach Steve Grant won 4()()lh
career game (405-244)
• Outside hitter Sharon Barnctt (jun
ior, Sa lem. Ore . ) - NAIA t i i i rd - team
A l l - A m c r i c a n
• Setter Jennie Rennie (senior,
Tacoma. Wash . ) - NA IA hono rab le
m e n t i o n A l l - A i n e r i c a n
• Middle hitter Charysse Chowning
(senior. Bend, Ore.) - NAIA Ail-
American Scholar-Athlete
• Defensive specialist Rachel Evans
(senior, Kaneohc. Hawaii) - NAIA All-
A m e r i c a n S c h o l a r - A t h l e t e
• Middle hitter Beth Davis (junior,
Salem, Ore.) - NAIA Ail-American
S c h o l a r - A t h l e t e
• Mead coach Steve Grant - North
west Conference Coach of the Year
Women's Soccer (15-4-2)
■ Ranked No. 10 in f ina l NAIA na
tional poll
■ A d v a n c e d t o f i r s t - e v e r N A I A r e
gional playoffs
M Northwest Conference runners-up
• Midfielder Sarah Bowder (senior,
Tigard, Ore.) - NAIA
hono rab le men t i on A i l -
A m e r i c a n
• Fo rward Kar l i Ho lub
(freshman. Pleasant Hill,
Ore.) - NAIA honorable
m e n t i o n A i l - A m e r i c a n
• Defender Beth
Liljenberg (fre.shman,
Portland, Ore.) - NAIA
h o n o r a b l e m e n t i o n A I I -
A i n e r i c a n
• Forward Kyla
Yokers (senior, Seattle,
Wash . ) -NA IA AJ l -
A m e r i c a n S c h o / a r -
A t h l e t e
• M i d f i e l d e r / d e f e n d e r
Megan Diefenbaugh
(junior, Eugene, Ore.) -
N A I A A U - A m e r i c a n
S c h o l a r - A t h l e t e
• Head Coach Byron
Shenk - Nor thwest Con
ference and NAIA West Region Coach
of the Year
Men's Cross Country
■ Advanced t o NA IA na t i ona l mee t f o r
seventh l ime since 1989
■ Ranked No. 24 in f ina l NAIA na
tional poll
■ F i n i s h e d 2 8 t h a t n a t i o n a l m e e t
■ P l aced t h i r d a t NA IA No r thwes t /Fa r
West Region Meet
• Brandoji Workman (junior, Mos
cow. Idaho) - NAIA all-region team
• John Manlalas (junior, Gladstone,
Ore.) - NAIA all-region team
Women's Cross Country
■ Advanced to NAIA national meet for
n inth l ime s ince 1988
■ Ranked No. 20 in final NAIA na
tional poll
■ Placed seventh in NAIA national
meet scholastic team contest
■ Finished 29th at national meet
■ Placed third at NAIA Northwest/Far
West Region Meet• Alisha Howery (senior, Grccnleaf,
Idaho) - NAIA Ail-American Scholar-
A t h l e t e
• Melody McCart (junior, Tumwaier,
Wash.) - NAIA All-Ainerican .Scholar-
A t h l e t e• Marisa Merritt (sophomore, Port
land, Ore.) - NAIA all-region team
T w o H e a d s A r e B e t t e r t h a n O n e :
Senior Kyla Yokers (front) l ines up
t h e b a l l w h i l e f r e s h m a n K a r l i H o l u b
h e l p s c l e a r a l i t t l e s p a c e . T h e m i x
t u r e o f n e w c o m e r s a n d v e t e r a n s
worked for the Lady Bruins this year,
who were ranked No. 10 In the final
N A I A n a t i o n a l p o l l .
T h e R u n n i n g M a n : J u n i o r J o h n
Mantalas helped the 24th-ranked
B r u i n s m a k e t h e i r fi n a l a p p e a r
a n c e a t t h e N A I A n a t i o n a l m e e t .
O n t h e R o a d A g a i n : J u n i o r
M e l o d y M c C a r t r a n h e r w a y t o t h e
N A I A N a t i o n a l M e e t a n d N A I A A U -
A m e r i c a n S c h o l a r - A t h l e t e h o n o r s .
You Can' t Coach This : Senior
forward Chris Wood lays the lum
ber to the Willamette goalkeeper.
The Bruin men posted their 13th
c o n s e c u t i v e w i n n i n g s e a s o n , a n d
c o a c h M a n f r e d Ts c h a n w o n h i s
200th career game.
Men's Soccer (10-9-1)
■ Ranked as high as No. 19 in the
NAIA nalk)nal polls
H Advanced to regional playoffs for
third time in six years■ 1.3th consecutive winning season
■ Head coach Manfred Tschan won
3()()th career game (200-88-17)
• Forward Wade Fleming (senit>r.
Oregon City. Ore.) - NAlA~honorable
mention AII-American
• Midfielder Josh Tiirpen (senior.
Bellevue, Wash.) - NAIA second-team
ail-region• Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (senior.
Aloha. Ore.) - NAIA seci>nd-team all-
region
—Roh hi ' l ion
SPORTS PHOTOS BY ftNITA CIRUUS
'NVESTORS I
0
0
donors during our 107TH YEAR—JULY 1, 1997,
n m n i t i i
THROUGH JUNE 30, 1998
Is th s on expense or an investment?" We are muchmore lik^y to part with our finonciol resources to mokean investment than we are to incur an expense The
dinerence, of course. Is that investments bring returnswhile expenses represent money that just "disapaears"
Everyone wants to reduce expense and increase return
on investment.
As I have begun to meet the donors listed in this report Iom excited by the joy you express about your giving to
is on investment, not an expense.You know thot your gift shapes leaders for our society, the professions education
o n d o u r c h u r c h e s . ' '
I wjh each of you could shore my experiences with students. George Fox enablesstudents to be eoders while they ore stil in colege. I find students taking initative
for 0 new cofee house and a leadership conference designed for their peersboth Qt George Fox and at other instiutions. The leadership conference wil reachstudents at both Christion ond seculor schools. These are just some examples of
woys students ore growing as leoders while ot George Fox, ond already payingdividends on your investment. There ore great leaders emerging from tne University
who wil serve Christ in our needy world.
Thank you for investing in the preparation of students at George Fox University.Your gifts enable us to provide the high-quality, Christ-centerecf education you expect
from George Fox. Your gift is on investment in the building of God's kingdom.
With thonks,
H. David Brandt
President
TRUSTEES
ItaMiMfefi spouses oie indicoied in
pffwf/iejM.
Ini(& Lucille) Adams'
W (S Audrey) Adrian'
ftfelUoDii) Anderson
Soiki (S Leonard) ArtreW
Doroltiy Bntrot"
Dun (& Foilh) Carter
Deon Dororliy.) Sr/imi/z
Vicfor (S fitzobeffi) SLoug/ifer
[lie (S Gioce) Wi.ih
PRESIDENT'S
COUNCIL
Dave
Deo (& Lois) Cox
We (& Bob) Ctandoll
Gordon (& Cleto) Cttsmon
Kale [S Dovld) Dickson
Wiles (& Cynthio) Edwards
Dkk (& Connie) Espejo
Dick (S Pof) Evans
Pot Adrian
Greg & )ill Adiiot\
Hoi & Audrey Adrian
Leona Aebischet
Brion Ailken
George
B l l
o Helen Alexander
Margaret Alen
Chris Alteneder
, Catla Anderson
: Joon Anderson
i Kris Ankeny
Peggy (& Bob) Fowler
loe(SAnn) Getick
Pied (& Susan) Gregory
Dole (& Shitey) Hodley
Mark (& Antoinette) Hatfield'
Paul (& Rito) Hothoway
Andre (& Gail) Isei
Poget (S Moniko) KelerDon (& Nancy) Lamm '
loke (& Mourine) Loutenboci
Wolter Lee'
tegoret (S Getold) Lemmons
lolin (& Joon) Lemmons
Dwi'gbt (& Morie) Macy'
Poget (& Cioudio) Morteil
Jocx (& Jone) Meadows'
loines(8Lilo) Millet *
litdy (8 Foul) Milet
Net (8 Mildred) Minthorne
Boo (8 Marcena) Monroe
StDn (8 Elen) MorseCliuck (8 Nancy) MylandetJock (8 Koy) Nev/el
C-W. (8 Mcry) Pery
Victor (8 Shatyl) Peterson
Woyne (8 Bertie) Roberts'Vic (8 Elizobeth) Slouahter
Kent (8 Jeonie) IhornDuig
Ployd (8 Atline) Watson'
Npnfy Steve) WihiteBil (8 Judie) Wilson
wmon (8 Margaret) Winters
' donowiY trustee
WESTERN
evangelical
SEMINARY
board OF REGENTS
"oo-tnysfee regerts are indicated m
peienlheses.
[JDncie (8 Bil) Carmichoelponold (8 Faith) CarterPAoicile (8 Robert) Ctandol
fori (8 Nancy) DuhtkoopVeinon (8 Corol) Hoos
Net (8 Moniko) Keller
wid (8 Becky) Le Shono
Deity (8 Matlyce) LongN (8 Gtayce) Nosh
Mike
Dove « '-■m,
Paul 8 arlo 
Pete ' '
CurlotMO niiisu.i,
Hotoid 8 Betty Ankeny
Mark 8 Becky Ankeny
Verio Armstrong' Grace ArmstrongGlenn
Robert«
Phil 8 Suson Aronson
Leonard 8 Gloria Attreli
Marvin 8 Grace Balwit
Jerry 8 Tommy Botnick
Dirk 8 Nancy Boitom
Dorothy Borrott
Brion 8 Janice Beols
Ernest 8 Verno Beaver
Kothy BeckerGil 8 Eloine Beckwith
Ken 8 LeAnn Beebe
Ralph 8 Wondo BeebeJomes 8 Borbaio Bel
Charles & Jon Bel
Tery 8 Koron BelBenefit Designs NW Inc.
(Teriy & konnie Daike)
Bruce BishopPaul 8 Carie Bishop
Don 8 Carolyn Block
Don 8 Clara Bletschet
Lowel 8 Linda Bosshardt
Dovid & Sondy Breitkreuz
Roderick 8 Audrey Brenneman
Glenn 8 Maty Ann Brewer
Wiliam & Keley Brewster
Vetn 8 Barhato Bnghtup
NarJlne Brood
Harley & Mary Brotherton
Clinton 8 Mnrinn Brown
Lelond 8 Lucile Brc)wnBoh 8 Debortn BucklerRodger 8 Knthleen BufoidBil 8 Ooina Buhtow
Butch-West, Inc(Vicki Peirf) , ..
Clark & Donei Campbel
Clif 8 Fatly CanucciBil 8 Nancie Coimichael
Don & foith Carter
<;foti & Pom Cel eyPaul & Sharon ChmjiDe'loioE ,ke & PIlQUise Chondler
(leRov Benhnm)Inmes S lyno6 Cloud
WilomSJuneCohean
Colin & Ann Colm
Andrea Cook
l72y Covalt
Chuck 8 Mcm'co Cox
Deo 8 LoisCox
Jonos 8 Chorlene Cox
Bob 8 Moicile Crondoll
toil 8 Dotothy Craven
Gordon 8 Geto Ctismon
Leo 8 Abigail Crismon
Roy 8 Carolyn Crow
Ward 8 Jonie Cuddy
Polricia Culver
Rolpb 8 Helen CummingsMettel 8 Mary Oode
Scott 8 Deborah Dovles
Bil DeLapp
Randal 8 Morgoret Dicus
Susie Dillon
Ron 8 Debbie Dooiin
Gene 8 Rosemory Oykemo
Don 8 Phylis Ehert
Cor! 8 Kflthryn Ecklund
Elwood Egaiston
Gerald 8 Carol Egger
Raymond 8 Borboto Elis
Foul 8 Sharon Esiinget
Sam 8 Dotothy Former
Gory 8 Susan Fowver
Jennie Ferguson
Jeanne Fetton
Bill 8 Ruth Field
Gale 8 Rusti Field
Doris Fogg
Jim 8 Gale Foster
Jim 8 Condy Fowler
Boh 8 Peggy Fowler
Dean 8 Vitginio Fteemon
Gil 8 Joyce Prey
Woyne 8 Slierrie Frost
Brian 8 Christy Gardner
Dave 8 Pot Goult
Lee 8 Jo Getra
Don 8 Carol Gilbert
Bob 8 Mourine Gilmote
Steve 8 Giendo Gilroy
Raymond 8 Elizabeth Gleoson
James 8 Tami Greeley
Fred 8 Susan Gregory
Daryl 8 Shono Giunou
Vernon 8 Carol Hnos
Homer 8 Mildred Hodley
Lowell Hodley
Dennis 8 Jonet Hagen
Lewis 8 Irene Haisch
Todd 8 Koren Hni
Bil 8 Ino Moe Homilton
Doris Hampton
Ruthonno Hompton
Steve 8 Diane Honnum
Jack 8 fiotence Honsen
Tim 8 Judy Hmdie
Steve 8 Jewel! Harmon
Terry 8 loon Hortis
Paul 8 Rito Hothnwoy
Poul 8 Margaret Hoyden
Mildred Head
Tom & Laura Head
Scot 8 Debbie Headley
Virginia Helm
Horold Hemry
Ron 8 Linda Hetdina
Deiold 8 Andrea Hetling
Rosa Hester
Edword 8 Maty Etta Higgins
Rick 8 Janet Hague
Don 8 Norene Hohensee
Marion 8 Tom Kolzscbuh
Corbin 8 Heolher Hootnbeek
Larry 8 Virginia Hoover
Dove 8 Marge Howotd
Don Howord
Batty Hubbell
Margaret Huber
Deon Hulbert
Eileen Hulme
Ttondaflt 8 Martha lancu
J's Restourant
(Craig Banning)
Gary 8 Sharon Jackson
Jim 8 Pom Jackson
Brad 8 Louro Johnson
Dettic 8 Debbie Johnson
iris Johnson
Merril 8 Candy Johnson
Sue Johnson
Tom 8 Michele Johnson
Dove 8 Carol Keley
Dcrothy Kellis
Beverly Kelsven
MeMn 8 Lrlo Kern
Gory KilbutgJonni Ktngety
Alan 8 Sneryl Kitkendal
Esther Kloges
Alan 8 Alice Kluge
Jeffrey 8 Micki Knight
Clorence 8 Romolo Knoepfle
Chris 8 Julie Koch
Glenn 8 Pouline Koch
Carl 8 Polsy Kuehne
Ed 8 Alarilyn Lacy
Beth LoForce
Gregg 8 Teteso LommBob 8 Nancy Loughlond
Bob 8 Chris Louingat
Joke 8 Mourine loutenboch
David 8 Becky le Shono
Jim 8 Jeontne Le Shono
Larry 8 Matlys Lebow
Myita Ledemon
Gerald 8 Margaret Lemmons
Rick 8 Julie lenlini
Dave 8 Audrey Letoy
Bill 8 Catherine loev/en
John 8 Jonet Lydo
Keri Mocodoeg
Mahlon 8 Hozel Mory
Selh 8 Coro Alotks
Leonordo Mormol
Roger 8 Cioudio Morteil
Dennis 8 Diane Alordn
Ernest Mortin
JohnSAmyAloson-Rotfoy
Dave 8 Jeonie AlcBtide
Todd 8 Betsy McColum
John 8 Meloo McGiolh
louro Mcintosh
Doug 8 Dionno Mclntyre
Shoun 8 Oione McHoy
Rondy 8 Phylis Michoel
Don Miloge
Dona 8 LoNeal Miller
Paul 8 Judy JAillet
Elizobeth Minos
Roger 8 Mildred Minthorne
Arnie 8 Barb Mitchell
Bruce 8 Dctlenn Aloberh/
Ron 8 Meiunie Mock
Bob 8 Morcena Monroe
Stuort 8 LoDonno Moore
Glenn 8 Judy Moron
Cliff Morgan
Stan 8 Ellen Morse
Gene 8 Nodine Muikey
Chuck 8 Nancy Myionder
Lee 8 Gtoyce Nosn
Tortey 8 Kim Nosh
Notionol Gas Compony
(Bill Dutbin)
Dorothy Neidigh
Gory 8 Lynele Nelson
Newbetg Ford
(John 8 Fetd Wotdin)
Jock 8 Koy Newel!
Todd 8 Donito Newell
Cot! 8 Louise Newswonget
Dove 8 Slioron Newville
Bil 8 Patsy NippoldlKen 8 Dunyo Ochsner
Old World (.offee Company
(Peter 8 Amy ALiler)
Loyde (Tsbutn
AsDjotn 8 Joyce Oslond
Ernie 8 Muriel Ostrin
Judith Otto
Cotmen 8 Fouiine Pormenter
CW- 8 Alary Perry
Elizobeth Peters
Tim 8 Sarah Peters
Jim 8 Doris Pettkord
Scott 8 Sheri Philips
John 8 Emma Pike
Poul 8 June Pike
Joe 8 Shown Posillico
Emma Ptiilomon
Lloyd 8 Morilyn PruiftDelmet 8 Dorothy Ronsdel
Bill 8 Jon Rosmussen
Keith 8 Mino Rennie
Stucrt 8 Violet Richey
Jef 8 Debbie Rickey
Wallace 8 Jonette Riehle
Ron 8 Dione Rissmillet
Ardys Roberts
Croig 8 (tis Roberts
Doris Roberts
John 8 Grace Ri^ rts
Woyne 8 Bertie Roberts
Florence Rocks
Clifford Roloff
Steve 8 Tare Ross
Roy 8 Diane RotoloBil 8 Myilcne Rouike
Robert 8 Robetlo Rowe
Una Rowley
Dovid 8 Lois Rupert
Roger 8 Louise Sorgent
Loyd 8 Margaret Schood
Ben 8 Mntge Schelenbetg
Mike 8 Undo Schtachfer
Dove 8 Carol Schmidt
Mel 8 Carol Schtoeder
Sherrie Schuike
Keith 8 Judi Schwonz
Wes 8 Kathleen Seidemon
James 8 Winona Seihy
Don 8 Terr! Shaffer
Reed 8 Susan Sheurd
Arthur 8 Carol Sheiton
Nigel 8 Poly Shockey
John 8 Foith Sills
Veto Simpson
Eric 8 McrlKoy Smith
Neil 8 Olgo Smith
Tom 8 Motiyss Springer
Aloft St. Morie
Ron 8 Carolyn Slonsell
Ron Staples
Ed 8 Undo StevensJon 8 Sheryl Stiutz
Croig 8 Katny Toylur
Bob 8 Vivian Tettoll
Roy 8 Roberta Tbiele
Florence Thomas
Kent 8 Jeanie Thornburg
Leo 8 Patricia Thornton
Rod 8 Esther Thorsen
Croig 8 Vickie Timmons
Drake 8 lori Toombs
Chris 8 Michele Townley
Voley RV Center
(Dick 8 Connie Espejo)
Florence Von Horn
Bob 8 Deonne Van Vranken
Dcdreo Voubei
Bill 8 Diane Vermillion
Rod 8 ionice Vermillion
Dick 8 Doree Voiaw
Owight 8 Lucy Woggoner
Pauls Esther Wagner
Cutf 8 Shert Walker
Rolond 8 Verlaine Wolkes
Aloy Woloce
Micnoel 8 Delynn Wolz
Floyd 8 Arlne Wotson
Horold 8 Marge Weesnet
Wayne 8 Dorothy Weigel
Florence Weissert
Korhleen Wilhiie
Alorlon 8 Rulli Wiihite
Steve 8 Noncy Wiihite
Bob 8 Jone Willcuts
Geroidine Willcuts
Marc 8 Loii VJillcuts
Mott 8 Kati Willcuts
Ke'ilb 8 Alyce Willioms
Kermeth 8 Edno WilllGnts
Don Willits
Lyle 8 Noomi VJilson
Scott 8 Diono V/inter
Kothy V/inters
Norman 8 Morgarel '//inters
Alike Wirto
Diane Wood
David 8 Judy Woolsey
Greg 8 Beth Woolsey
Paul 8 Debra Worden
Jock 8 Becky Wright
Mark 8 Susan Young
FACULTY/STAFF
Non-foculy and noreslof spouses ore
indicated in paientfieses.
Dove (8 Pot] Adrion
Merilyn (8 Keith) Aldy
Alike (8 Morgoret) Alen
Rich 8 Floto Allen
Poul (8 Corlo) Anderson
Soly Andrev/sMark 8 Becky Ankeny
Robin Ashforrl
Patrick (8 Susan) Bailey
Grace (8 Morvin) Bolwir
Dirk (8 Nancy) Barrom
Sheila (8 Doug) Bartlett
Kothy Becker
Jan (8 Charles) Bell
Terry 8 Karon Bel
Patrick 8 Shannon Bennett
Don (8 Coroiyn) Black
Teresa Boehr
Carrie Bohl
John 8 Shari Bowman
Ifv Brendlinger
Michelle Brown
Randall (8 Snio) Brown
Doniel (8 Signe) Brunner
Bob (8 Deborro) Buckler
Rodger (8 Kathleen) Bufotd
Bill 8 Donna) Buhrow
Janet (8 Alichoel) Coin
Clark (8 Dcneli) Campbell
Poul (8 Sharon) Chamberioin
Carlisle (8 Pamela) Chambers
Anita Citulis
Juneile Claosscn
Morvin (8 Helen) Clorkson
Kim Cliffe
Tory (8 Steven) Cole
Kordie (8 Steven) Comfort
Tim (8 Heather) Commins
Andrea Cook
Wes Cook
Melody Corey
Coitlin Corning
Jonos (8 Chailene) Cox
Terri (8 Ron) Crawford
Oesiree Crook
Vicki (8 Chris) Deferding
John (8 Carol) DcJoy
Joseph (8 Judy) OeVol
Robert (8 Kothy) Dexter
Gene (8 Rosemary) Dykema
Corl 8 Kathryn Ecklund
Wiliam (8 Louic) Essig
Sam (8 Dorothy) Former
Gory (8 Susan) Fov/ver
Rob Felton
Potty (8 Jock) Findley
Kim (8 Ron) Fisher
Jim (8 Korlyn) Fleming
Gloria (8 V/endel) Foftz
John (8 Sandy) Forfmeyer
Jim (8 Gale) Foster
Ston (8 Sharon) ftome
Sherrie (8 Woyne) Frost
Diane (8 Dick) Funderhide
Kathleen (8 Roy) Gathercoal
Ann (8 Joe) Gerick
Jennifer (8 Jeff) Getsinger
Raymond (8 Elizabeth) Gleoson
Steve 8 Kathleen Gront
Dennis (8 ionet) Hogcn
Cheri (8 Bob) Hampton
Steve (8 Oione) Honnum
Robert (8 Cindy) Horder
Jack Hoffis
Tom (8 Laura) Head
Scot (8 Debbie) Heodley
Hank 8 Jo Helsobeck
Edword (8 Mory Eto) Hiqgins
Alarion (8 Tom) Holzschun
Corbin (8 liealhet) Hoornbeek
Virginia (8 Lorry) HooverDave (8 Morge) Howord
Barry Hubbel
Eileen Hulme
Alortha (8 Ttondofit) loncu
Kerry (8 Vickie) Irish
Dole (8 Morin) Isook
Bill (8 Morilyn) Jocbon
Jim (8 Pom) Jockson
ClellQ(8Jock) Jolfe
Bonnie Jerke
Brod (8 Louro) Johnson
Croig (8 Mory) Johnson
Oerric (8 Debbie) Johnson
John (8 Cindy) Johnson
Merrill (8 Candy) Johnson
Tom 8 Michele Johnson
Knthleen (8 Aliclioel) Jones
Amy (8 Aaron) Korjola
Jennifer Keikkolo
Gory Kilburg
Lor^  (8 Linda) KintzKorin Klinger
Aton (8 Alice) Klune
Chris (8 Julie) Koch
Warren (8 Pouline) Koch
Trudy (8 Jnson) Koop
Koy (8 Roger) Koskelo
Morilyn (8 Albert) Krotzberg
Potsy (8 Cor!) Kuehne
Beth LoForce
Gregg (8 Teresa) lomm
Pot Londis
Miriam (8 Gory) loRue
Bob (8 Chris) Louinger
Dovid (8 Becky) Le Shono
Lorry (8 Morlys) lebow
Janice (8 Gerry) lefebvre
Lisa Leslie
Jo (8 Johndy) Lewis
Sharon Unzey
Dennis (8 Joon) Litliefieid
Cot! (8 Connie) Lloyd
Melvo (8 Phil) Lloyd
Barboro Lutsock
John 8 Janet Lydo
Keri Mocadoeg
- r .
r A ; ■ V
Howard 8 Motgi Mncy
Coroiyn (8 Morsholi] Manning
Leonardo (8 Cofoiyn) Mormol
Cortie Morsh
Nick (8 Alice) Mourer
Todd (8 Betsy) McColum
Brooke (8 Doug) McGilivroy
Dioima (8 Doug) Mclnlyro
Lnuro McKilip
Suson (8 Byron) McNought
Shoun (8 Dione) McNoy
Rondy (8 Phylis) Alichoel
Don Milnge
Donn (8 LoNcal) Miller
Ainie 8 Both Mitchell
Jonet Aloots
Ron (8 Melonie) Mock
Glenn (8 Judi) Moron
Edward (8 Kely) Morris
/AoryKole (8 Rondol) Alorse
John (8 Amy) Notzke
Roger (8 Susan) NewelTod^d (8 Dorito) Newel
Eilene (8 Robert) Newman
Louise (8 Carl) Newswnngcr
Donyo (8 Ken) Ochsner
Lowicnce (8 Lucille] Osborn
Ash om (8 Joyce) Oslnnd
Mic loeUHeidl Pender
Sheri (8 Scott) Philips
Alex (8 Deniso) Pio
Forrest (8 Mory Phylis) Plotl
Mork Pothoff
Don(8Theo) Powers
Mike (8 Roxonne] Roder
Colleen (8 Keith) Richmond
Vickie (8 Gregory) Ring
Beverly (8 Stephen) RosenScot (8 Kerry) Rueck
Undo (8 Richard) Soitwell
Alcl (8 Carol) Schrocder
Sherrio Schuike
Judi (8 Keith] Schwonz
Peggy Sculy
Aloik (8 Louro) Selid
Rondev Senonoyoke
Ricliord (8 Karen) Show
Reed (8 Suson) Sheord
Byron (8 Ino) ShenkSnerlD (8 Sam) Shertill
Cnrrie (8 Bob) Simmon
Frod (8 Linda) Smith
Phil (8 Knren) Smith
Rowlen (8 Lois) Smith
Ron (8 Carolyn) Stonsel
Carolyn Soples
Joon (8 Roy) Slebhins
Ed (8 Linda) Stevens
Ron (8 Alichellc) Sullen
Jennifer Swonborough
Croig (8 Knthy) Toylor
Clyde (8 Corol) Thomos
Alon (8 Lynne) Thurston
Vitkio (8 Croig) Timmons
John 8 Kotie Tish
GorY(8JQnclle)Townsend
Monlred 8 Vicki Tschnn
Tim (8 Vol) Tsohantoridis
Alnrk (8 Denise) Vcinon
Kenneth (8 Deolindo) Willson
Mike Wirto
Jere (8 Wode) Witheispoon
Dione V/ood
Kathleen (8 Joe) Wood
Debtn (8 Paul) Worden
Richard Zielkc
PA R E N T S
Kevin 8 Jean Adorns
V/fllter 8 Artie Aichele
Gory 8 Ruth Aiels
Roger 8 Christy Alcroft
Roger 8 Baibnro Amclo
Carl 8 Potricia Anderson
Gaory 8 Debrn Anderson
Donald 8 Diono AndrewsRon 8 Peggy Andrews
Vor 8 Dorothea Artininn
David 8 V/endy Ashenbrenner
John 8 Nel Buurspul
Sandy Boer
Robert 8 Deborah Bodow
Chuck 8 Mory Lou Bornet
Ronald 8 Cotnenne Bamhnrl
Franklin 8 Rozonno Borreio
Richard 8 Constance Bough
Murk 8 Suson Boumon
Dotrel 8 Sybil Beebe
David 8 Diane Bergman
John Bernhom
IMark & Betty BillinaYei
Steven S Constance Bingham
Richord & Martha Bock
Virginia Bohlonder
Skip BooneJaclc & Soly Bowder
John & Sue Bowie
Marq & Kolhy Box
iomes & Jill Boyd
Glenn S Mary Ann Brewer
Bil S Koren Bridget
Clifford & Joon Brock
John & Nancy Broet
Roy & Donno Bruboker
Terry S Thereto Burke
Gregory & Lynn Buts
Gary & Ida Marie Colison
Jay & Anita Comarilo
Michael & Vivian Campbell
V/ayne & Linda Cannon
Wesley & Cynthia CormackMichael & Ginger Carrol
Stephen S Pamela Carver
Paul S Sharon Chamberloin
Dennis S Christine Chance
Edward & Janie Chanous
Richard S Cynthionn Chose
Jack & V/endy Chasteen
Alvin S Dicki Chong
Dennis & Claudia untos
V/illiom & Pam Clark
Jerold S Rebecca Cline
Vernon & Elisabeth Coots
Ronald & Cheri Colontino
John & Eileen Cole
/Aichoel & Jackie Collott
Mark Collins
Carl & Martha Comstock
Leslie S Jockie Connell
Robert & Anita Connell
Michael S Esther Conner
Dennis & Potti Cooke
kotlii Costa
Bilie S Lynn Cox
Gloria Coyle
Thomos & Edith Crobb
Ron S Tcrri Crov/foid
Gordon & Cleto Crismon
Don & Jean Cross
Donald 8. /Aohlyn Crover
Joseph B Volerie Crown
Robert & Rhonda Cruz
Abrohom & Kothlccn Curommeng
Beryl & Janice Currier
Larry S Susan Dawson
Lewis & Wilmo Dean
Robert S Sandro DeMoster
Everett S Susan Denniston
Howard 8 lorno DcYoung
Fronk 8 Lorrie Donahue
Paiboon 8 Phakamat Ooungchan
Evan 8 Pom Downs
Bill 8 Rebekoh Dresselhaus
Robert 8 Connie DuPriest
Judy DuryeeOovid 8 vicki Egclston
Woren 8 Cheryl Etickson
Jefrey 8 Jei Evans
Neil 8 Diane Evons
Robert Fortell
Roger 8 Joon Fast
James 8 Karen Finlay
Robert 8 June Fleming
Phillip 8 Potrkio Fodne
Vance 8 Juonita Ftanxamp
John 8 Bet^  Franz
Motk 8 Clrris Ftazier
Michael 8 Potricia Fresvik
Ernest 8 Joonrre Frisius
Doniel 8 Shery Fromdahl
John 8 Sue Galagher
Phylis Gander
Samuel 8 Morie Garcia
Dave8PatGault
Joe 8 Ann Gerick
Bill 8 Vanita Gibson
Bob 8 Peogy Gilder
Don 8 DeBbie Gilmore
David 8 Lori Goddord
Steve 8 Kathleen Grant
Alon 8 Paty Gray
Marilyn GriffithDouglas 8 Karyl Graeneveld
Dennis 8 Cheryl Graunds
Cliford 8 Regino Guse
Charles 8 Juath Guy
Ryan 8 Goyle Gwolney
Dennis Haley
Lawrence 8 Phylis Hel
Robert 8 Doreen Halvcrson
Dove 8 Susan Hampton
Henry 8 Nancy Honey
Larry 8 Joyce Hordin
Dave 8 Carol Harkema
Dale 8 Crystal Horper
Richard 8 Nancy Harris
Glen 8 Delia Haug
Lary 8 Moria Hefer
William 8 Julee Herkefrath
Derold 8 Andreo Herling
Dean 8 Kris Heuberger
Irene Hitt
David 8 Gcornonne Hodgson
Alan 8 Linda Hocnhous
William 8 Undo Hoffmon
Chod 8 Joan Nolobnugh
Morctc Holingsworth
Phil 8 Sharon Hood
Kevin 8 Claudia Horner
Charlie 8 Bety Howard
Morris 8 Koe Huffman
Robert 8 Morcclla Hurley
Thomos 8 Roberto Hurl
William 8 Poulo Inscho
Kofcy 8 Vickie Irish
Steve 8 Wlion Jobusch
Colin 8 Kolhryn Jomes
Dctric 8 Debbie Johnson
John 8 Cindy Johnson
Mark 8 Suson Johnson
Paul 8 Sharon Johnson
Robert 8 Virginia Johnston
Jery 8 Jody Jones
Jerold 8 Kothnlcen Kahut
Rodney 8 Joan Kaiser
John Kelcghan
Chorles8lydia KennedyJack 8 She ee Kennedy
Keith 8 Elaine Kessler
Russel 8 Alailene Kilpatrick
Grant 8 Sandie Kirby
Donold 8 Judith Kline
Barbora Knouss
Dave Kohl
John 8 Karen Koopmans
Douglas 8 Meg Ann Krcmer
LcRoy 8 Anita Kropf
Michael 8 Leslie Krovious
Phil 8 Llnoe Kruls
Dovid 8 Phylis Krupp
Ed 8 Marilyn Lacy
Don 8 Rita Lokin
Michael 8 Nancy Lawrence
Robert 8 Catherine Lawrence
Roger 8 Kothy Layton
Jack 8 Karen LeBreton
Herder 8 Grace Lee
Phil 8 Melvo Uoyd
Detry 8 Morlyce Long
Curtis 8 Cyntnia Longman
Gary 8 Sue LovejoyPhilp 8 Susan Luginbil
Cuftis 8 Pom Lunaeon
Lon 8 Kim Lutze
Howord 8 Margaret Macy
John 8 Kaien Mocy
Muuti 8 Sherri Macy
Bruce 8 Kothlccn Magee
Steven 8 Judi Mogee
Philip 8 Patricio Mogee
CliGfles 8 Maxine Morsolini
Roy 8 Sand! Mortel
Oennie 8 Vetna Martin
Roger 8 Pamela Martin
Randy 8 Louie McAlister
Robert 8 Jeonnie McAlpin
Bernic 8 Poulo McCain
Jock 8 Cheryl McCloud
Doug 8 Dionna Mclntyre
Dolores McKee
Myles 8 Sue Mc/Alan
Michael 8 Debro Meloy
Richard 8 Lynn Merritt
James 8 Deiiene Miller
Joy 8 Annete Mtlaf
Trudy Mils
Arnie 8 Borb Mitchell
Diono Mock
Ron 8 Melonie Mock
David 8 Glo/io Morell
Thomos 8 Priscila Motgon
Randal 8 Mory Kate Morse
Stan 8 Ellen Morse
Williom 8 Diane Mueller
Joseph 8 louro Munoz
Linda Munoz
Nick 8 Pom Nopier
Bruce 8 Goil Neil
Leslie Nelson
Richord 8 Kothy Nelson
Marvin 8 Debra Newcombe
Steplien 8 Llttdo Newkiik
Gory 8 Esther NiceWalt 8 Mory Nicholas
Wiliam 8 Deborah O'Keley
Motk 8 Marsha Ocker
Gory 8 Sheily Odegaid
Lowtence 8 Lucille Osborn
David 8 Janet Oswald
Ranee Palacios
Grohoni Porker
Frank 8 Polsy Pfetleikorn
John 8 Susan Plipps
Dovid 8 Cynthio Pierce
Dovid 8 Poti Piper
Gole 8 Moureen Ploto
Shermon 8 Alice Potts
Don 8 Marsy Powel
Poui 8 Vaiorie Pritchaid
Dean 8 Robbie Rennie
Jel 8 Debbie Rickey
Richcfd 8 Judith Rikei
Ron 8 Dicne Rissmiller
Lorry 8 Rebecca Roberts
Wilom 8 Pomeia Rogers
Stephen 8 Beverly Rosen
Ronald 8 Julie Roshok
Gregory 8 Lois Ruso
Roy 8 Joyce SchieckAndrew 8 Korea Schilperoort
Ted Schmidt
Tom 8 Koren Schneider
n8 Linda Schneider8 Judi S wonz
Jomes 8 Constonce Schwortz
Michael 8 Lynette Shelley
Rondy 8 Beth Sikkema
Burl 8 Jon Simons
Gery 8 Anito Singson
John 8 Margy Sliwof
Craig 8 Kolhy Smart
Cathy Sodeilund
Donald Soderlund
Walter 8 Connie Spurlock
David 8 Judy St. Lawrence
Thomas 8 Vicki Stove
Gory 8 Rebecca Stewart
Bfuce 8 Robin Slolenberg
Michoel 8 Peggy Strekher
Williom 8 Janet Sluebiirg
Gory 8 Kery Sundberg
Jock 8 Grace Swortwr^
Richard 8 fAotiiee Swindler
Judy Tonzt
Douglas 8 Judith Tenkley
Wtliiam 8 Ellen Tobin
Kerry 8 Keren Town^nd
Thomos 8 Janet Tuipen
Richord 8 Glocio DbelLoren 8 Sylvia Von Tossel
John 8 Celinda Vorin
Wiliam 8 Carol Voogd
Paul 8 Kris Wode
Mote 8 Bonnie Wesson
Richord 8 Colhryn Woters
Btoc 8 Susan Woylond
Robert 8 fAatcio Weiss
Donald 8 Morcio Weils
Jack8KoyWha(fielclSteven 8 undo V/ieg
DwGine8BeckyWifiamsEdward 8 Agnes Wilams
INDIVIDUALS
Dole 8 Neto Adams
Greg 8 Jil Adrian
leono Aebischer
George 8 Helen Alexander
Helen Allen
Karl 8 Donno Aiteneder
Lawrence 8 Judy Anderson
Levi 8 Bonnie Arbogost
Ralph 8 Catol Arensmeier
Sieve 8 Cheryl Asher
Alberta Altrell
Howkin 8 Dorothy Au
Horace 8 AfaiyAulenrieth
Dorothy Bocon
Fronk 8 Barb Bain
Oarrel 8 Morilyn Bains
Shown 8 Megan Boird
Wilbur Baker
Robert 8 Mary Garnett
Lin Boshford
Grace Botes
Roymond 8 Donno Botes
Henry 8 Georgio Batten
Richord 8 lots Boxter
Joy 8 Rockte Seaman
Gil 8 Eloirte Beckwrth
Roger 8 Elizabeth Beed
Rik 8 Suson Beeson
Roscoc 8 Betty Bel
Wondo Bell
RusseHHooeBelshee
LeRoy8PouQBenhomCharles 8 Joy Berhorst
Otis 8 Doris Belts
Allen Bllderback
Ed 8 Rita Bmghom
Robett Bitks
Lawrence 8 Elaine Bisbee
Terry 8 Potty Biltner
Mary Bloodgood
Glenn 8 Morlene Bom
Lowell 8 Undo Bosshordt
Merle 8 LeAnne Bradford
Lawrence 8 Joan Brokelield
Jock 8 Fern Brecht
Roderick 8 Audrey Biennemon
John 8 Romo Brecvster
Gordon 8 Jeon Bronleewe
Hugh 8 Winnie Brovm
Marilyn Brown
Jone Bryson
John 8 Undo Budon
Mory Bunn
Horold 8 Rogene Butch
Scot 8 Brendo Burg
Alvin fiurkholder
Louise Burt
Edward 8 lots Bush
Frank 8 Eriene Butler
Kenneth 8 Doreen Butz
T.R. Buzzard
David 8 Helen Byen
Forrest 8 Otaho Cammock
Dean 8 Editli Campbell
Wayne 8 Shirley Conoday
Charles Conlield
Art 8 Viiginro Corbon
Richard 8 Karen Carbon
Williom 8 Irene Colhen
Ado Chamberlain
Roy 8 Beverly Chonce
Eldon 8 Mocy Chelgren
Eleanor Chinn
Mark 8 Heather Chism
David 8 Susonne Christopher
James 8 Jan Chunn
Doiis Cinrib
Bernie 8 LuAnn Clark
Jean Clork
Michael 8 Cyndy Clock
Joseph 8 Audine Coffin
Collin 8 Ann Collom
Cliff 8 Sally Conklin
Dennis 8 Potti Cooke
George 8 Jeonne Counsi
Albert Cowin
Chuck 8 Monica Cox
Wes 8 Potricia Coyner
Jim 8 Jane Crawford
Iryl 8 Neva Crismon
Mr. 8 Mrs. Herman Crisp
Jerry 8 Carol Crow
Ralph 8 Helen Cummings
Arnold 8 Helen Curib
LeRoy 8 Barbara Custer
Roy 8 Dorothy Cutsinger
Mertel 8 Mory Dade
Tiacey 8 Lorenzo Doliano
Ear! 8 Ruth Dovb
Ken 8 Penny Dovis
Jacob 8 Florence DeShozei
Ed 8 Cathy DeChenne
Stanley 8 Yvonne DelamorterPeter & Toni-Ann OePooli
Elmer 8 Olive DeRuwe
John 8 Irene Dewar
Lewis 8 Jacqueline Dickinson
Victor Diilman
Gerald 8 Alice Dillon
Ann Dodd
Wayne 8 Borboro Dohital
Bernis 8 Batty Ruth Dorsey
Richard Dougloss
Dean 8 Morilyn Douty
James 8 Soly Downing
Herb 8 Coroi Drew
Vem 8 Slatlene Dieyer
Williom 8 Dolores Durbin
Muriel Dyck
Burdatte 8 Kathleen Edwards
Margaret EdwordsGerald 8 Carol Egger
Hazel Eggleston
Dick 8 Kathryn Ekhenberger
Paul 8 Naomi Ellis
Esobele Emry
Rodney Ericksen
Delia Erickson
Helen Erickson
William 8 Genevro Erickson
Edwin 8 Cynthia Espono
Mory Etter
Stephen Falon
Gory 8 EHie Fendoli
Suson Hockett
Robert 8 Olive Hodsort
lonio Hogonson
Rick 8 Jonet Hogue
W.E. 8 Bernice Holdermon
Mory HoidmanHoward 8 Lynn Holmes
Ruth Houston
George 8 Evelyn Hoyer
Margaret HuberHoword 8 Eleanor Huti
Bruce 8 Mory Hufmoti
Thomas Hufford
Druceiia Hunter
Virgil 8 Charlote Huntsrnger
Thelmo Hurt
Donald 8 Jane Huwe
Robert 8 Jon Irish
Richard 8 June Isaak
Vic 8 Vero iverson
Cleone Jocobson
Jonathan 8 Patti Johnke
Chorles 8 Eta Mane Jomes
Joseph 8 Morilyn James
Glenna Jensen
Roberto Jonsen
Fred 8 Flodene Jorvile
Aiired 8 Sandra Jensen
Richard 8 Laurel Jensen
Fred 8 Myrtle Johnson
iris Johnson
Paul 8 Donno Mae Johnson
Sue Johnson
y
Roger 8 Loretto FendclOeonie Ferguson
Jeanne Perron
John 8 Aleyne Fields
Donald 8 Sorofi fife
Mourice 8 Noncy Findley
Jomes 8 Jocqui hsher
Edward 8 Shetrl Fleming
Ella Flinspoch
Donald 8 Mae Fodge
Doris Foog
Sandio Fotmon
Jim 8 Condy Fowler
John Fionk
Glenn Ftoset
Peter 8 Rosalie Ftoser
Frances French
Gil 8 Joyce Frey
Gory 8 Pat Fttesen
Coro Goub
Fred Goub
Melvin Goub
Dovid 8 Koy Gause
Michelle Geosiond
Herb Gentert
Lee 8 Jo Gerig
Don 8 Carol Gilbert
Roger 8 Diane Giles
Inez Gilhousen
Bob 8 Mourine Gilmore
Mr. 8 Mrs. Joseph Gobeli
Ivor 8 Goyle Godtiibsen
Dennis 8 Ruth Goecks
Jef 8 Kolhryn Gorocke
Theron 8 Nelene Gordon
Lewis 8 Kay Gosfin
Ethel Gould
M.K. Graham
Dennis 8 Nancy Grande
Jomes 8 Tomi Greeley
Wiliam 8 Mory Green
John 8 Jone Grellei
Donald 8 Coral Giesh
Russel 8 Cheryl Griffith
Ruth Gross
Goil Giovom
Jomes 8 Joon Gruber
A.K. Gruenbouer
Florence Gustcfson
Everett 8 Shirley Hockworth
Lowel Hodiey
Moy Hodiey
Margaret HaidleBill 8 Ino Moe Hamilton
Jock 8 Florence Hansen
Janie Hansen
Richard 8 Helen Hanson
Tom Hatch
Eldon 8 Jewell Hoveman
Morjoie HoydenDel 8 Sandy Hoyes
Terry 8 Julie Hozelton
Milclred Head
Bill 8 Lee Hecht
Frank Heffernan
Paul 8 Ardilh Helbling
Doriene Helliwell
Harold Hemry
Goil 8 Sue Hendricks
Richard Hendricks
Alan 8 Jone Henrickson
Myron 8 Ruby Henry
Robert 8 Vera Hess
Edith Heu
Greg 8 Linda Hewitson
Eldon Hibbofd
Roy Hiebert
Marie Niggins
Morjorie Higgins
Chester 8 Bernitn Hill
John 8 Esther Hill
%
Wolfer 8 Virginia Johnson
Bernice Jones
Benjamin 8 Wilmo Kaplon
Monkoto Kornes
Kennet/i 8 Sfello Koufmonn
Doroiby Kelis
Beverly Kelsven
Marion Kelsven
Gif 8 Lois Kenogy
Robert 8 Bety Keneoly
Melvin & June Kenwotlhy
Melvin 8 lila Kem
Won Kirk
Dovid Kniei'im
Robett 8 tstbet Knieiim
Clarence 8 Romola Knoeple
Ezra 8 Hanni Koch
Fronk 8 Lois Kochendorfcr
Gary Kocher
Beverly Kolori
Tom 8 Wendy Kreutner
Mr. 8 Mrs. Poul Kuile
Garry 8 Cheryl Laine
Don 8 Rita Lokin
Leslie Lonus
R.W. 8 Elaine Laikey
Mr. 8 Mrs. Ken Loutonce
Paul 8 Joon Lawrence
Louise LeRud
Daniel Lehman
Bil 8 Margaret LeMoster
lone Leonord
Dove 8 Audrey Leroy
Billy 8 Morie Lewis
Donald 8 Leslie Lewis
John 8 Elizobeth Lewis
Tim 8 Mory Beth Lewis
Williom 8 lllene Lewis
Albert 8 Sylvia LibbyRichard 8 Potricio Lightfoot
Dean 8 Dorothy LindgrenKen 8 Phylis Linscot
Bill 8 Cotnerine Laewen
Wilmo Long
Donald 8 Allison Love!!
Vincent 8 Virginia Lowe
Helen Lowel
William Lowrie
Carl 8 Laura Ludolph
Ru Lund
Wayne MockJ.A. Macy
Michoel 8 Milne Macy
Lowel 8 Dyono Mogsig
Merle Mahood
Leoro Moione
Hubeif 8 Shirley Matdock
E.J. 8 Ethel Morkham
Setii 8 Cora Marks
John 8 Emilia Mortensen
Joseph Motorazzo
Norma Mayhle
Tom McAllister
Dove 8 Jeanie McBideMr. 8 Mrs. Gordon McCnrty
only 8 Frances McCombAdrienne McConaughey
Lloyd 8 Martha McDonaldGeorge 8 Roxy McDonough
Edgor McDowelJohn 8 Bety McKee
Hozei McKlnney
Jane McNaily
jimothySJanefMelhorn
Myron
Ston 8 Leann Miler
Wesley 8 Dona Miler
Wilma Millet
Rofond 8 Helen Milican
Ben 8 Koyda Mifchel
Dick 8 Mory Mock
Dougios 8 Hariet MoorePriscila Moiehouse-Guidos
Lois Morgon
Ronald Morgan
James 8 Doris Morns
Edna Morse
Eugene 8 Frances Munson
Brian 8 Bonnie Murfon
Roy 8 Bety Nosh
Burke 8 Jockie Neeley
Dorothy Neidigh
Scott Nelson
Marvin 8 Violet Nettieton
Robert 8 Janet Neumonn
Mike 8 JoElien Neumonn
Dove 8 Shofon Newvile
Woit 8 Mory Nicholas
Morie Nielsen
Uoyd 8 Vi Nisiy
Anno Nixon
Sidney 8 Suson North
V/ill 8 Colene Norton
V/arne 8 Delores Nunn
Thomos 8 Horriet Ookley
Mildred Offet
Janice Officer
Horatio 8 Wilmo Ogcien
/
Mr. 8 Mrs. Mike OlberdingJohn 8 Shirley Oliver
Steve 8 Charlene Olson
Judith Otto
George 8 Mory Lou Polmer
Wilson 8 Loiroine Polmore
doland 8 Jennrfer Porenteou
Roy 8 Donno Pois
Kenneth 8 Mary Pork
Deiolhy Poiiott
E.G. 8 Bety Potocsil
William 8 Roxy Poyne
Rotatid 8 Moigoiei Peteison
lim8Dous?et\\coi6
Elvon 8 BotbaiQ Pilney
Gloria Piummer
Borry 8 Sue PostBroob 8 Fronces Poynter
Jomes 8 Lofraine Ptsley
Emmo Priliomon
Heinz 8 Mory Piuss
Kenneth 8 Miriam Puckett
Mory Putmon
Mr. 8 Mrs. R.E. Rondle
Bill 8 Jon Rosmussen
Dorothy Reep
Dick 8 Jeanie Reiten
Dean Repp
Jeff 8 Lecio Retter
Gwinn 8 Lena Rice
Joon Rice
Richord 8 Peggy Rico
Gilbert 8 Ivo Rickey
V/olloce 8 Jonette Riehie
Lucille Rithoier
Donold 8 Deondo Roberts
Doris Roberts
John 8 Grace Roberts
Muriel Robinson
Florence Rocks
Aden 8 Julie Roemen
Eva Rooeis
Kenneth 8 Anito Rogers
James 8 Suson Meredith
Peter Milbury
, - Dorothy MilhousJohn 8 Dois Miler
Herb 8 Jone Miler
Jomes 8 Moiyn Milet
Deihert 8 Sue Rose
Ruth Rose
R.E. 8 Mary Jeanne Rosenquist
Coral Rossmnnn
Roy 8 Diane Rotolo
Ruth Rupert
Oovid 8 Jean Sock
Rodney 8 Morjorie Sondoz
Lucille Sortwei!Ben 8 Moige Schelenbeig
Mike 8 Linda SchicjchterBob 8 Corley Schriever
Charles 8 £i een Schufeldt
Mr. 8 Mrs. Marvin Schuh
Norman 8 Beverly Schuh
Hoi 8 Carol Sccnyers
Gerald 8 Edith Scott
Helen Scott
Wes 8 Kathleen Seidemon
Jomes 8 Winona Selby
Kent 8 PotrkiQ Shofthi!
Veto Simpson
Eugene 8 Alethen Single
Wilfied Slick
Neil 8 Oino SmithRobert Solenberget
George 8 Myriene Sparks
^ 8 Dorothy SptogueDon 8 Coroi StopletonMr. 8 Mrs. AHon Steckiy
Jock 8 Leio SteeleJulius 8 imo Steinberg
Chofles 8 Jonene Stephens
Doug Stewart
Rondy 8 Pom Stewart
Stub Stewort
Dovid 8 Esther Stil
George S Rosonnofi Stone
John Stiotton
Lois Stiickler
Coiol Swehlo
Leslie S Anno May Swink
Robert S Patricio Sytsmo
Kenneth fomplin
8ob & Vrvian Tetrol
Roy S Roberto ThiefeJohn & Cmhryn Thienes
Gwe S Pot Tlromos
Steven S Moriyn Ihore
Noomi Tbrosen
Rod S Esther Thotsen
ioisTish
Leslie S Jnn Umfieet
Sue vonHoornbeek
Florence Von Horn
Elmer Vick
Dick 8 Doree Votaw
Oonold 8 Shirley Votaw
Dorothy Woges
Dwight 8 Lucy WaggonerPoufS Esther Wogrer
Drew 8 Julie Wales
Bill 8 lu Walker
Curt 8 Sberi Walker
lif. 8 Mrs. Kenneth Walker
Roland 8 Verlaine Wolkes
Virgil 8 Vera Wolter
Bern 8 Mojel Waren
John 8 Georgiano Warto
Denise Woterer
Vernon 8 Jeanne Weedmon
Sberm 8 Merrilv Weidner
Wayne 8 Dorotny Weigei
Prderick 8 Kothy Weiss
Florence Weissert
Violet Westerlund
Soffl Wheeler
Ricbord 8 Sharon Whipkey
Almon 8 Margaret White
Ceilous 8 Mettie Williams
, Edna Willioms
. Patricia Williams
Mr. 8 Mrs. Jerrol Wimberley
Edith Wines
feneWolf
Ray 8 Bety Wolfe
Orville 8 Roberta Wolff
Nolo Womer
Robert 8 Shirley Wood
Beryl Woodward
Ron 8 Norcy Woodward
Lile V/right
ferry 8 Vivian Wymcre
Wayne 8 Nancy Yarnal
Hcirie 8 Vitginio Young
Frank 8 Doris Zimmermon
CHURCHES
(teatokee Evorrgelrcol Chirrch,
Ab^ iiokee, Montano
MnoEvangelcol Church, Cheholis,
tcny Free Methodist Church,
Ubony, Oregon
ArnerkonVfltitist Board of Education,
Voley Foige, Pennsylvonio
Apostofic (hutch, Woodburn, Oregon
Appleoaie Christian Felowship,
ItKuanvile, OregonAiheno Christian Church, Athena,
OregonBanks Community Church, Bonks,
OregonBeover Community Church, Beovet,
Beoverton Church of Christ Koteon,
Benverton, Oregon
Beoverton Chistion Church,
Beoverton, Oregon
Belevile Wesieyan Church, Beilevile,
Kansas
Belfountnin Community Church,
Monroe, Oregon
Bethany Evongeticol Free Church,
Cnnby, OregonBethel Assembly of God, Cheholis,
WoshingtonBethel Church, Medfotd, Oregon
Bethel Church of the Nozatene,
tJompu, IdoliBig Timoer Evongelico! Church, Big
Timber, ALontono
Bonanza Community Church,
Bonunzo, OregonBiooctview Evangelical Church,
Broadview, MontonaBurien Evangelicol Church, Seatle,
Washington
ColvarY Baptist Church, The Dales,
Oregon
Catvnry Chopei, Fedeiol Way,
Colvary Church, Grand Rapids,Micfiigon
Calvary Mennonite Church, Aurora,
Comono Chapel, Comano Island,
WoshingtonComas Friends Church, Comos,
Washington
Canby Church of the Nozcrene,Conby, OregonConby Evangelical Church, Conhy,
Oteoon
CotmelMeeting of Friends, Carmel,
Coitolwood Baptist Church, Tompo,
Florida
Centra! United Protesiont Church,
Richland, Washington
Chery Grove Friends Church, Botle
Ground, WoshingtonChilwack Evangelical Missionory
Church, Chilwack, British
Columbia
Chinese Baptist Church, Portland,
OregonChrist Community Church,
Greensboro, North CarolinaChristian Community Ctiurch, Hniey,
I d o l i o , . ,
Church of the Nozarene, Oakndge,
Oregon
Churcfi of the Nozcrene, Nines,
OregonChurch of the Nozorene, Brookings,
OregonChurch of the Nozarene, Hood River,
Oregon
City Bioie Church, Portland, OregonClackomos Pork Friends Church,
Milwoukie, OregonColbert Chopei, Colbert, Woshington
Colege Church of the Nozorene,
Nampo, Idaho
Community United Methodist Church,
Coeur d'Alene. Idoho
Connel Church of the Nozorene,
Cornel, Washington
Cornerstone Christian Church,
ATedford, Oregon
Corrolitos Community Church,
Wotsonville, Californio
Doyspring felowship, Keizer, Oregon
East Hil Foursquore Church,
Greshom, Oregon
East Vancouver Communify Church,
Vancouver, Washington
EcsfsidG Church, Prineville, Oregon
Ebenezer Congregational Church,
Portland, Oregon
Eugene Friends Church, Eugene,
Oregon
Evergreen fvongelicol Church,
Bolbel, Wasnington
foil Ham Ministries, Hudsonville,
Michigan
Fairfield Community Church, Foirfield,
Idaho
Felowsfiip Bible Church, Bend,
Oregon
First Assembly of God, Grants Poss,
Oregon
First Baptist Church, Selma, Colifotnio
First Baptist Church, Cheholis,
Washington
First Baptist Church, Grants Pass,
OregonFirst Baptist Church, Coldwel, Idaho
First Christion Church, Solem, Oregon
Fi5t Church of God, Bondon, Oregon
First Church of God, Wolo Wolo,
Washington
first Church of the Nozorene, Eugene,
OregonFirst CHurch of the Nozorene,
McMinnville, Oregon
First Church of the Nozorene,
Medford, Oregon
first Church of the Nozorene,
Portfand, Oregon
First Churcfi of tlie Nozorene, Albany,
OregonFirst Evangelicol Church, Albony,
Oregonfirst Free Methodist Church, Seattle,
Washington
First Free Methodist Church, Ft.
Coll ins, Colorado .First Free Methodist Church, Olympio,
Washington
Fi5t Free Methodist Church,
Pendleton, Oregon
Foothils Community Church, Tucson,
Fro^z^  Memorial United Methodist
Church, Montgomery, AlobomoFree Methodist Church, Newberg,
FreSethodist Church Conference.
Turner, Oregon
Gotewoy Community Churcfi,
Woshougol, WashingtonGoteway Presbyterion Church. The
GloSneSS 0\mK Glodstone,
Glendoro Church of the Nazatene,
Glendota, California
Grace BoptisI Church, Anocondo.
G,D«Se Church, Buckley,
GroTe BiSe'church, Aroyo Grande,
GranEwGroce Brethren Church,Grondview, WoshinglonGieenlenf Friends Church, Greenleaf,
Hoydt Lake Friends CI«AH»»den
Hil£o'Sn°dsChureh,HilsboiO,
HilisSoftesbyteion Cburcb,
Holy Spirit InteinntionoUaylon,
„«£ Friends CbuKb,Horeed„le,
Idaho
Hubhotd Community Church,
Hubbard, Oregon
Judson Baptist Cnurch, Nashvile,
Tennessee
Koreon Mission Church of Oregon,
Milwoukie, Oregon
lake Burien Presbyterion Church,
Seottle, WashingtonLife Felowship, Portiond, Oregon
Living Woy Felowship, Sondy,
Oregon
Lynwood Friends Church, Portiond,
Oregon
Modtos Free Methodist Church,
Madras, Oregon
Mople Leaf Evangelical Church,
Seottle, Washington
Medfotd Friends Church, Medford,
Oregon
Melho Friends Church, Melbo, Idoho
Meridian Friends Church, Meridion,
Idaho
Metolius friends Church, Mefolius,
Oregon
Middlegrove Evangelicol Church,
Solem, Oregon
Monroe Christian Reformed Church,
Monroe, Washington
Mountainview Christian Church,
Greshom, Oregon
Mr. Scott Church of God, Portiond,
Oregon
Neforis Friends Church, Tillamook,
OregonNew Hope Community Church,
Portland, Oregon
New Life Chiistion Fellowship,
Tillomook, Oiegon
New life Community Chuich,
Hayden, Idoho
New Vision Fellowship, Benverton,
Oregon
Newberg Assembly of God, Newberg,
Oregon
Newberg Friends Chuich, Newberg,
Oregon
North Seattle Covenant Church.
Seatle, WoshingtonNorth Voley FriencTs Church,
Newberg, Oregon
NWYM of Friends, Newberg, Oregon
Ook Grove United Methodist Chuich,
Ook Grove, Oregon
Oak Park Community Church of God,
Salem, Oregon
Ookview Chuich, Cantrolio,
Washington
Oregon City Evangelicol Church,
Oregon City, OregonOur Savior's Lutheron Church, Lake
Oswego, Oregon
Pacific Conference of the Evongelical
Church, Milwoukie, Oregon
Poonio Friends Chuich, Poonio,
Colorado
Payete Lake Christian Center, McCol,
Idoho
Portland Chistion Center, Portiond,
Oregon
Quincy Free Methodist Chuich,
Ouincy, Woshington
Reedsport Assembly of God,
Reedsport, Oiegon
Reedwood Friends Church, Portland,
OregonRiponFiee Methodist Chuich, Ripon,
Colifoinio
Riveiciest Community Church,
Portiond, Oregon
Rockowoy Community Chuich,
Rockaway, Oiegon
Rogue Valey Community Church,
Rogue River, OregonRose Drive Friends Church, Yoiha
Linda. California
Rose Voley Friends Church, Kelso,
Washington
SWYM of Friends. Whittiei, California
Solem Aliance Chuich, Solem,
Oiegon
Scndpoint Chistion Center,
SondpoinI, Idaho
Seaside Christian Church, Woiienton,
Oregon
Sherwood Friends Chuich, Sherwood.
Oiegon
Sherwood United Methodist Church,
Sherwood, Oregon
Silverton Friends Church, Silverton,
OiegonSouth Cluckamos Community Church,
Mololo, Oiegon
South Sulem Nozorene Church,
Solem, Oregon
Southlands Church, Wolnul, Colifoinia
Spokane Friends Chuich, Spokane,
Washington
Stor Friends Chuich, Slot, Idaho
Sunnyside Foursquore Church,
Clockomos, Oiegon
Sunirver Community Church, Sumiver,
Oregon
Sweet Home Evangelical Church,
Sweet Home, Oiegon
Tokilmo Bible Chuich, Cove Junction,
Oregon
Temple Baptist Chuich, Portiond,
Oregon
The Episcopol Chuich of the Prince of
Peoce. Solem, Oiegon
Bgord Chrisfion Chuicn, Tigord,
Oregon
Tigord Foursquare Church, Tigord,
Oregon
Tiooid Friends Church, Tigord, Oiegon
Tilomook Nozorene Church,
Tillamook, Oregon
Trinity Boplist Church, Portiond.
Oregon
Trinity Evongelical Chuich, ^gord,
Oregon
Trinity Lutheran Church, Town 8
Country, Missourilitylutlie
CGlifornIo
Trinit  l tfieron Church, Tuleloke,
Tuolity Voley Church, Wilsonvile,
Oregon
Valey View Evongelico! Chuich,
Clockomos, Oiegon
Voncouver Friends Cfiurch, Voncouver,
WoshinglonVictoio Chopei, Ailington,
Washington
Woldport Chiistion Fellowship,
Vialdport, Oiegon
Wesleyon Chuich of the Voley,
Bonito, CalifomiQ
West Cheholem Friends Chuich,
ITewbeig, Oiegon
West Hills Friends Chuich, Portiond,
Oregon
West Portiond United Methodist
Chuich, Portland, Oiegon
VJestern Conference of the
Evangelicol Chuich, Bilings,
Montano
Wilokenzie Evongelico! Church,
Eugene, Oregon
Willamette Christian Center, Eugene,
OiegonWilamette Voley V/esleyon Church,
Wilsonville, Oiegon
Willomino Free Methodist Church,
Willomino, OregonV/ofioid Heights Fouisguaie Chuich,
Woford Heights, Colifoinio
Wood Vilage Baptist Chuich,
Troutdole, Oregon
Woodland Friends Chuich, Komioh,
Idoho
Yokimo Evongelical Church, Yokimo,
Washington
OREGON
INDEPENDENT
COLLEGE
FOUNDATION
Geoige Fox Un'msity received
$237,724 fm Ihe Oregon
Independent Colege fovndalion os
lis share of $2,021,961 teceivedby
Ihe foundolion from 326 donors.
BUSINESSES/
CORPORATIONS
AllmeiicQ Finonciol
Atticl's Funeral Chapel
Beyiouty insurance, Inc.
Boeing Compony
Burch-West, Inc.
Chondler 8 Newville, Inc.
Climax Portable Machine Tools
Current Electronics, Inc.
Duriell Beom Construction
DC! Internotionol
Ernst Hoidwore Company
Fantosy Travel
Formers Group Inc.
Geneicl Accident Insurance
George Rice Masonry, Inc.Hew^t-Packoid Company
Hystei Soles Company
IBA\ Corporation
IKON 01 ice Solutions
intciin Finonciol
ITT Industries
J's Restouront
J.C. Alilne Construction
John Hancock Insuronce
Loren Berg Chevrolet
Moc Rental
Montana Power Company
Nutionol Gos Company
Nationwide Insurance
Newberg Ford
NIKf, Inc.
Northwestern Murual Life insuronce
Old World Cofee Company
Pacific Fibre Products, Inc.
Piper Jufroy Componies
Portland General Lorporotian
Procter 8 Gamble Fund
Re Advisory Services, Inc.
Robert Groy PortneB, Inc.
SAFECO Insurance ofAmeiico
Smurfit Newsprint Ccipoiotion
Sunshine Laundry/Cleaners
Symonfec
The JUGS Compony
Times Alirror Compony
Trovelodge Suites Newberg
U.S. Boncorp Foundafi'on
U.S. West
USA Group, Inc.
V/els Forgo Bonk
FOUNDATIONS
Aetno Foundation
Alcoo Foundation
AllledSionol Foundolion
Autzen Foundolion
Bonkomeiico Foundalion
William 8 Mary Boumun Fcundotion
Collins Foundation
Eli Lilly Foundation
Geoigio-Pocific Foundation
GTE Foundation
Intel Foundolion
Iseli FoundationJohn Tempieton Foundolion
M J. Muiaock Choritoble Trust
Mentor Graphics Foundation
Meyer Memoriol Trust
Oiegon Community Foundation
State Form Companies Foundation
Tektronix Foundolion
The Blount Foundolion
The Chotios Foundation
Wol-Mott Foundation
VTheelei Foundation
GIFT-IN-KIND
Mo! 8 Audrey Adrion
Advanced Countertop Design
George 8 Helen Alexooder
Pete 8 Joan Anderson
Gil 8 Eloine BeckwithPoul 8 Carie Bishop
Tim 8 Moryonne Bletscher
Don 8 Foilti Carter
David 8 Susonne Christopher
Louis Coffin
Andreo Cook
Dennis 8 Potti Cooke
Deo 8 Lois Cox
Wes 8 Potricia Coynei
Bob 8 Moicile Ciandail
Gordon 8 Cleto Ciismon
Lewis 8 Jacqueline Dickinson
Morgoret Edwards
Elwood Egelston
Bill 8 Rum Field
John Frank
Gil 8 Joyce Frey
HeibGenterl
Lewis 8 Koy Goslin
Ruth Gross
Vernon 8 Carol floas
Dole 8 Shirley ladlcy
Tom Notch
Del 8 Sondy Hayes
Tom 8 Louro Head
Rick 8 Janet Hogue
Hyster Soles Company
Roger 8 Moniko KelerSoly Lambert
Gerald 8 Margaret Lemmons
John 8 Joan Lemmons
Ru Lund
Roger 8 Cloudio Mcrtel
Edgar McDowel
Don Millone
lames 8 Ilia Miler
Diana Alock
Bob 8 Morceno Monroe
Clif Morgon
Edward Morris
Stan 8 Ellen Morse
Jock 8 Kay Newel
Mike Olbeiding
C.W. 8 Mary Perry
Victor 8 Shoryl Peterson
JeN 8 Lecia Retter
Arthur 8 Fern Roberts
Wayne 8 Bertie RobertsBil 8 Vicky Sims
Vic 8 Elizaoelh Sloughtei
Lois Strickler
Sunshine Loundry/Cleoners
Symantec
Ronald 8 lori Tuning
BiULuWolker
John 8 Georgiano V/arta
Floyd 8 Ailine V/otson
Steve 8 Noncy Wilhite
Norman 8 Morgoret V/inters
BRUIN CLUB
Dove 8 Pot Adrion
Hoi 8 Audrey Adrion
Patrick 8 Suson Boiley
Lin Boshford
Corey 8 Jill Seals
Emily Bergman
Moijorie Brood
Michael 8 Janet Coin
Gene 8 Michele Chiistion
Wes Cook
Dorrell Boom Construction
Dick 8 Pot Evans
General Accident Insurance
Steve 8 Kathleen Gtont
Tim 8 Judy Haidie
Fronk 8 Lois HoskinsDel 8 Sondy Hoyes
Goil 8 Sue Henilricks
RIchord 8 June Isook
Joke 8 Mourine Loutcnbach
Gerald 8 Morgoret lemmons
John 8 ioon Lemmons
Leoio Mfllone
lori fAils
Eugene 8 Frances Munson
Jock 8 Koy Newell
NIKE,Inc.
Steven 8 Donno Pctlit
Re Advisory Services, Inc.
Cortland 8 Michelle Reger
State Form Componies Foundolion
Thomos 8 Vicki Stave
Ed 8 Linda Stevens
CiQig8 KathyToyloi
Montred 8 Vicki Tschon
Mork 8 Juli Voleske
Hoiold 8 Marge Weesnei
Jon 8 Nancy white
Dove 8 Loretta Wilson
Mike Wirta
Rob 8 Sheryl Wundei
VOLUNTEERS
Hodey 8 Amy Adams
Betty Adams
Leona Aebischer
Ruth iUder
Marilyn AntrimLevi Aibogast
Ralph 8 Wanda Beebe
Clorc Bostv/ick
Ruth Brown
Yvonne Coir
Shirley CarterKate Cousins
Blonche Craig
Marjoiie Croven
Leo 8 Abigoil Crismon
Eileen David
Rondol 8 Margaret DicusMuriel Dyck
Dick 8 Kolhryn Eichenberer
Isobele Emry
Sam 8 Dorothy Foimei
John 8 lone Fonkliousei
Gary 8 Elie fendolEarl 8 Mory Gcil
Hazel George
John Groff
Lewis 8 Irene Hoisch
Doris Hampton
Rutlianno lampton
Charles 8 Jeon Hanson
Bothlin Harmon
Roy Hiebeil
Fiicdc Hindeilie
Alice Nines
Morge Howard
Sue Johnson
Esther Kloges
Mohlon 8 Hazel Macy
Jim 8 Mory Meiieis
Lesto Moor
James 8 Doris Morris
Anno Nixon
Cloudio Piutcli
Helen Rogsdole
Leila Ralphs
Stuart 8 Violet Richey
ivo Rickey
John 8 Giocc Roberts
Woyne 8 Bertie Roberts
Aidys Roberts
LeRoy Ruddel
Lucille Sortweii
Carolyn Staples
George 8 Dorothy Thomos
Florence Thomas
Clyde 8 Corol Thomos
Ruth Tilden
Dick 8 Doree Votaw
Haiold 8 Marge Weesner
Kathleen Wilhite
Ken 8 Edna Williams
Keith 8 Alyce Wiliams
Lyie Wilson
Beryl WoodwardHomer 8 Morgie Wright
Ethel Yeigen
MISCELLANEOUS
ORGANIZATIONS
Associoled Student Body of
George Fox University
Coalition (or Christian Coleges
Geoige Fox AuxilioryIdaho Fol^  Hioh School
NW Chistion Schools, Inc.
Oregon State System of
Higher Education
Renovore, Inc.
State of Oregon
A L U M N I
1 9 1 4 - 1 9 3 4
Number In (loss: 43
Number of Donors: 25
Porlicipation: SS'i)
Louise Nelson Anderson
Phylis Thome Anderson
John (8 Esther) Astlcfoid
J. Edward (8 Violet) Baker
Owen (8 Josephine) Boker
Beryl Hole (8 Paul) Beenier
Doris Kivett Hampton
Roger Hort
Rdsq Aebischer Hester
Esther Kloges
Florence Lee Lienoid
Heimeno Fonkhouser Lundquist
Audrey Ftonce Meyer
Vero Goirett Miller
Elizabeth Corey Minus
LgIg Jones Morrill
Robert Moiiill
Curtis Morse
Loyde OsburnBeinice Coppock Richards
Una Hicks Rowley
Veldo Uvington Sweet
Meredith Dovcy Welton
Ethel Newberry Yeigen
Kenneth Yeigen
1935
Number in Class; 7
Number of Donors: 4
Participation: 57%
Olive Kendell Hester
Helen Wehrley (8 Walter) Jocbon
Wolter Konigin
Margaret Nothlger Morse
1 9 3 6
Number in Class: II
Number of Donors: 6
Participotion: 55%
Elwood Egelston
Ruthonno McCiacken Hampton
Jomes (& Rulh) Kawoilh
Pearl Kivclt Peorson
Violet Broilhwaile (& Stuart) Ridiey
Gertrude (&6ernofd) Seoman
1 9 3 7
Nurrrber In Class: 17
Number of Donors: 13
Participation: 76%
Eldon (S Gwendolyn) Bush
Dora Bales (& Francis) Cronyn
Beolrice Cunningham
John Dimond
Mary Brooks Dimond
Rochel Pemberton Gettmonn
FAerle (& Ihelma) Green
Wilord (& Genevieve) Kayne
Esther Miller (S Tyler) McVey
Ember Ellis (& Bennie) Roberts
Louis Sondoz
Mary Colvet Sondozoryl.Loy(I Schood
t ,
Lylo{&Pal) Borkmnn
Vcro Hicks Cochell
Ruth Gilstrop Fowler
1 9 3 8
Number in Class: 18
Number of Donors: 9
Participation: 50%
Louis Coffin
Chauncey Gettmonn
Lewis Hoskins
Lois Roberts Hoskins
Arney Houser
Janet Jack
Constonce Lev/is lorson
Motjorie Otis Newkirk
Gertrude Sondoz (& Clifford) Poiron
1 9 3 9
Number in Class: 10
Number of Donors: 3
Participation; 30%
1 9 4 2
Number in Closs: 15
Number of Donors: 6
Participation: 40%
Elvctt (& Morgotile) Brown
Hazel Houser Harrison
Ross (& Evelyn) Mclntyre
Fern Nixon Roberts
/Aory Pemberton Smith
Anita Schlichting (& Don)
1 9 4 3
Number in Closs: 18
Number of Donors: 7
Participation: 39%
Elenita Alardock Boles
George Boles
Abigail Millet Cnsman
Marion Doble
Jim (& Corol) Kyle
Galen (& Wondo) Miller
Jomes Spirup
1 9 4 4
Number in Class: 29
Number of Donors: 13
Pofticipation: 45%
Shirley Helm (& Alvin) Corter
Morjotie Craven
Clynton Ctismon
Mariorie Koines Ctismon
Lois Morrill Harmon
Frank Hoskins
Mary Lou Hoskins {& Mortis) KohlerMohlon (& Hazel) Mocy
Arthur Roberts
V/oyne (& Bertie) Roberts
Doris JAonning (& Virgil) Six
Richard (S Rhodo) Taylor
Florence Swanson Thomos
1947
Number in Class: 11
Number of Donors: 6
Participation: 55%
Morjoric Murphy Brown
Quincy Fodge
Glenn Koch
Bernard (S Eleanor) Londreth
Roger Minthorne
Bety SvendsenLS, John)
Stolsenberg
1948
Number in Closs: 17
Number of Donors: 8
Porticipotion: 47%
Gloria Newoll {& Somuel) Brothers
Divonno Schweitzer Crecelius
Ronald CreceliusEilere Tomplin Fodoe
Pouline Irelond Kocn
Laura Shook Mcintosh
Gordon St. George
Keith (8 Alyce) TVilioms
1 9 4 9
Number in Class: 45
Number of Dono5: 26
Porticipotion: 58%
Glenn Armstrong
Beth Hockett Vernon) Bogley
LoVele Ptiebe Barger
Marshal (8 RosetAory) Barnard
Dorothy Barrott
Verno Moix Bcavet
Vem Brightup
Helen Antrim Codd
Richard Cadd
Earl (& Dorothy) Craven
Jocquelyn Dovis {& Clyde) Dwigons
*
r I
I r
1940
Number in Class: 15
Number of Donors: 4
PorlcipQion: 27%
Myrno Cochel
Irene Swonson (& levns) Hoisch
Vitqinio Heccock Helm
Rutn Hodson
1 9 4 1
Number in Class: 14
Number of Donors: 7
Participation: 50%
Lucile Thornsberry (8 Kent) Crane
Elva Aden Groves
George GravesElen Joquih Russel
Charles Smith
Wesley (8 Jean) Smith
George (8 Dorothy) Thomas
1945
Number in Class: 21
Number of Donors: 10
ParticipGlion: 48%
Marie Wakefield Carter
Melvin (8 Donna) Cloud
Leo Crisman
Eleanor Elis (8 Frederick) Doly
Kenneth Fowler
Lois Wilic Hoskins
Barbara Gorrett Houser
Doris Jones (8 Crittenden) Huston
Eileen Cloud (8 Jack) Root
Geraldine Thanington Wilcufs
1 9 4 6
Number in Class: 16
Number of Donors: 6
Porticipotion: 38%
Mildred Haworth Minthorne
Leila Crisman RqIdIis
Ardys Gossord Rooerls
Bety Craven Spirup
PaulThornburg
Florence Hodlock (8 Bernard)
Townsend
lomo Powell Fertciio
Goll Green
Mory McClinlick HodieyNorvol ladley
Virginia Dixon Johnson
Lois Wlilto (8 Evan) Jones
leono Hormon Lydo
Loren Mills
Nancy Lewis Mils
Leroy Neifert
Coleene Bybea St. George
Lcona Harris Thornburg
May Walace
Elen Boln Warner
Floyd Watson
WES 1949
Mohlon (8 Hozel) Mocy
1 9 5 0
Number in Class: 50
Number of Donors: 24
Participotion: 48%
Mildred Thiessen Hodiey
Fronces Holdy
Derrol Hockett
Jerold Mogee
Kenneth Millet
Donald Morse
Nadlne Fodae Mulkey
EIvq McCordel Neifert
Dorothy Hays Parke
Ellis (8 Julie) Roberts
Wallace Russell
Cloir Smith
Lois Clark Smith
Velmo McClinlock (8 Clorence) Frost
Roymond Wocner
Arline Froziet Watson
Monon Wilhile
Ruth Engle Wilhite
WES 1950
Robert (8 Grace) Blelscher
Paul (8 Margaret) Hoyden
Kenneth (8 Virginio) Koth
Rolond (8 Verlalne) Wolkes
1951
Number In Class: 33
Number of Donors; 18
Porticipalion: 55%
Bety Orkney Ankeny
Marvin Borgct
Earl (8 Suson) Bornum
Ernest Beaver
Norma Dillon Beebe
Barbara Dick Brightup
Marion Clarkson
Caroline Engle
Gene Hockett
Esther Pierson House
Milford House
Morgoret Shottuck Lemmons
Cyais (8 Sylvia) Littlefield
IJoyd LydoHo May
June Knobel May
Mortho Lemmons Puckett
Loren (8 Beverly) Smith
WES 1951
Oliver (8 Annetto) Ketterling
1 9 5 2
Number in Cla»: 38
Number of Donors; 17
Porticipotion; 45%
ElizobetbAdoms
Harold Antrim
William (8 Joann) Bales
Wiliom OeLapp
Norma Davis Emry
Robert (8 Groce) Armstrong
Enid Brians
Jack Coda
Roderick (8 Leono) Folk
Homer Hadley
Thomas 18 Caroline) Hompton
Bethlin Judd Harmon
Howotd Harmon
Betty Street Hockett
Lesto Lev/is Hockett
Donna Jefferson
Gay Foley (8 IMchael) Laverty
Gerald Lemmons
Paul Puckett
Hubert (8 Vivian) Thornburi
Hazel Dowes (8 ivon) Weic i
W E S 1 9 5 2
Donald (8 Cjora) Bletscher
Arthur (8 Carol) Shelton
Leo (8 Patricio) Thornton
Auburn (8 Bessie) V/iN
1 9 5 3
Number in Closs: 29
Number of Donors; 15
Porticipotion: 52%
Marilyn Jones Antrim
Leiond Brown
Deo Cox
Louise Pnce Delano
Rondoil Emry
Maribeth McCrocken Hampton
Mary Boines (8 Wiilard) Jones
Moizie Oberst (8 Philip) Lowrence
Konncih Mogee
Patricio Standley (8 Donald)
McGorvey
Mclda Chandler (8 John) McGroth
Gene Mulkey
Harold Weesnet
Morjorie Lotronce Weesner
Margaret Weber Winters
WES 1953
Norvol (8 Mary) Hadley
Dclmer (8 Dorothy) Ronsdell
Robert (8 Theo) Strufz
Robert (8 Lois] Tober
1954
Number in Class: 37
Number of Donors: 20
Porticipotion: 54%
Ronold (8 Grace] Bomkk
Ralph Beebe
Wondo Pierson Beebe
Nonogene Carries (8 Doug]
Blockshecr
Eugene (8 Naomi) Brown
Lucille Lewis Brown
Marian Perry Brown
Jerry Cotr
Corol Gossard (8 Dole) Cobleigh
Lois Zickefcose (ox
Jim DeLopp
Patricia Keppinger DaLapp
Myrta Chandler Ledeman
Jo Hendricks (8 Johnndy) Lewis
Verne Martin
Carmen (8 Pauline) Pormenter
lea Wilkinson Pickett
Robert Shorpless
Nigel (8 Poly) ShockeyLorna Hudiburgh (8 Harold) Wilton
WES 1954
Virgil (8 Doris) BrownGlen (8 Charlotte) Streight
Richard (8 Mary Anne) Tusant
1955
Number in Class: 30
Number a! Donors: 13
Participation: 43%
Hotley (8 Mary) Brotherton
Clinton Brown
Yvonne Hubbard Corr
Wanda Smith Clarkson
Dorothy Oppenlander (8 Dan)
Cottrell
David Delano
Ruth Conlield Field
Lois Burncit Miller
Florene Price Nordyke
Muriel Hoover (8 trnie) Osfrin
Garth (8 Phillls) Reece
Norman Winters
Richard Zeller
WES 1955
Ron (8 Divonno) Crecelius
Charles (8 Ruth) O'Arcy
Milton (8 Dorothy) Hopper
Vernon (8 Beverly) Kraft
Leroy (8 Florence) Myers
1 9 5 6
Number in Class: 25
Number of Donors: 12
Participotion: 48%
Joyce Hoover (8 Lee) Belt
Ardefh Beals (8 Ray) Brown
Dorothy Gimbe) Former
Som FormerRolond Hartley
Glenefto Ronclall Hoskins
Don Lomm
Noncy Irautmon Lomm
JoAnne Tuning Mogee
Ellen Hoines Martin
Russell Pickett
Fred Sievers
WES 1956
Gene (8 Betty) Hockett
Lynn (8 Gertrude) Ostrondei
Paul (8 June) Pike
Kent (8 Joanne) Swift
1 9 5 7
Number in Class: 21
Number of Donors: 12
Participation: 57%
Darwin (8 Gwen) Grimm
Morvin Hompton
Joanne Joonis Hartley
Lowell HurdJanet Hight Lydo
Chorles (8 G adys) Morgan
Sam Morse
Lyn Edmundson (8 Raymond) Olson
Lois Houston Phillips
Arlene Oglevie (8 John) Richordson
Stephen (8 Teresa) Ross
Charlotte Gruber Ruscber
W E S 1 9 5 7
Dorothy Borroft
Dennis (8 Jonef) Hagen
1 9 5 8
Number in (loss: 42
Number of Donors: 17
Porticipation: 40%
Shiryl Gurn Boerlin
John (8 Sara) Davis
Robert Field
Virginia Leach Freeman
Ethelwyne DeLapp (8 Tom) Golden
Genevieve Mills (8 Charles) Hall
Beverly Beles HurdJohn Lyda
Eugene MorseCorol Porrart (8 Harry) Morter
Koto (8 John Wilkin) Newell
Quentin Nordyke
Neil (8 Pot) Pierson
Bety Lou Wals SorgentHerb Sargent
Bob Smitn
Naomi Martin Wilson
WES 1958
Charles (8 Gladys) Morgan
May Wallace
Victor (8 Leara) Walter
1 9 5 9
Number in Class: 27
Number of Donors: 9
Participation: 33%o
Elouise Fonkhouser Chondler
David (8 Alma) Hanson
Jack Hoskins
Phylis George (8 Jock) KirkwoodConnie Jnrvil Mogee
Phylis Archibald Morse
Paul (8 Meredith) Morse
Roilie (8 Betty) Rogers
Leon Willioms
WES 1959
Howord (8 Bethlin) Hormon
Homer Snyder
1 9 6 0
Number in Class: 37
Number of Donors: 13
Participation: 35%
Calvin (8 Barboro) Alsleben
Paul Commock
Maurice Chandler
Hubert (8 Coro) Comfort
Sandra Smith Oeoly
Earlene Baker (8 Larry) Edwords
Riciiord (8 Vaiorie) Harrison
Jocbon Newell
Kay Sheirbon Newel
Jane Weber Willculs
Robert Willcuts
Lyie Wilson
Jo Wohlford
WES 1960
Walter (8 Lola) Scholt
1961
Number in Class: 26
Number of Donors: 6
Participotion: 31%
Gcrbara Jonson Cammack
Floyd (8 Soly) Chamberlain
John Johnson
Gladys Stephen (8 Bruce) MacArfhurGeraldine Perisho Morse
Judi Retherford Noito
Gilbert Rinord
Nancy Croven Wilhite
WES 1961
Arthur {8 Rose) Corf
Vernon (8 Carol) Haas
Ho! (8 June) May
Paul (8 Martha) Puckett
1962
Number in Class; 40
Number of Donors: 14
Participation: 35%
Morvin Asllefoid
Nodine Brood
Idwin Cammack
fAatilyn kichey Ciovet
Roy CrowEdward Deciy
Evon Aebischer Douglas
Milton Green
Jock Homiilon
Ruthellen HInshaw Johnson
Borbaro Morse
ilonalrost (8 Richard) Ode
Esook Chung (8 Kyung Chan) Synn
Bofboro Hendricbon (8 Robert)
WES 1962
Merfon (8 Helen) Peterson
1 9 6 3
Number in Class: 45
Number of Donors: 13
Participation: 29%
David (8 Brigid) Commock
Morie Schmeltzer Commock
Dorleen Stands Church
Robert Church
Sue Hopp Hamilton
Robert Johnson
Don Nolla
Benefto Shires (8 Robert) Poet
Ned Wheeler
Francis (8 Paty) Whilaket
Steven Wilhite
Myrna McFall WilliamsElma McCrocken (8 Ben) Wity
WES 1963
Orlin (8 Joyce) Jackson
1 9 6 4
Number in Closs: 43
Number of Donors: 17
Portrclpotion: 40%
Verio Warner Armstrong
Donald (8 Morvys) Chitwood
Lon Fendoil
Raeiene Barnes fendoil
Cop (8 Muriel) Hensley
Lorry Houston
Barry Hubbel
Dean Hulfaen
Walter (8 Myrt) KingJane White (8 Grant) Martin
Charles Myionder
Oarel Nordyke
Lloyd Pruitt
Marilyn Hill PruittHelen Huf Soms
Jamie (8 Aidith] Sondoz
Roche! Baker VondenHoek
WES 1964
Donold (8 Notene) Hohensee
Bruce (8 Bonnie) Johnson
1965
Number in Class: 60
Number of Donors: 21
Porticipotion: 35%
Keith Baker
Brion Beals
Botbora Berg (8 James) Bel
David Brown
Donald (8 Alfredo) Brown
Nancy Ross Brown
Harold Clark
Donno V/ilhite Coleman
Carof^  Fuiten Crow
Margaret Fitzsimmons Orohn
Sharon Hubbell
Dorcel Kouffmon
Regina Deibele Mainwaring
Alice Hompton Maurer
Nick Mouret
Karen Thornburg McConaughey
Janet Sweatt (8 Bill) Peterson
Shoren Arlip (8 Arthur) Spencer
Ronald Slanseii
Robert Thompson
Sondro Neol Thampson
W E S 1 9 6 5
Virgil (8 Lorraine) Dunbar
Charles (8 Marsha) Walte
1966
Number in Class: 78
Number of Donors: 23
Porticipation: 29%
JudytAcCordAliord
Joyce Guenther Astleford
Janice Kennon Beols
Drone Bal Brodley
John Coleman
Curtis Orohn
Rulf) Ewing Drinnon
Potncio McKee Goult
Steve (8 Jan) Geil
Fred (8 Suson) Gregory
Jcmes Linhort
Howord Mary
RoyMcConaugheyRhylts McCfocxen
Noncy Noid^eMylander
Fred (S Rose) Neumann
Vemo HInes (8 Larry) Newton
Cotolyn Hampton Stonsel
Glen {8 Sandy) Stansel
Marie Ehrstrom (8 F.L.) Stouffei
Shotion Moore Templeton
Ken VondenHoek
WES 1966
Don (8 Nancy) Lomm
Herb (8 Bety Lou) Sargent
1967
Number in Class: 83
Number of Donors: 31
Parhcipotion: 37%
Daniel Bogley
Carolyn Dokken Bogley
Barbara Baker
Morilyn Oldenburg Berggren
Jon Bishop
Morito Cammack Bishop
Morjorie Brood
Judilh Rhoods (8 Ronold) Brown
Lorraine Root (8 Keith) Brown
Sharon Ehler ClarkKarl Douglas
Somuel Drinnon
Oeon (8 Ruth) Griffith
Jnnet Newmyer Howell
Valerie Fegles KauHmon
Mory Galoway (8 Ivan) Kitt
Goiyonno Schmoe LinhortLorie Barnes Megerity
Sherry Alteneder (8 Jack) MerceiVictor (8 Shotyl) Peterson
Michael Anne Todd (8 David)
Richersan
Dole Rinord
Nancy Newlin Rinord
Lawrence (8 Rebecca) Roberts
William Rouike
John Slivkoff
Morilyn Sperry
Lindo Davenport SwenwoldKent Thornburg
Dwoine (8 Becky) Wiloms
Judith Roberts Woolsey
WES 1967
Lawrence Bone
Dorv/in (8 Gwen) Grinrm
Dovid (8 Lois) Rupert
1968
Number in Closs: 81
Number of Donors: 21
Porticipotion; 26%^
Rolph Beutler
/Aorion Mendoi Beutler
Gory Blockmor
Korlfl Jeibmonn Blockmor
John (8 Judith) Boersmo
Jomes Brodley
Potricio Lorkey (8 John) Brokke
Jeonefte Brown
Rondole (& Dione) Crisel
Coral Helm (& Bob) Hughes
Rosemofy Dvingsron
Mouri (& Sherry) Mocy
l^nna Neilson
Borboro Hood (& Bob) Newell
ludlle Bokei (S Lowrence) Osborn
r^ilyn Binfotd (£ Richard) Shaw
ttotgy Duff Slivkoff
Jeooie Cronroth Thotrburg
David Woolsey
WES 1968
N (& Beverly) Ellis
Rod (& Jon) Vermillion
1969
Number in Class: 79
Number of Danors: 22
Porliripotion; 28%
Dovid (& Chris) Alteneder
Dorian (S. Donna) Boles
(horles Suson) Beck
Iwce Mclnfyre Beecroff
Nlire (S AInryAnn) Boe/rnreCorel irdgrer Bms
Gordon Crisrrran
Mt) Gamer Franks
loyonneOisman 6/egory-DuBois
JoimRoberfs Kelum
OoriefieMer Mike) Kroll
f4 Hoikyung) Lee
MkhodBvirrastan
PfiylsColeMasonheimer
Pou Meier
Rotrokl Sloples
toWombleVolentine
Robert (& Louise) VonSlyke
Srjiflrelps (S Steven) Wehmeyer
1970
Nunrber in Class: 79
Nutitbei of Donors; 10
Portkipotion: i3?o
Dono Burns
Divonrro Cossel
Gerte (& Koltrarine) Hooker
Rondy bwery
MorgaretAstfeford Mocy
Etrrest Martin
CynthioArbogostMcCracken
DonMcCracken
Otorlene Meier
MkIhiI Sperling
WES 1970
Gonald (& Atiredo) Brown
1971
Horrtbet irt Class; 106
Number of Donors: 25
Rofficipotion: 24%
--"vuungosserJkirpet Gilman (& Michael) DresserNfltw Philps (SRolph) Frey
{X Rim) Greenwold
«rley Roberts HodieyGomile fisher HodlocK
Wwoa Roberts (X Detald) Herling
Gwiel (X Patricio) Hil
E^Heyerly (X Paul) Jacobson
WfirrLudtke
Ne Maaee
-".-V6I Jensen Magee
(X Dione) Martin
—"uiu Morgon
1^ (X MoryKate) Morsewbert (XMoryBeth) Mueler
(S Louise) Neol
ttene Brown (X Robert) Newman
jevedyRnrghtLXTom) PoytonJdetre Coln SomuelsonW (X Sophronio) Selby
won Smitfi
wvin (X Kathy) Walker
d^ey Wilhile Wilson
WES 1971
Samuel (X Ruth) Drinnon
Maloote (X Saro) Muthews
Victor (X Elizobeth) Sloughter
1 9 7 2
Number in Class: 82
Number of Donors: 28
Participation: 34%
David Brown
Ginger Brown Brown
Deborah Archibald (X Bill) Buchanan
Cleto Thornburg Ctismon
Connie Noel Dolke
Terry Daike
Gale (X Rush) Field
Glendo House Gilroy
Stephen Gilroy
Corildu Grover
Dole Hodiey
Larry (X lomorD) HerrickShit ey Anderson Hunter
Gory JocksonMarilyn May Jackson
Shorotr Dunlop Jockson
Kenneth (S b'ncfo) iohnson
Dovid Keley
Judy Debban (& Croig) Moore
Slon Morse
Donald Poet
William (X Foye) Pruitt
Ron Rittenhouse
Beverly Meiteis RosenLouise Stroit Sperling
Wes (X Kely) Toylot
Paul IX Ten!) Ttetrrame
Stuort Willcuts
1 9 7 3
Number in Class: 100
Number of Donors: 27
Participation: 27%
Donna Wilson (X Charles) Bee
Meredith Mitchell Bossermon
Vern (X Joy) Brighfup II
Bobbie Crammer
KathyHaischCX Joseph) Edwards
Wayne (X Lori) Elsoesser
Stephen (X Bobbie) Fendal
PhiOip PodgePatricia Loggins Fodge
Peggy Stands (X Bolt) FowlerStephen Hoerauf
Satoh Ton Hoerauf
Gloria Dunlop (X Curtis) Hooper
Bety Bal Howard
Hiroshi (X Jonine) Iwoyo
Shirley Brown (X Don) KluverDovid Krupp
Phylis Mi let Krupp
John Macy
Douglos Mclntyre
Dwight Minthorne
Undo Nay
Vicki Convey Pounds
Victor (X Elizabeth) Racicot
Stephen RosenRoberta Zimmerman Rowe
Paul (X Jeonette) Scott
WES 1973
Robert (SAnn) Conovei
John (X Dorothy) Fries
1974
Number In Cioss: 113
Number of Donors. 29
porticipotion: 26%
Curtis Ankeny
s:e?E;:.sM»k)B.wde„
KSKISo-g
Chorlie HowordRoberta Bnrnen Hurt
Jim (X Pom) Jockson
Roberto Dible KmQAlan Kirketidol
James Lassley
Sharon Vtckers (X Greg) Moloney
Elen Perry Morse
Elaine King Rittenhouse
Robert Rowe
Borboro Sanders
Marjorie Moy (X Tom) Seiler
Croig (X Kothy) TaylorJane Sedel (X David) Temple
Lono Thurston
Ruth Hodiey Tippin
Christine Comfort (X Alan) Wochlin
Michoel WirtQ
1975
Number in Class: 111
Number of Donore: 23
Porfrcipafion: 21%
Mark Ankeny
Tim Blefscher
Motyontje Johrrson Blefscher
Patricia Bradshaw (X Daniel) Connor
Lynn (X Debbie) Ooron
Rebecco Bijnney Fodge
Thomas Hurt
Neil Kellum
Zono Krupp Kelum
Shirley flrodley KyleMichele Fongney lossley
Korer? Knight Mocy
Suson Houser (X Corl) Morch
Kevirr (X Janet) Mills
Dinno (X Greg Roan) Mock
Motsho Jensen Ocker
Peggy (X Jim) Pone
Mortu GiiHith (X Richard) Prehn
Louise Minthorne Sargent
Brad (X Uso) Smith
Jon Tippin
Rob Vifunder
Sheryi Boinett Wunder
WES 1975
Thomos (X Elio) Hermiz
Brion (X Lois) Lee
Ron {X Corolyn) Stonseli
1 9 7 6
Number in Closs: 107
Number of Donors: 26
Porticipotion: 24%
Ed Burns
Phil (X Cinudio) Campbel
Rod Qecelius
Foul Eslinger
Rondo Eicnenbetger (X Philip)
Greenowolt
David Hampton
Botboto Cloud (X Jim) Hutchins
Steven (X Pamela) Johnson
Noncy Baker (X Curtis) Kroft
Michael (X Mary) Lefner
Oicnno CoffGli Mclntyre
Bruce (X Darlena) Mohetly
Mark Rhodes
Mortha Hardeman Rhodes
Deboroh Le Shonn Rickey
Jefrey Rickey
Roger Sorgent
Peggy Wilson (XOonrel) SculyDazzle Shrestha
Sharon Martin (X Dovid) Stewart
Stephen StrutzLyio Hadfotd (X Glenn) Swofotd
Nicholos Sweeney
Mark Thompson
Deonne Pied (X Bob) VonVtonken
Veido LeBoron {X Steve) Wissler
WES 1976
Williom Vermillion
1977
Number In Closs: 135
Number of Donors; 46
Porticipotion: 34%
Becky Thomos Ankeny
Kristine Osburn foikeny
Suson Alen Ankeny
Scott (X Cindi) Audiss
Jnneen Joquilh (X Wiliam) Boli
Jonel Nines (X Michael) Coin
lorry (X Suson) Dowson
Robert (X Kothy) Dexter
Datrel (X Mary) Diebel
Michael Ellison
Koy Stnrkey Elison
Genevieve Roberts (X Ben) Fitch
Poul Fodge
Christina Lund Froziei
Roger Hadley
Morcio (X Dovid) Hodiey^ linger
Tim (X Judy) Hordie
Donna Mothison Hernandez
Tom Hewitt
Dorothy niomos (X Tom) Hinshow
Steven (X Eloise) Hockett
Steven Hopper
Virginio Kilgcte Hopper
Corol Seibert Keley
Mork Keley
Sheryi Loughlond Kirkendol
Noncy Minihorne Loughlond
Onvio LeRud
Scott (X Potricio) Moyfield
Clifton AkCurdy
Sharon Milhous
Ronold Mock
Kathleen Ohing
Elaine Rhodes (X Charles) Poole
Elizabeth Zimmermon Robbins
Carol Puckett Schmidt
Dove Schmidt
Koren Botes Smith
Philip Smith
Doniel (X Zso Zso) Smith^hristopher
Jamie Snodgross
Margaret Single SweeneyCarol Roth Thomos
Janice Field Thompson
Mark Vernon
Noncy MolhiosVhlhite
WES 1977
Kenneth (X Betty) Weinert
1 9 7 8
Number in (loss: 119
Number of Donors: 34
Porticipotion; 29%
Scot! Ankeny
Stephen (X Chety^l) Beeson
Jeonnete Myers Binehom
Corrie lomm Bishop
Diono Comfort
Paul Cozens
Moly Coyner Cozens
Potricio Culver
Dione Dayton
David Deano
Stephen DukeSharon Libby Eslinger
Wayne Ftozier
Philip Ftiesen
Rhoda Schtag Friesen
Randoli (X Voietie) Fry
Robert Grumblis
Jennifer Eichenberget (X Denny)
Harwell
Cheryl Wacker Hewit
lindo Kilmer (X Howard) Huff
Janet Xunsmon Keley
Worren (X Pauline) Koch
Elisabeth Hopper (X John) loing
Teresa Graff Lomm
Joel Leisy
Claudia LeRud
Neil Robbins
David (X Debto) Schmidt
Don Shaffer
David Shawa
Rowlen (X Lois) Smith
Clyde Thomas
Roger Wilhite
Ailene Perisho (X Preston) Winn
WES 1978
Vernon (X Meredith) fiossetmnn
James Nelson
Morgoret NelsonDon (X Saly) Noel
Richard (X Cynthia) Ostrander
John (X Helen) Simmons
Diono Vermillion
1 9 7 9
Number in Class: 160
Number of Dono5: 41
Porticipohon: 26%
Jerry Bornick
Timothy (X Debbie) Burtons
Benjamin Bauer
Deborah Hansen Bauer
Dennis (X Kely] Beebe
Paul Bishop
Cloyton (X Tricia) Brown
Steven Comfort
Kandie linden Comfort
Jean Peters Costin
A) Ctockenberg
Deno Porker Duke
James Edwards
Barboro Brown (X Raymond) Elis
James Gibson
Fown Buck Gibson
Judy Harmon
Morion Neeley (X Tom) Holzschuh
Esther Hopper
Kimbetlie Johnson {X Glenn) Irwin
Randolph (X Lisa) Johnson
Paul (X Debro) Koch
Robert LoughlondJock (X Sondy) lydo
Kery Barnetf {X Jomes) Mortin
Susan Brown McCutdy
Jullie Frost (X Neil) Mikkolo
Korlo Mortin Minihorne
Brian Olson
Lynn Graham Olson
Bruce Rhodes
Lori Dwotschok Rhodes
Craig RobertsSheley V/ebster Rogers
Wesley RogersTetii Alexander Shaffer
Goylyn Smith
Jonice Comp Strutz
Jon Strutz
Oelynn Field (X Michoel) Wolz
Rondy Wore
WES 1979
George (X Tete) Lawrence
Robert (X Sherrill) Phillips
Roger (X Louise) Sorgent
Stephen (X Jonice] Strutz
Joseph (X Rebekoh) Yeung
1 9 8 0
Number in Class; 170
Number of Donors: 58
Porticipotion; 34%
Dove (X Pot) Adrian
Anne Pokorny (X Gory) Akiyomo
Soly Andrews
Tommy Rose Bornick
Oonno Frozier (X Lorry) Boughman
LeAnn Nosh Beebe
Jeff Binehom
Rachel Roe Brewster
Judy Johnson Burns
Water(XGina) Cotter
Don Childets
Joyce Davenport (X Anthony)
ChristopherJames {X Lynne) Cloud
Doug Cossef
Bob (X LoNel] Davenport
Cflthleen Fonno
ioonne Roberts Fuller
Dean Godd
Teresa Boucher (X Patrick) Geluso
Marc Graff
Kimberly Ouncon (X Don) Grimherg
Joanna Wester GrumblisSusan Chandler Hompton
Daniel (X Carolyn) flerringshQw
Lorindo Johnson Hite
Deboroh Stephens (X Brad) Holing
Keley Dnvidson (X George) Humlie
Lesto Perisho Johnson
Stephen Johnson
Me inda McCormick (X Jock) Jotdon
Lynne Umfleet (X Frank) Ktoxbetgcr
Leroy (X Roberto) Kropf
Gregg Lomm
Timothy Mogee
Jon Mason
Jody Fowler (X Richord) McAfee
Daniel Meireis
Carol Ehrlich Meireis
David (X Mary) Mylon
Dorrel (X Potti) Nefzger
Paty Bordeaux (X Dovid) Nelson
Wendy (X Dick) Newby
Dovid Olson
Crisonne Pike Roberts
Tim Rochholz
Carol Hutchinson Snow
Randall Snow
Christine Hockett Stcnfield
Lurne Hanson Stuort
Duone (X Carrie) Swoffotd
Lon Thornburg
Ron Tuning
Lori Beebe Tuning
Christine Winters (X Mark) V/atkins
Suson Alt Watson
Don Willits
Deolinda Morrow Willson
Kenneth Willson
WES 1980
Scott (X Deborah) Dovies
Poul (X Audty) Ebethotd
Paul Hensel
Steven (X Virginia) Hopper
Dovid (X Claudia] LeRur
1981
Number in Class: 174
Number of Donors: 40
Porticipotion: 23%
PfiilpLX Suson) Atonson
Broo Bowder
Sheryi Hansen BowderConnie Pittmon (X Jomes) Cotlson
Tim Commins
Jennifer Johnson Ctockenberg
Jefciy (X Julie) CrosgroveBeth Terhorst (X Roncly) Crowe
Jonie Gtommet (X Word) Cuddy
Dione Widmer (X Scott) Curtis
Jennifer Bring (X Andrew) Douglas
Douglos FulerCynfnio Flolo GoddAlen (X Noncy) Gorrett
Jone Pumpufis Gtof
Paulo Ankeny Hampton
Butch Horf
Linda Corlett (X Ron) Hcrdino
Kothy Bodin (X Shown) Holt
Don Howard
Robert (X Bety) King
Mory Wiens leisy
Jomes Ic Shono
Jconine Myers Le Shono
Kothy Thornton Lindseyfrank) MclntirePomelo Aiken (XI
Aletho Zellet McKcnnon
Lori Klopfenstein Muscutt
Wesley (X Cindy) Oden
Elcine Johnson Porlette
ShoronArndKX Jomes) Porter
Shown Patrick (X Joseph) Posilico
Deeno Owens (X Scott) Printz
Lee (X Michelle) Riley
Julio Hutchins (X Steve) Solmond
Denny {X Linda] Senders
Sheryi Chondler StrutzJuli Philips (X Mork) Voleske
Carlo Chodwick (X Andy) Viles
Elizabeth Guenther Wore
WES 1981
Ben Fitch
Glen (X Joyce) Cinder
Percy (X Potti) McKnight
1982
Number in Class: 181
Number of Donors: 52
Porticipotion; 29%
Koren Gunkel Anghel
Kenneth Beebe
Jerry Brown
Joyce Schnoibel Brown
Scot (X Pomelo) Celey
David Dovies
Judith Commock Dovies
Doreen Kiefer Edwards
Lynn (X Gwen] Ford
Renoe Stoflord Gorrett
Tim Garrett
James Goylord
Todd (X Koren) Noll
Lorry Hampton
Kerri Filosi (X Mork) Honke
Steven Harmon
Debbie Petersen (X Philip) Hortison
Jeonne Clnrk Kotver
Richord Korver
Christina Moody Kuhn
Dovid (X Becky) Le Shone
Peggy Gering (X Jospec) Li
Wayne Lindsey
Mark MuscuttD'onn Campbel (X Loten) Nelson
Todd Newe I
Danilo Forney Newell
Jefrey Newvile
Douglos (X Joonne] Niemonn
Sheri Kotterheinikh (X Arnold)
NofzigerJonele Deoly Nordyke
Kimbetley Huisenga Perisho
Kevin (X Rebecca) Peters
Timothy (X Sotoh) Peters
Synda Konson (X William) Ploin
Motla Richardson (X Mux) QuintonoMork (X Vickie) Reynolds
Londo Beebe Rochhfiolz
Debbie (Roberts) RoyerMichoel Royer
Michele Fuler Schoumburg.
Sherrie Schuike
Nolan (X Dixcy) Smith
Cor! Soiensen
Koren Geckler (X Michael) Thornton
Eileen McDougol (X Phil) Truitt
Lois Thomas (X David) Vonderveer
Steven Vernon
Connie (X Mark) Word
Roger Wolson
Joy Weaver (X Scott) V/egner
Bobbi Show (X Gerald) Wilson
WES 1982
Lowel (X Sandy) Mogsig
Jon (X Sheryi) Strutz
1983
Number in Class; 187
Number of Donors: 37
Participofion: 20%
Brian Aitken
Dolio Alcxonder
Arthur (X Lonnie) Annos
Robert Bough
Rosalie Gooding Bough
David (X Sandy) Breilkreuz
Kelley Duncan (X VAIIinm) Brewster
Denise Beed (X Kevin) Brooks
Jonelle Cluossen
Russell OcVotc
Susannc Dillon
Deboroh Otiesner
Rik Dtury
Mork Flolo
Debro Hilkcy Goylord
Jewell Lotson Hotmon
Sheila Roberts Hon
Lisa Christion (X Don) Hotovec
Timothy (X Rachel) Jonzen
Merilou SkeelsfX Steven)
Kronschnobcl
Julio Sires Lcniini
Anita McComb (X Choties) ATorble
Robin Nosh Martin
Shoun McNoy
Dovid (X Becky) Miller
Roger Milet
laDonno House (X Stuort) Moore
Julie Motlond
Tortoy Nosh
Sondto Chandler Newville
lorna Mortin (X Price) Norlhcult
Mork Ocker
Emy Croulhets (X Bil) Porklouric Hortley (X Mark} Shuholm
Showno Lenzet (X Dono) Skoog
Dovid (X Lisa) Swonson
Heather Gordon (X Jefery) Ventrelo
WES 1983
Dovid (X Joyce) Coleman
Genevieve (X Ben) Fitch
Kyun (X HeeJin) Noh
1 9 8 4
Number in Closs: 159
Number of Donors: 29
Porticipotion: 18%
Daniele Gilbenson (X Dean) Aldinger
Laura Stokes (X Mork) Aliemonn
Shannon Riddle (X Jim] Bonke
Efnine Morse (X Michoel) Butler
Aileveio Butterlicid
Doniel Cummnck
Bobbi Cross DeVote
Ftoncene Butier (X John) Dezellem
Gregory (X Vikki) Dueket
Rondy Dunn
Slieti Dejmol (X Corlin) Hngen
Betty (X Dick) Heininge
Kely McDowel (X Michoel) Kuggins
Richard Lentini
Dennis (X Joon) Lilliefield
Teresa Donnot Mogee
Deboroh Ainoldi Miller
Undo Millet
Kim Kelum Nosh
Julie Nolla
Stephen Perisho
Howord (X Lindo) Pety
Erin O'Horo (XTimolhy) Rines
Eric Smith
MetlKoy Evans Smith
Timothy Smitlr
Brad (& Potty) Voage
llene Boersmn Vernon
Rebecca Tcber (X Richord) Vessey
W E S 1 9 8 4
Glenn (& Verio) Atmsltong
Connie Pitlnion Carlson
Gregg {S Teresa) Lamm
Giris (& Kothleen) Ueilson
1985
Number in Class: 185
Number of Donors: 33
Porficipafion:
Kolhleen Murphy (S Fred) Alexonder
Shanna Floldohl Andres
David Andres
Brett (& Jean) Borbre
Robert (& Janet) Besel
Don Erase
Shawn Brouwer
Tamara Magee Cammack
Kellie Carlsen
Gene (& Michele) Christian
Lynete Tycksen (& Ralph) Cortez
Karen Bornhart (& Dave) Doust
Dixie Schoonover (& Scott) Downey
Julie Skiles Dunn
Frank (S Kay) Gallo
Jon Guenther
Ben Mickenloaper
Jodi Peters (& Doug) Imes
Kerry (& Vickie) Irish
Coleen Howard Jefery
Loree Edens (& Jim) Jensen
Dorrel {S Therese) Lamb
Todd Laws
Deon (& Sogo) Morse
Gregory Mozel
Pomelo Barrett Smith
Miriam Clork Staples
Robin Merchant (& Thomos) Vorwig
Denise Iverson Vernon
Ronold West
More Widcufs
Kolhy Winters
Mork (8 Susan) Young
WES 1985
Mork (8 Janet) Kelle'
Jomes (8 Sonne) Noxae
1 9 8 6
Number in Closs: 136
Number of Donors: 25
Porticipotion:
Ricbelle Roe (8 Christian) Burns
Miriom Anderson (8 Kelly) Busey
Doteen Codd
Vicki Minsholl (8 Scott) Childs
Undo Rotorius Curb
Motiorie McMullen Cutkcndall
Todrs Farmer
Soly fS Bruce Forsfer) freemon
Boony Peterson (8 Kenneth) frey
Brodfey (8 Denise) Grimsfed
Jil Ponsfoid Hickenlooper
Scott Iverson
Korolyn (8 Kevin) Koster
Mork Madison
Dione Honsen McNoy
Cynthia Lund (8 Ken) Mogseth
Carolyn Boyly Mozel
Susan Nofziger (8 Steve) Roth
Julie Simpson
Dole (8 Jeonne) Smith
Donald Staples
Jeff Vandentioek
Philip {8 Beth) Woite
Lari Gayle Wilkufs
Bonnie Gialjohn (8 David) Workman
WES 1986
Randal Morse
1 9 8 7
Number in Closs: 142
Number of Donors: 26
Participation; 18%
Sheryl Roedel (8 Don) Betts
Amy Cobb (8 John) BurkeyBruce Bishop
Robert Curb
Ronold Ooolin
Deborah Joyne Doolin
Debbie Coots (8 Mkhael) Ford
Chris Gross
Julie (8 Joseph) Harper
Rebecca Blonkenboker Iverson
Krisly Bootmon (8 Perry) Kleespies
Jodi Sites Madison
Erik Meier
Fred Neumann
Nancy Olson
Elizabeth VonMeter (8 Brad) Potzer
Wendy Harmon Pilchet
Morion Hul (8 Tom) Reynolds
Ttesso Porter (8 Jonothon) Schuck
Lisa Magee (8 Alen] Sorestod
Irene Meservey Stoops
Lisa Chunn (8 Bab) Sutterer
Shellie Nybetg Sutton
Deona Douly VondenHoek
Richotd (8 Tern) VanVleck
Michael (8 Janice) Wotts
W E S 1 9 8 7
Janet Hensel
Jeanne Soeger
1 9 8 8
Number in Class; 205
Number of Donon: 25
Porticipotion: 12%
Joy (8 Jonelle) Adrian
Srod (8 Anne) Beols
JefBell
David (8 Robin] Broyles
Joyce (8 Edward) CloussenJulie Young (8 Jim) Codigo
Soro (8 Robert) Contoy
Sharon White Oiley
Don (8 Phylis) Ebert
Cherith Menneoly Farmer
Murilyn Kennedy (8 Richard) FordDnvia Gilmore
Susan Brantinghom Guenther
Carol (8 Scott) Jockson
Benjamin Jefery
Kay Btuch Neumann
Matthew Nosock
Mike Pilcher
lyndo (8 Sluart) Rondol
Keii-Jo Jocobson (8 Marty) Roz
Tim (8 Susonne) Schubert
Keni Brown (8 Goidott) Scott
Delotes Shotp
Kerry (8 Penni] Slottery
Boiboro Wright
W E S 1 9 8 8
Jomes (8 Konfyn) Fleming
Jeffrey (8 Kolnryn) KommerzelShoun (8 OtorteJ McNoy
1 9 8 9
Number in Class: 249
Number of Donors: 40
Porticipotion; 16%
Greg (8 Stocy) Alien
Melissa Threodgil Bonks
Michele Downing (8 Dave) Bamhort
Jennifer Beorse
Andrea Ruben Bell
Karon (8 Terry] Bel
Paul Brown
Ronald Burton
Susan Crisman
John (8 Karen) Fairchild
Susan (8 Dole) Fillmore
Brian (8 Christy) Gotdner
Dee (8 Gerald) Gibson
Shono Longstiotf) (8 Datyl) Giunou
Marge Heleon
Dan (8 Janet) Jocobs
Steven (8 Cormen) Ktopf
Christine Armstrong Lucke
Sherry (8 Jay) Main
Judith Warner Miller
Michael (8 Sharon) Morgan
Scott Morgan
Randal Nordyke
Cindy Corrrfort (8 More) Olson
Jefrey Paterson
Harolo Powson
Morion Pfichord
Rick Rami
Maureen O'Boyle (8 Robert)
Schroeder
Jeff Stonfieid
Llndiey Stonton
Morsho Nelson Stanton
Eric (8 Kristino) Swonson
Dianne Sykes
Drake Toombs
Michelle Lantz Utke
Steven Utke
Donno West
Shely Norton West
Robert (8 Janet) Yatdley
WES 1989
Edward (8 Judy) Burns
1990
Number in Class: 257
Number of Donors: 30
Patlicipotion; 125o
Mark Ametr
Janice (8 Leon) Boulden
Clif  (8 Patty) Conucci
Sue Dauntless
Dolores Emmenegger
Janice Gran
Kathleen Gront
Robert (8 Noncy) Joyof
Eloine Howorlh Koskela
Gregg Koskela
Pomelo Troyer (8 Brian) Lee
Debro (8 Wlliom) Linhort
Kewn Lucke
Melonie Springer Mock
Ann Ries (8 Jim) Morrow
lynete Wilhelm (8 Gory) Nelson
Cnristopher (8 Susan) Potoine
Myrlene Hul Rourke
Joyce (8 Wiliam) Savage
Gerald (8 Ruth Ann) Schoon
Ann Hougen (8 Philip) Scott
Carrie Brown (8 Bob) Simmons
Sharon Byrd {8 Keith) Ticknor
Lori Honeywel Toombs
Michele long Townley
Christopher Townley
Jonathan Umfleet
Nancy Katus (8 Jon) White
Diano Wilhite Winter
Pamela Vance Wollom
W E S 1 9 9 0
Thomos {& Roberto) Hurt
Micki (8 Jeffrey) Knight
1 9 9 1
Number in C/oss: 303
Number of Donors: 34
Porticipotion; 11%
Anno Simonson Baker
Corey Beols
Julie Bitot
Mitch Costin
Scott Curtis
Jomes Dillinget
Koren Williams Dindia
Burt (8 Debbie) Fowler
Mm Marie Ftisch
Steve Hurrel
Hofman Wesley
Jennifer Hooper
BotbotQ Williamson (8 Blake)
Hopwood
John Hurty
Jeremy Huwe
Lisa Leslie
Kevin (8 Shely) Mack
Tio (8 Gory) Mitchell
Chcd (8 Kristi) Moore
Tommie Stepon {8 Marc) Nofziger
Jomes Oshiro
Steven (8 Donno) Pettit
Undo Eunderhide (8 Kurt) Rosot
Rhoni Kaletka Seguin
Steven Seguin
Mark Skeen
Jonette Stoltzfus
Lauro Zimmerman Umileel
David VcnTossel
Kristin Potts VonTossel
Dedraa Voubel
Melonie Weidner Watson
Diane (8 Ceroid) Wilson
More Wollom
WES 1991
Denise Brooks
Jim Corlson
Butch (8 Sheila) Hart
Gregory (8 Cotolyn) MozelRfchoro (8 Rhoda) Taylor
1992
Number in Class: 330
Number of Donors: 41
Porticipolion; 12%
nil Beols
Mork (8 Lisa) Bingham
Mory Piozeson (8 Mark)
Boedioheimer
Ooniel (8 Laura) Brown
Melissa Bullock
Douglos (8 Morgoref) Buyserle
Jennifer Childress
Cothy Colinsworth
Twyla fmlg
Trisha Bowker Gilmore
Motel Hotrel
Terry (8 Joan) Haitis
Tim (8 Coroline) Harris
Lisa Hickman
Robyn Churchil Hofman
Kent Hughes
Jennifer Gibb Huwe
Jim Kiienstuber
Amy (8 John) Moson-Roltoy
Steven McKennon
Tomelo Morris
Wiliam (8 Pofsy) Nippoldl
Robert (8 Shown) Oiver
Terrance (8 Nancy) Papb
Elizabeth Peters
Irene (8 Robert) Rose
Paul (8 Chatiene) Scbililng
Esther Smith
Groce (8 Karl) Branch Smith
Jenny Davis (8 Rob) SmithwickDavid (8 Rondi) Stewart
Poul Stoltzfus
PeterfSBorbcto) Thunem
Joan (8 Leon) Virgin
Soly (8 Lemuel) WadeKimberly Wilkie
Dave (8 Loretla] Wilson
Scott Winter
W E S 1 9 9 2
Deb iDcey
Peggy (8 Jim) PageGrace Poling
Joon Schullz
1 9 9 3
Number in Class: 389
Number of Donors; 65
Parficlpofion; )7%
Joonn Borud
Jennifer Armstrong Brewer
Bryan (8 Barbara Jenn) Chrlstenson
Brent Courtney
William (8 Cindy) Doniel
Kevin Dougherty
Christine Oeboy Drazon
Uza Duilio
Denes Eszenyi
Michoel (8 Holy) Friesen
Jennifer Fuller
Randall Fultz
Dwight Gilmore
Mary Gill
Karin Moinwcring Goodman
Todd Koines
Saroh Hoideman
Mott Hamilton
Richard (8 Shetyl) Heotb
Steven Hills
Leslie Hurt
Allen (8 Judith) Jones
Joy (8 Greg) KingCarrie Meyers (8 Reid) Kisling
Jason Koop
Trudy Kit KoopJoe Krumm
Jack livengood
Cheryl Lehman
Cheryl (8 Nathon) Long-Riffle
Jettle (8 Rebecca) Lyda
Anne Malcolm
i yl  t ic
Rod Felton
Thomos Freldhouse
Karen Peters Gilmore
JunnilQ Neibert
Heide Keller (8 Duslin) Nichol
David Patten
Mark Pothoff
Aaron Rauch
Lauia Richards Rauch
Ron (8 Diane) Rissmiller
Laura Roberts
Kent(8Ginnio) Robertson
Ricotdo (8 Susan) RadriguozKim (8 Pery) Roylnnd
Kimberly Bclew Rush
Liso Ruvo
LeAnn Sanders
Patrick Schmidt
Sotch Schwab
Wendy (8 David) SmithAlice bpitulskl
Thomas Springer
Marlyss Stenberg Springer
Jeonnie Steckley
Antlio Swonson
Jeanne (8 Ston) Tultle
Jonis Woloce
Derric Wolson
Katliryrt Webster
David Wright
Kotherinezellner
WES 1993
C.W. (8 Mary) Perry
Shannon Post Whiloker
Corol Wootlmnn
1 9 9 4
Number in Class: 403
Number of Donors; 47
Porticipotion: 12%
Judith Anderson
Daniele (8 Sean) Armstrong
Joel Asklond
Shown Bnird
Jefrey Baker
Jane (8 Jomes) Borlield
Jonet {8 George) Bechtold
Trod Bloit
Michelle Brown
William (8 Donno) Buhrow
Melissa Travis (8 Jef) Buysetie
Jennifer Cosond
Jennifer Dovis
Sharon Davis
Jennifer Lorson (8 Travis) Eager
Thomos Fay
Jaymi Heidrick Fleldhouse
Ryan Gibb
Jeff Goodmon
Yvonna Bones Groeneveld
Jennifer Lewis Homilton
Liso Herrold
Lourie Kenyon (8 Jason) Joy
Jonni Kingery
Bill (8 Alarilyn) Lind
Morlo lundquist
Gerold (8 Priscillo Mae) Morkel
Mory Simpson Martin
Margo McKimJames (8 Liso) Moloy
Mike Murphy
Heidi Schneiter Pender
Michael Pender
Keith (8 Mina) Rennie
Janet Adams Rinnrd
Mondy Undquist SchmidtFred (8 Linda) Smith
Julie Snyder
Jason SteeleJennifer Swonborough
Robert (8 Jona) Taylor
Matthew Willcuts
Kati Trout Willcuts
Susan V/iliiams
Todd Williams
Grepory V/ooIseyBetn Wooisey
WES 1994
Kevin Brooks
Stephen Kim
Eiiso Photris
Rodney Phnrris
Corrie (8 Bob) Simmons
1995
Number in Class: 497
Number of Donors: 45
Porticipatlon: 9%
Linda Atwell
Brian (8 Cynthia) Berkley
Louis (8 Mory) Bondl
Cloir Bouchillon
Mary Jane (8 Todd) BfGnlighomMark Brewer
Brondy (8 Jim) Chostoin
Judy (8 Steven) Chown
Efic Cullett
Morchond DoChcnneMonika (8 Arthur) Dilahoy
Martha PorisKSJohn) Dirxsen
Kim Coin Dougherty
Sheila Elliott
Joson Emery
Alan Fletcher
Beverly (8 Stephen] GosiotChorlene Wicrengo Gibb
Cbrislonbcr Gilson
Jamie Dawes (8 Jell) Grant
Cynliia (8 Ion) GregorySoroh Halsey
Joncll (8 Galen) Harms
Elaine Smith Heasley
Seth Heasley
Shely (8 Chris) Hernandez
Jeonelte Pienevost(8Duane)
Jncohson
Charles (8 Carol) laugblin
Kothleen Leonord
Jason Lewis
Sheley McBtide
Deborah (8 Honk) Millet
Johanna Bienz (8 Donon) Morgan
Anthony Poternostio
Stephen (8 Carol) Phoro
Sarah Morse (8 Matthew] Plies
Annette Delisle (8 Ryan) Romero
Rouine Howley Schuitz
Modelyn Stosko
Kotherine Stevens
Bret (8 Lisa) Thompson
Melonie (8 Paul) V/illioms
Daniel Williams
Chesler V/iliiums
Daniel V^nans
W E S 1 9 9 5
Soly Lambert
1996
Number in Class: 544
Number of Donon: 61
PorticipGlion: 11%
Stet^onie Anderson
Steve (8 Leigh) Arndt
Angelo Bornelt
Christopher (8 Julie) Bene
Shonnon Smith Bennett
Patrick Bennett
Emily Bergman
Colleen (8 Mork) Bourosso
Tereso Bunch
Kolhy Carpenter Culet
Esther Pringle Cyivirik
Christion (8 Joai) Daniels
Holy Dunn
Steven Dunn
Holy Eomes
Karen (8 Tim) Filkins
Jennifer (8 David) Giltoy
Andrew (8 Adtlonno) Glover
Janie Hansen
Dena Heckmonn
Dawn (8 Sean) Hennessy
Corey Hosier
John Hulden
Elisabeth Hunt
Robert (8 Kathy) Jomes
Jennifer Jotgenson
Amy Smith (8Aoron) KorjolQ
Deborah Haines (8 Curt) Keller
Sot Gonesho Kholso
Morilyn KohlmeierScot Kreitzberg
Cynlhio Sylsmo (8 Tim) lompets
Lori Mills
louioAdolfo (8 George) Moore
LoVonne Bruce Morgon
Eric Muhr
Francesco Nelson
Phylis NissilaJotae Koulfmon Opitz
Kiwondo Patrick
Abigail Popp
Dowd Reinlsma
Jeanne Richordson
Jeremy Schaub
George Schmidt
Monicq (8 Jef Miholet) SchrefflerKristi Filey (8 Anthony) Slouqhter
Krystol Smith
lanette Smith
Monico Smith
Benjamin Spots
Mott St.Morie
Tifany Steinbach
Elizabeth Stephens
Jeremy Stephens
Brian SullivonSandro Toylot
Jonnlhnn Ulmet
Rochel lewis IJImet
Dinns Werner
Thomas (8 Johonnn) While
1997
Number in Class: 629
Number of Donors; 67
PorticipDlion;)]%
Kirstin (8 Dennis) Ahetn
Michele Anderson
Kalhetin (8 Dun) Bonzei
Rene (8 Jock) Baton
Aidys (8 Palmer) Becker
Sean Beebe
Amy Dent BeeheCeleste Bcingor
Mory BuhmonDeirdra Burgess
John Cameron
Philip Couikins
Jennifer Christiansen
Jacob Coleman
Caleb (8 Oecno) Culver
Nicole Deniston
David Dewar
Suson (8 Frank) OiMoftn
Heidi Dougherty
Gregory Durbor
Jennifer Low (8 John) Edwords
Robbin Skinner (8 Michoel) Eiguren
Kornh Fisher
Brian Fotmnn
Heather (8 Bred) Garrett
Robert (8 Julie) Gebhordl
Elliot Groeneveld
Cheryl Honna
Earnest (8 Gale) Harper
Leslie (8 Slephon) Hurrah
Tertie (8 Stephen) Hovis
Beverly Hofman
Samuel Hooker
Jonello Jones
Aleta Kandle
Janet Kent
Katin Klinger
Koren McLormIck
John (8 Diana) McCoy
Jerold Mertsching
Tonyo Milet
Jeri (8 John) Moellet
Roger Ookes
Jessico Schmid Obtodovic
Jocqucine (8 Richard) Ortega
Gory (8 Morio) PlotisCortfond Regei
Raejeon Rosntio
Scott Solili
Christopher Sox
Sherry Schofet
Coleen Berg (8 David) Slrnvens
Debbie Tinney
John Tish
Katie Harris Tish
Doniel Tucker
Shannon Velrop
Eric Walker
Rebecca Wallace
Jennifer Soyler (8 Eric) V/hitmore
Caleb V/tllioms
Jodi Wimbetley
Shannon Winter
Ttovis (8 Crystal) Withers
Leah Woolbrlght
Shauno Cline Young
Susan Zicker
W E S 1 9 9 7
MaryKale Morse
1 9 9 8
Darren Finnecy
Chad Opitz
Michele Rcger
Angle Sax
Andrew Tessandorl
WES 1998
Trudy Mils
